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Preface
THE purpose of this book is to provide an elementary explana-

don of transistor theory and operation for the thousands of
practical electronic workers.

A comparatively enormous quantity of periodical literature
has appeared during the transistor's first five years. Unfortunately, however, much of the explanatory material, chiefly from
the pens of advanced physicists, has been so involved mathematically as to be completely useless to the practical man and not
too well understood by some engineers.
In this book, I have tried to tell in simple language how transistors work and what their circuits are like. I hope I have achieved
my purpose without too often falling into the sin of oversimplification. It is hoped that this work will fill the present need for

an introductory text.
Assisting in the effort have been numerous organizations which
have furnished data or illustrations. Grateful acknowledgment

is made here of such material, and for the permission to make

use of it, received from Bell Telephone Laboratories, CBS-Hytron,
Federated Semiconductor Co., General Electric Co., Hydro -Aire,
Inc., National Bureau of Standards, National Union Radio Corp.,

Radio Corporation of America, Radio Receptor Co., Inc., Raytheon Manufacturing Co., Sylvania Electric Products, Inc., Texas
Instruments, Inc., Transistor Products, Inc., Western Electric
Co., and Westinghouse Electric Corp.
Data on the surface -barrier transistor were obtained through
the courtesy of the Philco Corporation and PROCEEDINGS OF THE

I. R. E.
A tremendous amount of work, absorbing some of the most
talented minds in the field, is constantly being carried on in transistor electronics. Undoubtedly, this will result in many new
theories, reworked older ones, further transistor types, and new
circuits. In the meantime, the text is offered with the sincere
hope that it will enable many practical men to take their first
step less falteringly into the realm of the transistor.
RUFUS P. TURNER
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Chapter

1
Semiconductor Theory

IT is the nature of some solid materials to form themselves into
bodies called crystals which have characteristic geometric shapes.
These are the crystalline substances. Exact opposites are those
other solids which form into shapeless masses and are said to be
plastic, noncrystalline, or amorphous. Among very familiar examples, a block of rubber is amorphous, while a slab of salt -cake
is crystalline. Quartz may be given a high polish and may be as
transparent as glass, but quartz is crystalline and glass is not.
Elements and compounds both can be crystalline. So can metals
and nonmetals. Virtually all minerals are crystalline.
Externally, a crystal has several flat faces which are arranged
symmetrically with respect to each other. This calls to mind
the shape of a cut gem such as a diamond. Internally, it has a
certain orderly arrangement of atoms into a repeating system
called a lattice. Both externally and internally, one crystal of a
given true crystalline material looks like all other crystals of that
material. For example, a crystal of quartz is a hexagonal rod with
a pyramid point on each end, one of sodium chloride (common
table salt) is block -shaped, and crystals of one form of sulphur
are long and needle -like. A single crystal may be large to the
point of hugeness or it may be so small as to be visible only with
the aid of magnification.
Plates, bars, or slabs of material often are cut from a single crystal and these pieces themselves become erroneously termed crys-

An example is the so-called quartz crystal used in radio.
Actually, this is a quartz plate sliced from a quartz crystal. Gertals.
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manium wafers, used in diodes and transistors, often are called
crystals for the same reason.
Inside the crystal lattice, certain loosely -bound electrons (called
valence electrons) in the outer rings of one atom align themselves

with similar electrons in adjacent atoms to form valence bonds
which hold the atoms together in the orderly structure of the lattice. Thus, in the valence bond there are shared electrons, so
called because they are shared by neighboring atoms.
Electrons and holes
Some crystalline materials have electrical characteristics which
may be regarded as intermediate between those of conductors and
those of insulators, hence are termed semiconductors. Under
ordinary conditions, semiconductors are neither good insulators

nor good conductors, but can be made to exhibit some of the
properties of each. Among the semiconductors having practical
importance in modern electronics are cadmium sulphide, copper

oxide, copper sulphide, germanium, lead sulphide, selenium,
silicon, and silicon carbide (carborundum). Many other elements and compounds have been found to possess semiconductivity in varying amounts.
To understand the nature of a semiconductor, it is necessary to
look into the atomic arrangement of the crystal. At low temperatures, no electrons in a true semiconductor are available to
carry current through the material because the loosely -bound electrons which ordinarily would be available for that purpose are

held in the valence bonds. The material therefore has the features of an insulator, or at least of a very high -value resistor. if
the crystal structure were perfect and all valence bonds satisfied,
the material would support no current flow at all and would be
an insulator in the truest sense. Based upon advanced quantum mechanical theories of matter and verified by experiments, we

know that a crystal of pure germanium (one having identical
atoms uniformly spaced) will not conduct at all. The germanium
diode, widely used as a detector in radio and TV, conducts because
of the presence of impurities. The atoms of a crystal of germanium, like all other atoms, contain a nucleus surrounded by rings
or orbits of electrons. These rings, often likened to a miniature
solar system with the sun analogous to the nucleus, remain bonded
to the nucleus. Electrons, however, can be added to or taken

away from the outermost ring. Atoms of the element phosphorus have an outer ring which contains one more electron than
6

the outer ring of germanium. Adding phosphorus (or antimony,
arsensic, etc.) to germanium produces an excess electron condition. Particularly at higher temperatures, thermal agitation causes
some of the valence electrons to be knocked out of the bonds and

thus to become available for current flow. The material then
assumes the features of a conductor. As the semiconductor mate-

rial is heated further, more electrons are freed to drift through
the crystal lattice in response to an applied electric field, and the
conductivity of the material increases (resistance decreases).
Quite apart from heat action, electrons in some semiconductors
may also be dislodged from the valence bonds at ordinary temperatures by the action of light shining upon the material. This
photoelectric action is utilized in the selenium photocell of the
photographic exposure meter. Bombardment by other forms of

radiation likewise has been observed to release electrons in semiconductors.
A somewhat different situation exists when we add a material

which contains less electrons in its outermost orbit when compared to germanium. Elements such as boron, aluminum, or
gallium, have one less electron than germanium. Since we now
have an inadequate number of electrons surrounding the nuclei
of the atoms, we say that the orbit has holes in it. Furthermore,
these holes can move just as though they were positive charges.
This apparently fantastic concept can be mathematically proved
and verified experimentally. However, you can consider it in this
manner. An electron is a basic negative charge. When an electron jumps out of a valence bond, it leaves behind an empty hole
which, representing a deficiency of negative charge, appears as a
net positive charge. Another electron, under attraction by the
positive electrification, may jump into the hole. This leaves a
hole farther back which then may be filled by a nearby electron,
leaving still another hole. It is in this way that holes are conceived of as drifting through the lattice. Usually, a certain
amount of recombination goes on between holes and electrons, a
hole -electron pair recombining to restore the original condition
of the material.
Some imperfect semiconductor materials have an excess of electrons. In these materials, current flow results principally from
electron movement. Such semiconductors are termed N -type (N
signifying the negative polarity of the electron). Other semiconductors have an abundance of holes. Conduction in these lat7

ter materials is by the drift of holes. Hole -rich semiconductors
are termed P -type (P referring to the positive polarity of the
hole). Thus, the type of current carrier determines the classification of the semiconductor material. Intrinsic semiconductors
are those materials in which only a small amount of energy is
required to displace electrons from valence bonds. At ordinary
temperatures, electrons and holes are generated in pairs and
recombine continuously in intrinsic semiconductors. The useful
intrinsic semiconductor elements for electronic applications are
in the 4th column of the Periodic Table. The Periodic Table is
found in most elementary text -books on chemistry.

When an electric field is applied to a piece of intrinsic semiconductor material (for example, by placing a positive electrode
on one end and a negative electrode on the other), electrons drift
through the crystal lattice toward the positive electrode and holes
toward the negative electrode. This constitutes a flow of current.
Electron movement and hole movement may be regarded as separate manifestations of the same phenomenon. Although electrons and holes move simultaneously in opposite directions, the
current component which their separate movement constitutes is
in one direction.
The conduction characteristics of a semiconductor can be
altered considerably by mixing a minute quantity of a selected
impurity, metallic or nonmetallic, into the semiconductor material. Atoms of the impurity material must be small enough to fit

that the proper amount of added impurity in some transistor
semiconductors may be as small as 1 impurity to each 10 million
semiconductor atoms. When the original semiconductor mate-

rial is an element from Column 4 of the Periodic Table, donor
impurities can come from Column 5 and acceptor impurities from
Column 3.
Fig. 101 is a simplified representation of a donor -impurity atom
in part of a semiconductor crystal lattice. Here, each semiconductor atom has 4 valence electrons and the impurity atom has 5.

Four of the valence electrons of the impurity atom join with
those of adjacent semiconductor atoms to form valence bonds.
All valence bonds being satisfied, the extra electron of the impur-

ity atom is not held firmly in the structure and is free to move
through the crystal lattice. Mixing atoms of this type into the
semiconductor thus makes the latter N -type.
SEMICONDUCTOR ATOM

/
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into the crystal lattice where they replace a few of the semiconduc-

tor atoms. When the atoms of the impurity material have more
valence electrons than are required to satisfy the valence bonds
with adjacent semiconductor atoms, loose electrons will be left
over and will be free to participate in current conduction. Such
an impurity therefore will make the semiconductor strongly
N -type. An impurity of this type is termed a donor since it
donates electrons. If, instead, the impurity atoms have less valence electrons than are needed to satisfy the valence bonds, holes
will occur in each bond where an electron is missing. These
holes are available for current conduction and the semiconductor
material will be strongly P -type. An impurity of this kind is
termed an acceptor, since the holes it creates accept electrons.
Thus, by proper choice of the impurity material with respect
to its own electronic constitution, the semiconductor may be
made either N -type or P -type as desired. It is interesting to note
8
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Fig.

101.

Donor -impurity atom in semiconductor.

Fig. 102 is a simplified picture of an acceptor -impurity atom
in part of a semiconductor crystal lattice. In this case, as before,
each semiconductor atom has 4 valence electrons. But the impurity has only 3. Only three valence bonds with neighboring semiconductor atoms therefore are satisfied. (A fourth impurity electron would be required to complete the bond between the impurity
atom and the top semiconductor atom.) A hole accordingly
appears in what would have been the upper bond. An available

electron from somewhere else in the lattice can move into this
particular hole, thus leaving a hole behind. The hole provided
by the impurity atom thus can migrate through the lattice under
9

the proper conditions. Mixing this type of impurity into the
semiconductor makes the latter P -type.
It must be remembered that these are purely graphic representations of hypothetical semiconductors and impurities in which
all of the inner electrons and the nuclei of each of the atoms have
been ignored. The electrons do not necessarily align themselves
in the simple manner shown. Nor has any attention been paid
to orbital movement of the electrons. However, the pictures presented give some background for understanding how semiconductor properties are modified by doping these materials with selected
impurities.

It has been mentioned that electron and hole activity within

Germanium

At this writing, germanium is the most important semiconductor used in the manufacture of transistors. Silicon presently is
receiving attention because of its ability to operate at higher
temperatures, but today commercial transistors all are germanium
devices. Germanium is a grayish -white metallic element. In some
of its properties it resembles carbon, while in others it resembles
tin. It is found in the 4th column of the Periodic Table and has
an atomic weight of 72.60.
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Fig. 102.

Acceptor -impurity atom in semiconductor.

the semiconductor crystal lattice is accelerated at high temperatures. Conductivity increases during heating. Semiconductors
therefore exhibit a negative temperature coefficient of resistance.
Current moves more slowly through a semiconductor than in a
true conductor. Electrons drift more slowly because they encounter obstructions due to crystal imperfections. Hole movement is
even slower because of their jump -by -jump progress between
valence bonds. The total current may fall short of expected
values because of the devious routes taken by some of the carriers,
a phenomenon known as spreading.
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Fig. 103.

One type of apparatus for growing single crystals. Rotated seed is slowly
withdrawn. Inset shows early stage as the crystal starts to form.

Germanium was predicted in 1871, although never seen, by
Dmitri Mendelyeev who called it eka-silicon. It was discovered
physically by Clemens Winkler in 1886 and was named in honor
of Germany, Winkler's native country.
Metallic germanium is secured by reduction (in a hydrogen
11

or helium atmosphere) of germanium dioxide, a gray powder.
The dioxide is obtained in commercial quantities in the United
States as a flue residue in zinc smelting, and in England as a
component of the chimney soot from gas works.
After purified germanium has been produced by electronic
manufacturers and doped to specifications, comparatively large

single crystals of it (as shown in Fig. 103) are drawn from a melted
mass of the metal by dipping in a seed crystal of germanium and

withdrawing it slowly under rotation. The melted germanium
adheres and follows the seed to be pulled out of the melt in single crystal form. During the process, temperature is controlled closely and air is excluded. The tiny germanium wafers used in diodes

and transistors later are cut out of this single crystal. The advantages of single -crystal material are uniformity and reproducible electrical characteristics, such as resistivity. When, on the

germanium is of interest, since it is the foundation of both diode
and transistor action.
Fig. 104 shows three types of such junctions. In Fig. 104-a, P
and N regions have been grown into the germanium block by
mixing acceptor and donor impurities, respectively, into the single crystal during its formation. This is known as a grown junction. Note that the grown -type of P -N junction is not a sandwich
made by attaching a P block to an N block, but actually consists
of P and N layers in a single piece of germanium. Considerable
misunderstanding has arisen regarding this arrangement.
P
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0

GROWN

LEAN,

0 HOLE
ELECTRON

Fig. 104.

0 DIFFUSED

P -REGION

© POINT -CONTACT

Types of P -N junctions (diodes).

contrary, a germanium sample is composed of numerous intimately -bonded separate crystals, wafers sliced from this material

might cut through crystal interfaces and exhibit nonuniformity
of characteristics due to separate crystal properties.
While the germanium is in the molten state, impurities of the
proper kind and amount are added to make it either N -type or
P -type, as required. Without controlled doping, pure germanium
would behave like an insulator. Later, during the single -crystal
drawing, impurities may be added also at proper times during
the withdrawal to produce separate N and P layers in the same
crystal. Most general-purpose germanium is prepared to be
N -type.

P -N Junction, semiconductor diode

The junction between a P region and N region in single -crystal
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The diffused junction in Fig. 104-b is made by placing a pellet
of acceptor impurity, such as indium, on one face of a wafer of
N -type germanium and then heating the combination to melt the
impurity. Under proper conditions of temperature and time, a
portion of the impurity metal will diffuse a short distance into
the wafer, thereby creating a region of P -type germanium in intimate association with the N -type bulk.
Fig. 104-c shows a point -contact type. Here, a fine, pointed wire
("catwhisker") makes pressure contact with the face of an N -type

germanium wafer. After assembly, the device is formed by passing a high -current surge momentarily across the junction of wafer
and whisker. The heat generated during the short interval drives
a few electrons from the atoms in the region of the point contact,
leaving holes and thus converting into P -type a small volume of
germanium immediately under and around the point.
Fig. 105 shows what happens when a steady d.c. bias voltage

is applied between the P and N portions of a junction. In Fig.
105-a, no voltage is applied. The P region has holes (white), and
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the N region electrons (black) available as carriers. Note that a
few electrons may be seen in the P region, and a few holes in the
N region. But in each case, these minority carriers are far outnumbered by the majority carriers and so can make no substantial
contribution to any current conduction.
When the P region of the junction is made positive, as in Fig.
105-b, the holes are repelled by the positive field and the electrons by the negative field. Both holes and electrons are driven,
in the direction of the arrows, toward the P -N junction where
they recombine. A high current flows, since the junction resistance appears low. The process continues as long as the bias voltage is applied.
When the P region is made negative, as in Fig. 104-c, holes are
attracted by the negative field and electrons by the positive field.
Holes and electrons both are pulled away from the P -N
junction,

basic arrangement of which is shown in Fig. 104-c. However, if

the concept of a formed P -area around the point -contact whisker
is accepted, then all diodes may be regarded as being of the junction
type.

Fig. 106 shows the static volt-ampere characteristic curve of a
typical semiconductor diode. Note that the forward current is
in milliamperes, while the reverse current is only a few microamperes. The positive and negative portions of the curve are
seen to be nonlinear over a considerable portion of their ranges.
Fig. 107 shows the static resistance (E/I) characteristic of a
semiconductor diode. As the forward voltage is increased, the

Fig. 107. Static resistance characteristic
of a semiconductor diode.

MA

Fig. 106. Static volt-ampere character-

-VOLTS

+ VOLTS

istic curve of a typical semiconductor
diode.

PA

in the direction of the arrows. There can be no significant recombination, and the junction resistance appears high. As a result of this action, the current flow is low.
We say that the junction is biased in the forward direction in

Fig. 105-b. This is the direction of low resistance, high conductance, or high current. Conversely, the junction is biased in the
reverse direction in Fig. 105-c. This is the direction of high resistance, low conductance, or low current. A potential barrier is
said to be set up when the junction is reverse -biased.
The P -N junction is a rectifier because of this ability to
pass
current more readily in one direction than in the other. Its rectification efficiency is proportional to the ratio of its forward and
reverse resistances. This is the diode rectifier which has been the
most widely exploited semiconductor device. Two varieties of
diodes are manufactured-the junction type (of which Fig. 104-a
and Fig. 104-b are illustrative) and the point -contact type, the
14

resistance falls to a low value, usually 100 ohms or less. At decreasing values of forward voltage, the resistance increases until,
near zero voltage, it is in the hundreds of thousands of ohms. As
the reverse voltage is increased, the resistance passes through a
peak in the hundreds of thousands of ohms (or in the megohms)
and then decreases. There is a burnout point at the positive and
negative extremes of this curve, as also in the curve in Fig. 106.
Hole and electron injection
When a positive bias is applied to the P region of a P -N junction or to the whisker of a conventional point -contact germanium
diode valence electrons from nearby atoms flow to the P region
or to the whisker. This is equivalent to stating that holes flow
from the P region or whisker. Another point of view is that, with

the same bias polarity, the N -region injects electrons into the

P -type germanium.

This concept of carriers (whether holes or electrons) being injected into the body of the semiconductor material is essential to
an understanding of the mechanics of transistor operation.
In the next chapter, we shall see that carrier injection into a
semiconductor is a basic phenomenon which is analogous to electron emission by the cathode of a vacuum tube.
15
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THE transistor is a semiconductor amplifier device. Its amplifying and control properties suit it also to oscillator and switching
functions. In operation and application, the transistor bears
somewhat of a resemblance to the vacuum tube, but is different
from the tube in several important respects. In the tube, electrons are liberated into an evacuated space, and their drift toward
a positively -charged plate electrode constitutes a current flow.
Amplification results from the fact that this current can be controlled and modulated by a small signal voltage.
In the transistor, either holes or electrons are injected into the
solid body of a semiconductor and their movement through the
material constitutes a current flow which likewise can be modulated by a signal voltage. The fundamental differences between
tubes and transistors result from the mechanism of control. In
the tube, the electron current is modulated electrostatically by a
signal voltage. Under ordinary circumstances, no signal current

is required. The tube thus is a voltage -actuated high -impedance

device. But in the transistor, signal energy is required to modulate the injection of carriers into the semiconductor in order to
modulate the carrier current. This corresponds to current variation. A signal source employed with a transistor accordingly must
deliver current, and the transistor is a low -impedance current -

actuated device.

Transistor types

Present practical transistors are triodes, having three elec16
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trodes which correspond roughly to cathode, grid, and plate of a

Fig. 202-a shows the arrangement of a point -contact transistor.

triode tube. The two types which are in current manufacture
are the point -contact and junction transistors. Fig. 201 shows

This type resembles a point -contact diode with an extra cat

the main features of these types.
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whisker. The two whiskers make pressure contact with the face
of a germanium wafer (commonly N -type). One whisker serves
as the emitter, the other whisker as the collector, and the germanium wafer as the base. The points of the whiskers are closely
spaced on the germanium, usually being separated by 0.002 or
0.003 inch. A large -area, low -resistance contact is made to the
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Essential features of point -contact and junction transistors.
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Each basic type of transistor has the following electrodes: an
emitter which serves to inject carriers into the base, and a collector which attracts the carriers through the base -region. The emit P LAYERS
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base. The three connections terminate in pigtails or pins for
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Fig. 202-b shows an ideal cross section of a junction transistor
of the N -P -N type. Here, careful processing has produced a thin
B

B
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Fig. 202.

0
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Point -contact and junction type transistor triodes.

ter corresponds to the cathode of a vacuum tube, the base to the
grid, and the collector to the plate.
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P -type layer between two N -type layers in the same block or wafer
of single -crystal germanium. One N -layer is the emitter, the

other N -layer the collector, and the central P -layer is the base.
The latter is very thin, often 0.001 inch. Low -resistance connections to the three layers terminate in pigtails or pins.
Fig. 202-c illustrates an ideal cross section of a junction transistor of the P -N -P type. In this unit, a thin N -layer is processed
19

between two P -type layers in the same block or wafer of
germanium. Here, the P -layers are emitter and collector, and the
central N -layer is the base. The N -layer is very thin, often 0.001 inch
or less. Low -resistance connections to the three layers terminate
in pigtails or pins.
The point -contact transistor is seen to resemble the point contact diode (Fig. 104-c), and the junction transistors the junction diode (Fig. 104-a and Fig. 104-b), with one extra electrode
EMITTER PIN
ENO -PLUG
INSULATOR

COLLECTOR PIN

cross section of a diffused -junction P -N -P type. Here, a pellet or
button of indium (or boron, gallium, etc.) is melted on each face
of a thin wafer of N -type single -crystal germanium. Some of the
indium diffuses into the germanium from each side, creating
P -type regions in the wafer. The process is continued until the
separation between the two P -regions is very narrow (say 0.001
inch) but is halted before short circuit occurs. In practical diffused -junction P -N -P transistors, the emitter pellet is somewhat
smaller in size than the collector pellet.
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Fig. 205.
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Fig. 204.

Cutaway view of point -contact transistor assembly.

provided in each instance. In Fig. 202, the corresponding standard symbol is shown with each type of transitor. Note that the
same symbol is used for both point -contact and P -N -P
types.
As in the junction diodes, the layers of the
junction transistors may be of the grown -type or diffused -type. The
grown -type
is obtained by adding the required impurities
during the process
of single -crystal pulling to create the adjacent N and P layers.
This is the most difficult type to manufacture. Fig. 203 shows the
20

Courtesy, CBS Flytrart
Cutaway view showing inner construction details of junction transistor.

Transistors of both types are manufactured to several mechanical designs. Fig. 204 is a cutaway view of one style of point contact transistor. This type is housed in a metallic cartridge,

shell, or barrel and is intended for insertion into a special subminiature socket. The two pins fit into the socket clips, while
the transistor shell (base connection) is gripped by the socket
ring or spring. The germanium wafer is soldered to the metal
end plug or to a metal pin passed through this plug. The
plug
makes a tight -fit contact with the shell to form the low -resistance
base connection.

Fig. 205 is a cutaway view of a junction transistor of one style
of construction. Here, the germanium wafer is supported ver21

tically.

A large metal tab is attached to the lower end of the

wafer to form a low -resistance base connection. The opposite
end of the tab is attached to the base lead or pin. The emitter,
base, and collector leads pass through the insulated bottom of the
assembly and are intended for insertion into the clips of a subminiature tube socket or for soldering or welding into a circuit.
The assembly shown in Fig. 205 is used for hermetically -sealed
and evacuated transistors as well. After assembly, a protective
wax is injected into nonevacuated transistors through a hole provided for the purpose, after which the hole is sealed.

of indium are plated on opposite faces of an extremely thin por-

tion of an N -type germanium wafer cut from single -crystal material

(see Fig. 206.) No diffusion of the metal takes place into the
germanium.
Beneath the emitter and collector electrodes lies a thin barrier

layer, approximately 1/10,000 of an inch thick, which contains
almost no electrons or holes. This is represented by the white
region in Fig. 206. The barrier layer extends slightly into the
crystal. It is an almost perfect insulator and has a strong electric

By comparison with point -contact and junction diodes, the

emitter -to -base section of the transistor is seen to form a diode,
and the collector -to -base section a second diode. The base -region
is a common electrode for both diodes.
UNIFORM N -TYPE GERMANIUM
CRYSTAL

METAL EMITTER
ELECTRODE

SINGLE -CRYSTAL N -TYPE
GERMANIUM WAFER

PLATED INDIUM DOT
(EMITTER)

ETCHED -OUT REGION

PLATED INDIUM DOT (COLLECTOR)

METAL COLLECTOR ELECTRODE
FLAT REGION (FEW TEN -THOUSANDTHS

OF INCH THICK)

METAL BASE ELECTRODE
Fig. 207. Detail of surface -barrier transistor cross-section.

field and so is analogous to a capacitor. The field repels free
electrons into the crystal, from the surface. The free electrons from the interior atoms of the crystal are in effect
driven back down and the barrier remains swept clean of such
Fig. 206.

Schematic cross-section of surface -barrier transistor.

Surface -barrier transistor

A third class of transistor, the surface -barrier type, has been
developed and extensively tested by the Philco Corporation but
is not available commercially at this writing. While it resembles
the P -N -P junction type somewhat in general appearance, the
surface -barrier transistor is unique in that it contains only one
type of germanium, N -type. Metal emitter and collector electrodes
22

carriers.
Surface -barrier transistors are produced by an electrolytic etching and plating process in the following manner: Two fine streams
of indium sulphate solution are played upon axially -opposite

points on the faces of the N -type germanium wafer. At the same
time, a direct current is passed through the germanium and solution in such a direction as to remove germanium electrolytically

from the faces of the wafer. The tiny sprayed areas thus are

gradually etched away. When the desired wafer thickness (a few
ten -thousandths of an inch) has been reached, the etching process
23

is arrested abruptly by suddenly reversing the direction of cur
rent flow. This reversal causes an indium -metal dot to be plated

bine with carriers of opposite polarity in the base -region and
thus are neutralized. But most of them reach the collector
where they increase the collector current. This is the fundamental mechanism whereby current amplification (or at least
emitter -collector control interaction) occurs in a transistor.
7. Current amplification may be expressed as the ratio of the
change in collector current (die) to a given change in emitter

on each opposite face of the etched -out area (see Fig. 207). Leads

then are attached to the emitter and collector dots and to the
wafer (base), and the unit is mounted in a hermetically -sealed
enclosure similar to Fig. 204.
The electrolytic process has several advantages: (1) The wafer
thickness can be controlled within a few millionths of an inch,
(2) the opposite faces of the etched -out area are almost perfectly
flat and parallel, (3) the liquid streams keep the work both clean
and cool, and (4) the plating process is effected on a clean germanium surface immediately after the etching, precluding any
possibility of contamination.
Advantageously small -sized electrodes are obtained with the
electrolytic etching and plating process. Philco reports typical
units with 0.003 -inch emitters and 0.006 -inch collectors and a
barrier spacing of 2 ten -thousandths of an inch.

current (die) when collector voltage (ye) is held constant. Current amplification factor (die/die) is represented by the Greek
letter alpha (a).
8. When every carrier leaving the emitter reaches the collec-

In other words, the collector -current
change is equal to the emitter -current change. Alpha is less
than 1 (but close to unity) in junction transistors, and can be
greater than 1 in point -contact transistors.
9. The transistor exhibits voltage gain and power gain, as
well as current gain when it is operated in satisfactory circuits.
10. Voltage gain and power gain are obtained even when

tor, alpha equals

Transistor action
The exact, detailed behavior of a transistor is described in the
complicated mathematical language of solid state physics and
quantum mechanics. Abundant literature is available for those
readers who are inclined toward advanced mathematics.
A first explanation of the basic mechanism of transistor operation can now be made with the aid of 10 condensed facts which
we are in a better position to understand since we have looked
into the subjects of diode operation and carrier injection.

1.

alpha is less than 1, ,because the output (e.g., collector) electrode
has a higher impedance than the input (e.g., emitter) electrode.
However, the emitter is not always used as the input electrode,

nor the collector always as the output electrode.
Figs. 208-a, -b are enlarged sketches showing how bias and
signal voltages are applied to transistors. Circuit diagrams illustrating transistor connections are shown in Fig. 209. In the N -P -N
junction transistor (Fig. 209-a), the current carriers are electrons.
The negatively -biased emitter injects electrons into the base region. Under the influence of the strong positive field of the
collector, these electrons diffuse through the thin base -region to
the collector junction where they augment the collector current.
A few of the electrons combine with holes in the hole -rich P germanium base -region. But the base layer is very thin, so most
of the electrons reach the collector. However, since recombination and other effects prevent the electrons all reaching the collector, alpha (current amplification factor) for the N -P -N transistor can never reach a value of 1, although it attains values as
high as 0.98 and 0.99 in some commercial units. The emitter bias
is negative for the N -P -N type and the collector bias is positive.
This is similar to negative grid bias and positive plate voltage in
vacuum -tube circuits. The input signal is applied in series with
the emitter bias in the example shown, and the amplified output signal is developed across the collector load resistance.

1. A steady d.c. bias voltage (v0) is applied between collector

and base with polarity such that reverse current (ie) flows
through the collector diode.
2. The reverse -biased collector diode appears as a high resistance (re).

3. A steady d.c. bias voltage (ye) is then applied between
emitter and base with polarity such that forward current (ie)
flows through the emitter diode.
4. The forward -biased emitter diode appears as a low resistance (re).
5. The emitter injects carriers into the base -region. The polarity of these carriers is opposite to the polarity of the collector.
The carriers accordingly are drawn through the base -region toward the collector by action of the latter's field.
6. On their way to the collector, a few of the carriers recom24
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with the motion of the injected holes permits each hole to accelerate more than one electron of collector current. Another (the
"P -N hook theory"), more widely accepted at this writing, explains

that the collector is a complex structure comprising a separate
transistor all by itself and that this second transistor is an amplifier electron -coupled to a first transistor structure in the main
body of the unit.
In each type of transistor, the emitter bias voltage is lower than
the collector bias voltage. This is understandable when we consider that the emitter diode is biased in the forward direction and
consequently exhibits low resistance, while the collector diode is
biased in the reverse direction and exhibits high resistance.
Transistor configurations
The emitter is not always used as the signal -input electrode, nor

the collector always as the signal -output electrode. A transistor
can be connected into a single -stage circuit in any one of three
O

O

IN

OUT

O

Fig. 210 shows the three basic configurations with approximately equivalent tube circuits for comparison. Transistor connections of these three types are employed in single-stage amplifiers, oscillators, trigger circuits, and control circuits. Elaborations of the basic configurations also are employed. For simplicity, all bias -voltage supplies and external circuit components
have been omitted.
Fig. 210-a shows the grounded -base circuit. The input signal

is applied between emitter and base, and the amplified output
signal is taken between collector and base. This configuration is
analogous to the grounded -grid tube circuit.
Fig. 210-b shows the grounded -emitter circuit. The input signal is applied between base and emitter, and the amplified output signal is taken between collector and emitter. This configuration is analogous to the grounded -cathode tube circuit. Fig. 210-c
shows the grounded -collector circuit. The input signal is applied

between base and collector, and the amplified output signal

O
GNDED BAX

at

MUD GRID

Fig. 211.
IN

GNDED COLLECTOR

is taken between emitter and collector. This configuration is
GNDED CATH

GNDED EMITTER

C

GNDED PLATE

Fig. 210. Transistor amplifier configurations with equivalent tube circuits.

basic ways, depending upon the type of operation desired, and its
amplifying or control characteristics depend upon which method
of connection is used. It is advisable at this time to describe these

three configurations in order to facilitate an understanding of
the discussions which follow. This description is made here for
purposes of identification only, and will not be complicated now
by explanations of performance. They will come later in this
chapter.
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Basic transistor parameters.

analogous to the cathode -follower tube circuit. Each of the three
basic transistor circuits partakes of some of the characteristics of
the equivalent tube circuit. D.c. biasing of the surface -barrier
transistor is the same as specified for P -N -P junction transistors.
Emitter is positive and collector is negative with respect to base.
Transistor parameters

The basic parameters of a transistor are emitter voltage (ve),
emitter current (4), collector voltage (v0), collector current (it),
and base current (ib). It is customary to represent all transistor
parameters with lower-case letters, and to use capitals for external circuit parameters. Thus in Fig. 211, ve is the transistor emitter to -base voltage, while Ve is the emitter -voltage supply.
Fig. 211 shows a grounded -base transistor connected directly to
emitter and collector d.c. bias supplies, and with the basic currents

and voltages indicated. For simplicity, no external -circuit elements other than the two batteries are shown. Emitter and col 29

lector resistive parameters may be determined from the basic voltages and currents. For example, the static resistance (re) of the
collector diode = ve/ie. Emitter and collector power dissipation
(P) likewise may be determined. (P = vi).
Resistive components

Transistor current vs. voltage characteristics are specified with
respect to a constant -current parameter. This is in contradistinction to the vacuum tube, a voltage -operated device, whose voltage
vs. current characteristics are specified with respect to a constant voltage parameter. For example: Each of a family of plate voltage
vs. plate current tube curves is plotted for a constant value of grid
12

With respect to internal resistance components "seen" from its

three terminals, the transistor may (at d.c. and low audio frequencies) be represented by an equivalent 3 -terminal network

a

PLATE VA

such as is shown in Fig. 212. Actually, the network shown in this
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Simplified equivalent 3 resistance network of
transistor.
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illustration is simplified and will be elaborated upon in Chapter
3. Resistances re and re are emitter and collector resistances, respectively. Resistance rb, the base resistance, depends upon the resistivity of the germanium in the base -region of the transistor and
upon the resistance of the base connection, although other factors
also might govern its value to some extent.
The effect of these resistive components upon input and output
resistances of the transistor in various circuit configurations may
be observed from Table 1.
Table 1-TRANSISTOR CIRCUIT INPUT AND OUTPUT RESISTANCES
CONNECTION

INPUT RESISTANCE

1.5

couicroR MA
.5

2

-10

-20

-30

-40

AA4IBENT TEI110 VC

-

OSUECTOR 1.01.73
CASED EMITTER

I0

BASE isAt2.30
225
200
17S

^6

150

COLLKTOR

125

-4

100

75

OUTPUT RESISTANCE

50

Grounded -base
Grounded -emitter

Grounded -collector

re + rb
rh + re
rb + re

re + b
re + re
re + rt.

Characteristic Curves

Because the transistor is a current -operated device, current is
taken as the independent variable in the measurement and specification of transistor characteristics. Thus, emitter or collector
current is varied in test operations and the resulting emitter or
collector voltage is observed. In tube technique, on the other
hand, electrode voltages are varied and the corresponding currents
noted.
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Fig. 213.

Transistor collector current vs. collector voltage
curves compared with vacuum -tube characteristics.

voltage, while each of a similar set of transistor collector current vs. collector voltage curves is plotted for a constant value of
emitter current (for the grounded -base connection) or base current (for the grounded -emitter connection).
Fig. 213 illustrates this point. Two sets of transistor collector
current vs. collector voltage curves are shown in comparison with
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a set of similar tube plate voltage vs. plate current curves.
Observe in Fig. 213 that the transistor collector characteristic curves

(Fig. 213-b and Fig. 213-c) have the general shape of pentode tube
plate curves. (Fig. 213-a). The tube curves depict variation of
plate current (in) with plate voltage (er) for selected constant values of grid voltage (eg). The transistor curves for the grounded base circuit (see Fig. 213-b) show variation of collector
voltage
(ve) with collector current (ic) for selected constant values of
emitter current (4). The transistor curves for the grounded -emitter
circuit (Fig. 213-c) show variation of collector voltage (ve) with
collector current (ie) for selected constant values of base
current
(ib). In each of the families of transistor curves in Fig. 213,
have taken the liberty of rotating the graphs
simply to give easy
comparison with the accompanying family of tube curves.
Properly, current values should be plotted along the horizontal axis
of
each transistor curve, and voltage values along the vertical axis.
Other characteristics which may be plotted for the grounded base connection are: (1) Emitter current vs. emitter
voltage for
constant values of collector current, (2) collector current vs. emitter voltage for constant values of emitter current, and (3) emitter
current vs. collector voltage for constant values of collector current. Characteristic (2) is known as the feedback characteristic,
since it shows the influence of output (collector) current upon input (emitter) voltage. Characteristic (3) is known as the transfer
characteristic, since it shows the influence of input (emitter) current upon output (collector) voltage.
Alpha
Current amplification factor, (emitter -to -collector) evidenced

by a large change in collector current for a smaller or
equal
change in emitter current
correctly refers to the current amplification between emitter input and collector output, and is
a property
of the grounded -base circuit.
Beta

Current amplification (base -to -collector), beta, is a second
type
of current amplification obtained in the grounded -emitter circuit
where the base is the input electrode. This amplification is
designated by 13, the Greek letter beta.
Beta is especially interesting in the grounded -emitter circuit
employing the junction transistor, since it reaches values of 30 to
40 in some units while alpha for the same units is less than 1. The
reason for this action is that the base current is very small, corn 32

pared to the collector current (ib being the difference between
collector and emitter currents). Base -to -collector amplification,
beta, may be discerned readily in the grounded -emitter characteristics in Fig. 213-c. Note, for example, that at a collector voltage
of 10, a base -current change of 25 microamperes (from the 25 -

to the 50 -microampere curve) results in a collector -current change

of 1 milliampere (from the 1- to approximately the 2 -ma ordinate). This corresponds to a beta of 40. Beta is die/dib and in

terms of alpha is equal approximately to a/ (1-a). Hence, it is desirable for high amplification in junction -transistor grounded -

emitter applications that alpha be as near unity in value as
possible.

Negative resistance
In the point -contact transistor
(but not in junction types), when
alpha is larger than 1 and the base resistance, rb, is fairly high or is

supplemented with an external base resistor, Rb, the transistor
+
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Fig. 214.

Point -contact transistor emitter current vs. voltage characteristic.

will exhibit negative resistance characteristics at certain levels of
current and voltage. This results from positive feedback and the
effect of alpha upon the voltage drop across the base resistance.
Fig. 214 shows emitter current vs. voltage relationships under
these conditions. Assume the collector voltage to be held at some
constant value. As the emitter current (ie) is increased positively,
the emitter -to -ground voltage (ve) first will increase negatively
from B to C and then will decrease from C to D. Further positive
increase of ie will cause ve to cross the zero axis and increase beyond point D in the positive direction. If ie is increased in the
negative direction, ve will increase negatively from B to A. The
region from B to C displays negative resistance, while BA and CD

represent positive resistance regions. The BA region is termed
cutoff, BC negative resistance, and CD saturation.
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From the plot in Fig. 214, it is seen that while the emitter current determines the emitter voltage at all points, the emitter voltage does not determine values of emitter current in the same manner. For example; at the marked value of emitter voltage on the
graph, emitter current might have either of the values x, y, or z.
If the emitter current is resting at a lower value, the application of
a large transient will flip it to the higher value. Since a higher
collector current flows in response to the higher emitter current,
this unstable condition of switching to the higher current in response to large signal inputs can cause damage to the transistor
unless design precautions are taken to limit the currents.
The transistor normally will be unstable in the region of BC
where its emitter -to -base input resistance is negative. However,
if the emitter is biased so as to set at the stable point x along the
cutoff region BA, the application of a sufficiently large positive
pulse will flip conduction to the other stable point z along the saturation region CD. Steady emitter current, corresponding to point
z, then will continue to flow even after the pulse is removed. If a
strong negative pulse subsequently is applied to the emitter, the
current will be flipped back to point x. This ability of the point contact transistor to exhibit two stable states adapts it to use in
flip-flop, switching, and counter circuits. The negative resistance
characteristic also enables operation as an oscillator.
The mechanism of negative resistance in transistors is an extensive subject which has received considerable mathematical treatment for detailed analysis. A physical picture of how it is accomplished can be given in comparatively simple terms, however.
Both emitter and collector currents flow through the base resistance and have opposite polarities. The net base current is their

difference, i.-i.. In the point -contact transistor with an alpha
higher than 1, the negative collector current is by amplification
higher than the positive emitter current. The net base current
thus becomes negative as long as alpha continues higher than 1,

and the voltage drop across the base resistance is vb=rb (-ie-i.) and
is negative. Thus, the base voltage, which appears between base
and emitter, can be negative although emitter current is positive.
As alpha decreases after the emitter current has reached a certain
value, the negative emitter voltage reaches a turning point (C in
Fig. 214) after which the positive emitter current then begins to
determine the polarity of the net base current and consequently
the polarity of vb and v. (C to D in Fig. 214).
The foregoing explanation shows that alpha must exceed unity

in order for negative resistance to be evidenced. For this reason,
it is easy to see why the property is not encountered in junction
transistors (alpha is always less than 1).
The collector circuit also exhibits negative resistance under suitable conditions of currents and voltages, as shown by the curve in

Fig. 215. Here, the emitter voltage is held at a constant value
while the collector current is varied. The collector voltage first

increases negatively from D to C, then decreases from C to B, and
finally levels off from B to A. Negative resistance is shown by the

region CB. Region DC is cutoff, and BA saturation.
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Fig. 215. Curve showing property of negative resistance in collector

circuit.

Negative resistance is of concern both as a help and as a hindrance in the application of point -contact transistors: (1) It can be
utilized in making flip-flop, switching, counter, and oscillator circuits; (2) uncontrolled, it gives rise to instability in amplifier cir-

cuits; and (3) it causes negative input and output impedances.

Transistors intended for stable amplifier operation are selected to
have a low base resistance in the interest of minimizing tendencies
toward negative resistance effects. It is obvious, however, that
even a transistor so selected becomes unstable when operated in a
circuit with a large -size external base resistor.
Switching -type
transistors are point -contact units selected with high base -resistance values and high alphas, and are intended primarily for use in
flip-flop, switching, and counter circuits.
Instability in point -contact transistors is particularly evident
when input and output sources and terminations are low -impedance. The units are said to be short-circuit unstable. Thus, an
amplifier oscillates under such conditions or when connected to
low -impedance (constant -voltage) d.c.
power supplies. Junction
transistors are not short-circuit unstable, since they do not exhibit
the negative -resistance characteristics.
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Power dissipation
There is a maximum amount of power which can be dissipated
by either the emitter or collector without damage to the transistor
or a change of its characteristic through heating. Emitter and collector ratings vary with types and manufacture. The permissible
emitter dissipation always is lower than the collector dissipation.
Typical maximum values are 50 to 150 milliwatts in point -contact
types and 30 to 50 mw for junction types.
From a practical standpoint, it is important to note that maximum rated current and voltage do not always coincide with maximum power dissipation in all circuits. A great deal depends upon
the effect of a third parameter, such as emitter or base current
when collector dissipation is considered. Thus, under circuit operating conditions, maximum rated dissipation might be exceeded
long before reaching maximum rated current or voltage.
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current vs. collector
voltage curves.

Collector

Fig. 216 gives a family of collector current vs. collector voltage
curves for five constant values of emitter current. A line has been

dotted -in to show 50 milliwatts collector dissipation. This line
serves to illustrate the fact mentioned in the preceding paragraph.
From the curves, note that the 50 -mw dissipation is not exceeded
at a collector voltage of -30 when the emitter current is zero, but
is exceeded at this voltage easily when the emitter current is several or more ma.
Emitter dissipation is seldom listed in tables of transistor operating data. Instead, maximum emitter current is shown. The
operator must exercise care to keep within this rating.
Power output
The a.c. output power of a transistor amplifier or oscillator, as in
corresponding vacuum -tube circuits, bears a percentage relationship to the d.c. power input supplied to the output electrode.
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Thus, in a grounded -base transistor amplifier, the a.c. power output is a fraction of the d.c. collector power input.
Power output of conventional transistors is small by comparison
with some small -sized tubes, maximum values being of the order
of 25 to 50 mw for point -contact types and 2 to 5 mw for junction
types. Up to 10 watts output has been obtained with push-pull
class -B amplifiers using junction -type power transistors. Power type transistors capable of 60 -watt operation have been developed
in the laboratory. Power transistors for outputs up to 10 watts
are available commercially.
From a standpoint of the ratio of a.c. output power to d.c. input
power (output efficiency), the junction transistor is a better performer than the vacuum tube, the transistor efficiency being up to
49% for class -A operation and as high as 75% for class -B. All
transistors may be considered more efficient than tubes as power
converters if over-all power supply requirements are considered,
since the transistor requires no filament power.
In grounded -base and grounded -emitter circuits, power output
is limited by allowable collector power dissipation.
In the
grounded -collector circuit, where the emitter is the output electrode, the limiting factor is the maximum allowable emitter power
dissipation.
Power gain
The transistor amplifier resembles the class B vacuum -tube amplifier in the respect that each requires a finite amount of signal input power. This is grid -signal power in the tube circuit, and is

emitter input or base input in the transistor amplifier.
The over-all power gain (ratio of output -signal power to input signal power) provided by the transistor depends upon the type of
circuit connection employed. Typical values are 18 to 25 db for
the high-grade point -contact type in a grounded -base circuit, 30 to
40 db for high -alpha junction types in a grounded -emitter circuit,
and 16 to 18 db for high -alpha junction types in a grounded -collector circuit. Transistor power gain varies approximately as the
ratio of output to input impedance, and also as the square of
alpha.
Noise

Transistor noise level is higher than that of a vacuum tube and
increases in importance as the number of cascaded amplifier stages
is increased. The noise figure in transistor operating data is specified as so many decibels above thermal noise at 1,000 cycles.
Typ37

ical noise -figure values are 65 db for the point -contact type and 22

db for the junction type. Transistor noise decreases with operating frequency. It is higher when produced at the collector than
by the emitter.
Frequency response

The upper frequency response of contemporary transistors is a
serious limitation to application of these devices. A combination
of frequency -dependent factors, such as current amplification, voltage amplification, internal capacitances, transit time, point -contact spacing (close spacing for high -frequency response), spreading
of carriers, and equivalent network impedances, act to limit the

maximum frequency at which satisfactory operation can be
obtained.

In the point -contact transistor, transit time, upon which frequency response depends, varies inversely as the square of the contact spacing. Point -contact transistors made with P -type german-

ium have somewhat better frequency response than those made

manufacturing difficulties but increases the internal base resistance. degrading the performance of the transistor. The N -P -N
junction tetrode transistor of R. L. Wallace (see Fig. 217) overcomes the effect of high base resistance by means of a negative d.c.
bias applied to the central P -layer at a point opposite the base contact. This bias repels the electrons coming from the emitter, forcing them to diffuse through the P -layer near the base connection,
instead of all through the layer, thereby reducing the base resistance as much as 10 times.
An interesting practical observation is that all transistors appear
able to oscillate at frequencies higher than alpha cutoff.

High -frequency operation up to 70 mc is claimed for the surface barrier transistor developed by Philco. A manufacturing

advantage, partly responsible for the higher -frequency operation
and accruing from the electrolytic technique (see Chapter 2) is
the ability to control the plated -electrode separation in this type
of transistor within 10 millionths of an inch.
Temperature effects

The temperature dependence of germanium was stressed in

Chapter 1. In the transistor, elevated temperatures act to reduce
electrode resistances, decrease amplification, and increase noise.
Changes due to temperature appear somewhat more severe in junction transistors than in point -contact units. Operating characteristics usually are specified for 25°C. Typical maximum ambient
Fig. 217.

High -frequency

tetrode transistor.

junction

with N -type. The reason for this is the higher mobility of electrons which are the carriers in P -type germanium. Holes, the
carriers in N -type germanium, travel much more slowly.

The conventional manner of rating transistor frequency response is to specify a cutoff frequency, the frequency at which alpha

drops to a point 3 db below its low -frequency value. Typical ratings are 2 mc for general-purpose point -contact transistors, 5 to 10
mc for special high-speed point -contact switching units, and 100
kc for junction types. One of the point -contact types (RCA 2N33)
is rated for oscillator operation at 50 mc. It is important to note
that voltage amplihcation and power amplification may fall off significantly at some frequency lower than alpha cutoff.
In the junction type, the high -frequency operating limit can be
extended by making the central base -region layer extremely thin
to reduce transit -time effects. However, this not only increases
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operating temperature is 50°C. (90°F.).
Life

Because of the comparative infancy of the transistor, extensive
life data comparable to that available for vacuum tubes and semiconductor diodes have not yet been accumulated. However, tests

indicate that life ratings in multiples of 10,000 hours can be expected. Authorities predict a figure of 70,000 hours, which means
that a transistor under favorable conditions might operate contin-

uously for 8 years.

Comparison of d. c. requirements
In commercial transistors (depending upon model and manufacture), maximum d.c. collector current ratings vary from 2 to 20
ma for the point -contact type and from 0.5 to 10 ma for the junction types. Maximum d.c. emitter currents vary from 1 to 15 ma
for the point -contact types and from 0.5 to 5 ma for the junction
types. Maximum d.c. collector voltages vary from 10 to 100 volts
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for the point -contact type and from 20 to 50 volts for junction
types. Because of developmental work on transistors these figures

are by no means inflexible. In fact most of the transistor data
presently published is of a tentative nature.
A useful property of the junction transistor is its ability to operate at very low levels of voltage and current. Practical oscillators
have been demonstrated to operate on direct current generated by
a photocell, a thermocouple, or a pair of coins separated by moistened paper. This property has made possible the design of subminiature amplifiers, radio receivers, and hearing aids that may
be operated from inexpensive 11/2- or 3 -volt batteries.
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Chapter 3
Equivalent Circuits
BECAUSE of the vast amount of experience gained with
vacuum tubes in electronic circuits and the limited amount
of similar experience with transistors, the common tendency is
to think of transistors as simply replacing tubes in common circuits. This is not a correct attitude nor a practical one, since
there is a basic difference in nature between the control of current
carriers in a vacuum and in a solid.
Unlike the vacuum tube, the transistor does not provide isolation between its input and output circuits. Because of this, output conditions in a transistor affect input parameters and vice
versa. The transistor resembles a set of connected resistances. It
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Fig. 301. Equivalent circuit of transistor
(grounded -base amplifier at d.c. and
low a.f.).

is, in fact, an active resistance network. The successful application of this device to electronic circuits must be based upon its
nature as a network.
At d.c. and low audio frequencies, the transistor resembles, and
may be described in terms of, a 3 -terminal resistance network.
This configuration was shown in simplest terms in Chapter 2.
We are in a position now to consider the transistor network in
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more detail. Transistor circuits may be described also in terms
of 4 -terminal networks, but we shall restrict our discussion to the
3 -terminal variety which serves the purposes of this book.
Network parameters
For the benefit of readers who have
no background of network
theory, the following definitions of network terms are made with
respect to transistor parameters with which they are associated.
For reference, Fig. 301 shows the equivalent 3 -terminal resistance
network of a transistor operating as a grounded -base amplifier.
The pure resistive components are allowable for small -signal conditions at d.c. and low audio frequencies. These become impedances, with reactive components, at high frequencies.
Only the transistor impedances are shown. External circuit
components, such as load and generator, have been omitted from
Fig. 301 for simplicity, but appear in succeeding diagrams.
For the grounded base
(3-1)

R11 = Input Resistance = slope of MC LtliVC
ie when ie is constant

(3-2)

=

dve
the

(3-3)

(3-4)

die
dve

=

dve
die

Grounded -base amplifier and equivalent 3 -terminal network.

equivalent 3 -terminal network. Bias supplies have been omitted.
VG is the source generator with internal. resistance RG. Component RL is the load resistance.
(3-7) rm = a (re rb)-rb. From Equation (3-6), rm also
are

ie

e

(3-8)

R11 = re + rb

(3-9)
(3-10)

R12 = rb
R21 = rb

rm

(3-11)

R22 = re

rb

alpha = a = Current Amplification Factor = slope
of the curve i, vs. ie when v, is constant =
di,
die

(3-6)

=

Fig. 302 shows the grounded -base amplifier circuit with its

di,

R22 = Output Resistance = slope of the curve ve vs.
ie when ie is constant

(3-5)

dve

R21 = Forward Transfer Resistance = slope of the
curve v, vs. ie when i, is constant

Grounded -base amplifier

Fig. 302.

le

=

grounded -collector circuits, as will be shown later. However, certain terms have the same meaning in each circuit. For example;
R11 is always the input resistance, R22 the output resistance, R12
reverse transfer resistance, R21 forward transfer resistance, and re,
the active mutual resistance.

Are

R12 = Reverse Transfer Resistance = slope of the
curve ve vs. ie when ie is constant

lar equations are used to describe the network characteristics
of other circuit configurations; e.g., the grounded -emitter and

rb (rb+rm)

RL-Frc+rs

rb (rbd-re,)

RG-Fred-rs

Grounded -emitter amplifier

Fig. 303 shows the grounded -emitter amplifier circuit with its

ve = R21/R.22

ro, = Active Mutual Characteristic of network =

rmlb

R21-R22 = are

The output generator in the collector lead in Fig. 301 has a
value retie which corresponds to the generator 1.tE, in the equivalent
circuit of a vacuum -tube voltage amplifier. The active properties
of the transistor network are expressed by this generator.

These equations are for the grounded -base amplifier.
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Simi -

Fig. 303.

Grounded -emitter amplifier and its equivalent network.
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equivalent network. Note that the output generator here is equal
to rmib, since the input current is the base current, it,.

Grounded emitter
(3-21) G =

(3-12)

(3-13)

(3-14)
(3-15)

re (rm-re)

R11 = re+rb

rm-re
4RGRL [(RG-1-4-Frel (RLd-re-l-re-rm)-1-re (rey-re)]

For stability, the denominator of the fraction must be greater

RL-Fre+re-rt

than zero.

R12 = re
R21 = re-rm

Grounded collector
re (rm-re)

R22 = re + re - rm

(3-22)

G = 4RGRL [(Ro+rb-Fre)

-r,
(RL-kre-l-r,-rm)d-rc (rm-r,) 1'

For stability, the denominator of the fraction must be greater

Grounded-collector amplifier

than zero.

Fig. 304 shows the grounded -collector amplifier circuit with
Reverse power amplification
The grounded -collector point -contact amplifier has the attractive property of bilateral amplification when alpha is greater than
Rt.

1. When a = 2, the power gain from output to input is the same

Fig. 304. Grounded -collector amplifier and its equivalent network.

its equivalent network. Here, the emitter is the output electrode
and the generator rmib is in the grounded collector.
re (rm-r,)

= rb-l-re+

(3-16)

R11

(3-17)
(3-18)

R12 = re
R21 = r, (1-a)

(3-19)

R22. = red -re -rib

Fig. 305.

Equivalent circuit, transistor with noise.

as from input to output. Reverse, or "backward" power gain,
may be expressed in terms of network parameters:

GB,

2

(3-23)

GB = 4RGRL [

1

d is the denominator from equation (3-22).
Reverse power gain may be determined also by multiplying
the forward power gain by (1-a)2.

re (r,n-r,)
-I--

Electrode External Resistances

Power amplification

The operating power gain (G) of transistor amplifier stages is
Closely related to values of the network components.

The terms rb, re, and re appearing in the equivalent circuits represent the total resistance associated with the base, collector, and
emitter electrodes, respectively. This includes any external resis-

Grounded base

tance connected in the leads, as well as the internal resistance

(3-20)

G = 4RGRL

- (rb+rm)

2

[(RG--1--re-Frb)(Rt+re-Frb) -rb (rb-l-rin)

For stability, the denominator of the fraction must be greater

than zero.
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determined by v/i. External series resistances occasionally are connected in the leads for purposes of stabilization or feedback. Not
included, however, is the output load resistance, which is designated RL in the network equations and is treated separately from
rb, re, and re.
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Equivalent noise circuit

Fig. 305 is the equivalent circuit of a transistor with emitter
and collector noise sources represented by the noise generators ne
and no, respectively. The noise generators retain their positions
also in the grounded -emitter and grounded -collector amplifier circuits, but the generator rmib changes position as indicated in Fig.
303 and Fig. 304.
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HE basic building blocks of transistor amplifiers are the
single -stage grounded -base, grounded -emitter, and grounded -

collector circuits. The chart in Table 2 compares the practical
operating features of each type of circuit separately for point -contact and junction transistors. This chart has been prepared from
Table 2-COMPARISON OF BASIC TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIERS
Circuit

Transistor Input ResistOutput
ante (ohms) Resistance
Type

Power
Phase
Power
Gain (db) Output Reversal
(mw)

(ohms)

PointContact

150-400

6,000-40,000

19-21

30-60

No

Junction

30-1,000

100,000500,000

20-29

10.15

No

GroundedEmitter

Junction

325-1,000

5,000-40,000

30-40

2.8-20

Yes

GroundedCollector

Junction

150,000300,000

1,000-20,000

12

-

No

GroundedBase

condensed characteristics of transistors available at the time of
compilation. The listed values represent the spread shown by the
published tentative characteristics. These values are subject to
considerable future variation from those listed, since transistor
manufacture is by no means fixed at this time.
Which circuit and type of transistor are selected for a given application will depend largely upon desired input and output im46
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pedances, power gain, power output, and frequency response.
These characteristics are located quickly in Table 2. Input and
output parameters are shown as resistances and apply only to low -

frequency operating conditions. Power output listings are the
maximum values specified by transistor manufacturers.
The chart data are from typical operating conditions and
are subject to variation under different conditions of application.

type in those circuits and because of the limited permissible dis-

sipation of the emitter which becomes the output electrode.
Figures 401, 402, and 403 show typical single -stage amplifiers
using grounded -base, grounded -emitter, and grounded -collector
circuits. In each Figure; "a" designates the r -c coupled version of
the circuit, while "b" shows the transformer -coupled version. The
battery polarities are correct for N -type point -contact and P -N -P
junction transistors. All battery polarities must be reversed for

OUT

fr4

Figs. 401-a, -b.

a

Grounded -base single -stage amplifiers.

The equivalent circuits in Chapter 3 show how input and output
resistance and power gain are mutually dependent.
From Table 2 several important aspects of transistor amplifiers
are apparent. For example: (1) Only one circuit, the grounded emitter, reverses the phase of the transmitted signal.
(2) The
grounded -emitter circuit also provides the highest power gain,
although not the greatest power output.
(3) Maximum power
output is obtained with the point -contact transistor in the
grounded -base circuit. (4) The lowest input -resistance values occur in grounded -base circuits. (5) The highest input resistance is
provided by the grounded -collector circuit, although this resistance is dependent directly upon the value of output (load) resistance used.

Figs. 403-a, -b.

Grounded -collector single stage amplifiers.

N -P -N junction types and P -type point -contact transistors. Otherwise, the circuits are the same.

Single vs. multiple bias supply

In each of the circuits in Figures 401, 402, and 403, separate
bias supplies are shown for emitter and collector. While batteries
are shown for simplicity, the supplies might also be of the a.c. rectifier type.

The dual supply scheme is not the only practical method of
operation. A single battery is sufficient in many applications and
often is attractive from a standpoint of economy, simplicity, and
compactness. In this connection, it is well to remember that biasing the input as well as the output electrode of a transistor amplifier allows a higher input -signal amplitude to be handled before

peak clipping occurs. When use of a single supply means that
a

Figs. 402-a, -b.

Grounded -emitter single -stage amplifiers.

From a practical viewpoint, junction transistors of both types
can be used successfully in any of the three circuits, while point contact units give good performance only in the grounded -base
circuit. While it is possible to operate the point -contact type in
the other two circuits, its behavior would be somewhat inferior
to that of the junction type because of instability of the contact 48

only the output electrode is biased, only small signals can be handled without distortion. However, any scheme that permits both
electrodes to be biased from a single supply widens the range of
input -signal amplitudes that can be accommodated. One scheme
readily suggesting itself is the use of a center -grounded voltage
divider across the single supply, with positive voltage taken from
one half for one electrode of the transistor and negative voltage
from the other half for the other electrode. This method loses in

appeal, however, when the bleeder current greatly exceeds the
normal transistor drain.
Fig. 404 shows several typical single -battery amplifier stages.
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Fig. 404-a is a grounded -emitter with floating base input. This
circuit offers somewhat higher input impedance than when the
base is biased but can handle only small input signals. In Fig.
404-b, the base is biased through the external resistance Rb. The
increased base current due to this bias lowers the input impedance, but large input signals can be handled before peak clipping sets in. Fig. 404-c is a grounded -base circuit in which emitter
bias is developed across the external base resistor, Rb. This action
is somewhat analogous to self -bias with a cathode resistor in a
tube circuit. The use of a base resistor in this manner is not recommended for point -contact transistors, since it encourages instability and oscillation as the result of positive feedback. (See the

transistor favors constant -current d.c. power supplies. We have
seen already that the point -contact type, at least, is short-circuit
unstable. Its power supply therefore must be high -impedance.
The simplest constant -current power supply is a high voltage
connected in series with a high resistance. The series resistor
should be an order of magnitude higher than the self -resistance
of the transistor electrode supplied. In the amplifier circuits in
Figs. 401, 402, and 403, the circuit resistances (Rb, Re, and Re) in
the circuits labeled "a" supply constant current if they and the
battery voltages (V, and Ve) are high enough. In the circuits labeled "b", suitable constant -current resistors must be connected
in series with the input and output electrodes if the transistors
are short-circuit unstable.
The use of constant -current bias supplies minimizes variations

in circuit performance between individual transistors and to
some extent, as well, those variations due to temperature, since
the large external resistance, rather than the transistor self -resistance, determines the electrode current.
Low -power operation

To the increased operating efficiency of the junction transistor
is added its attractive feature of operating satisfactorily at low
voltages and currents. Practical amplifiers and oscillators using
junction transistors can operate at collector voltages as low as 11/2
and 3 volts and at currents of less than 100 microamperes. Experimental oscillators have been operated at a few millivolts of collector potential and a few microamperes of collector current. This
Fig. 404.

Typical single -battery amplifier stages.

discussion of negative resistance in Chapter 2.) Fig. 404-d and
Fig. 404-e show grounded -collector circuits corresponding to the
two types of single -battery, grounded -emitter circuit in Fig. 404-a
and Fig. 404-b. The remarks already made regarding input impedance and signal level for the floating -base and biased -base
grounded -emitter stages also apply to floating -base and biased base grounded -collectors.
Constant -current requirement

The voltage -operated nature of the vacuum tube conventionalized the low -impedance, constant -voltage power supply. The
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ability of the junction transistor to operate at low power levels
results in great economy and compactness in portable and subminiature electronic equipment. No equal performance is possible with present vacuum tubes.
Input-output coupling
Input and output coupling for a transistor amplifier stage may
be of the capacitive, transformer, or direct type. Figs. 401, 402,

and 403 give examples of capacitive and transformer input and
output coupling, while Figures 404-a, -b, -d show direct coupling.
The spread of input and output impedances (resistances) typical
of the three types of amplifier stages may be ascertained from
Table 2.
Capacitive coupling may be employed successfully when the
signal -source impedance is comparable to, or lower than the
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transistor input resistance (R11) and when the impedance of the
output device is comparable to, or higher than the output impedance (resistance) of the transistor (R22). Thus, a low -impedance
dynamic or carbon microphone might be operated directly into
the r -c coupled transistor
input, while a high -impedance crystal
pickup could not. Similarly, an a.c. vacuum -tube voltmeter with
its high -impedance characteristic could be driven directly from
the r -c coupled output of a transistor stage, while low -impedance
headphones could not.
Transformer input and output are required whenever the impedances of the signal source and load device differ significantly
from the transistor input and output resistances, respectively, and
impedance matching thus is essential.

impedance is lower than the output impedance of a preceding
transistor stage. Appreciable power is lost in interstage coupling

Direct coupling is employed for d.c. amplification or when

in r -c coupling would cause such a gain loss that several such
stages might be needed to give an over-all gain equal to the total
gain of just two transistors. Only by using interstage transformers

coupling components, such as capacitors or transformers, must he
omitted from the circuit. In direct coupling also, generator and
load impedances must have the proper magnitude relationships
to the transistor input and output impedances. That is, the generator impedance must be comparable to, or smaller than the transistor input resistance-and the impedance of the load device must
be comparable to, or higher than, the transistor output resistance.
In some applications, it is desirable to connect the load device
directly in series with the output electrode of the transistor. Examples of load devices which may be connected in this manner
are d.c. meters, high -resistance headphones, d.c. relays, high -impedance loudspeakers, and neon lamps. Such connection is permissible when the steady component of output -electrode current
will not interfere with normal operation of the device and when
the d.c. resistance of the device is not so high as to reduce
significantly the electrode voltage.

Cascading amplifier stages
Transistor amplifier stages can be cascaded, following, in general, the same schemes employed in multistage vacuum -tube
amplifiers. Any desirable combination of grounded -base, grounded emitter, and grounded -collector stages may be cascaded to increase voltage gain or power gain. Noise level is the factor which

usually limits the number of stages which can be operated

practically.

Cascading transistor amplifier stages is not as easy a matter,
however, as building a multistage vacuum -tube amplifier because
in every case except the grounded -collector, the transistor
input
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unless impedance matching is employed. Maximum possible gain
per stage therefore cannot be realized in simple r -c coupled cas-

cades such as shown in Fig. 405, although the sacrifice in gain
sometimes is justified by the increased simplicity of this arrangement. A rule of the thumb which has arisen in transistor amplifier practice is that at least 1 more stage is required for a given
over-all gain with r -c coupling than would be needed if interstage
transformer coupling, such as shown in Fig. 406, were used.
From Table 2, it is seen that cascaded, grounded -base, point contact stages could necessitate working between a 40,000 -ohm
output and 400 -ohm input impedance. This impedance mismatch

or ---1(
Rc

C,

0-14
IN

Rb
GAIN

Fig. 405.

Resistance -coupled 3 -stage transistor amplifier.

to supply the step-down impedance match would cascading these
grounded -base transistors be feasible.

Interstage transformers for use between any combination of
grounded -base and grounded -emitter stages must provide stepdown ratios. Only when working out of any transistor stage into
a grounded -collector stage is a step-up ratio required.
The grounded -collector stage is used occasionally as an impedance matcher between two other transistor stages, especially
when complete use of r -c coupling is required. In this way, a fair
transfer of energy may be obtained between the stages separated
by the grounded -collector amplifier. As has been pointed out in
earlier chapters, the grounded -collector amplifier will provide fair
power gain, but its voltage amplification never can exceed unity.
The grounded -collector may be employed as the input stage to

give a transistor amplifier relatively high input impedance.
Because the input and output resistances of the transistor in
grounded -base and grounded -emitter circuits are relatively low,
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the coupling capacitors in Fig. 405 and Fig. 406 must be high in
value. For good low -frequency response, these capacitances seldom are under 1 microfarad each and preferably should be 10 to
20 !if. The capacitors (C1 and C2) are required in the transformer -coupled circuit (Fig. 406) to prevent grounding of the base
bias through the transformer secondary windings.
ci

Push-pull by complementary symmetry

Figure 408 shows an ingenious single -ended push-pull amplifier developed by George C. Sziklai of RCA Laboratories, utilizing
the complementary symmetry of the characteristics of N -P -N and
P -N -P junction transistors. In achieving push-pull operation, this

circuit operates from single -ended input and requires neither a
phase inverter nor input and output coupling transformers.
Operation is based upon the fact that base -current changes in
the same direction in an N -P -N and a P -N -P transistor will cause
collector -current changes in opposite directions in the two units.

:4-111:3

Fig. 406. Transformer -coupled 2 -stage amplifier.

While only two typical examples of cascaded -stage transistor
amplifiers are shown here, it should be recognized that multistage

transistor amplifiers to satisfy individual requirements can be
built with various combinations of r -c and transformer coupling
and different combinations of grounded -base, grounded -emitter,
and grounded -collector stages.

Conventional push-pull operation
Transistor pairs can be operated in conventional push-pull amplifier circuits, as shown in Fig. 407. However, close matching
of the transistor characteristics is necessary for efficient push-pull
operation with lowest distortion.
Although Fig. 407 shows the grounded -emitter connection in

Thus, collector current will rise in one unit and fall in the other.
When an input signal is applied to the bases of an N -P -N and a
P -N -P transistor in parallel, as in Fig. 408, the transistors deliver
amplified output in true push-pull fashion.
On positive half -cycles of the input signal, reduction of the
-4
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Fig. 408.

Push-pull amplifier using complementary symmetry principle.

emitter -collector resistance of the N -P -N unit (due to increased
base current in this transistor) causes output terminal 1 to swing
negative approaching the potential of the d.c. supply V2. Simultaneously, the positive half -cycle is applied to the P -N -P unit,

reducing the base current of the latter transistor and raising its
emitter -collector resistance.

DO
Fig.

407.

On negative half -cycles of the input signal, the base current
Conventional
amplifier.

push-pull

each half of the push-pull circuit, grounded -base and grounded collector configurations also are useable in push-pull amplifiers.
For input and output impedance matching, the two halves of
the circuit may be treated as separate transistor amplifiers. Thus,
the upper half of the input transformer secondary matches the
impedance of the upper transistor input, while the lower half of
the secondary matches the input resistance of the lower transistor.
The same applies to the output transformer.
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of the P -N -P unit increases, reducing the emitter -collector resistance of this transistor and causing output terminal 1 to swing

positive, approaching the potential of the d.c. supply VI. At the
same time, the emitter -collector resistance of the N -P -N unit is
increased because of reduced base current in this latter transistor.
In one practical audio application, the high -impedance voice
coil of a loudspeaker has been substituted for the load resistor, Rt.
Push-pull class-B operation
The grid bias in a class -B vacuum -tube amplifier always is set

for plate -current cutoff in the absence of an input signal. In a
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class -B transistor amplifier, emitter bias or base bias
may be set
to obtain either collector

-current cutoff or collector voltage cutoff, under zero -signal conditions.
It usually is more desirable to operate at collector -current cutoff, since the other mode of operation necessitates high collector
current drain at zero signal-a condition of low resting
efficiency.
Each transistor delivers a single half -cycle of
output
voltage
when driven by the relatively large input signal.
At a given power level, push-pull class -B transistor
amplifiers
have been found to be more efficient than similar
vacuum -tube
amplifiers. Output efficiencies in excess of 80 percent have been
obtained in the laboratory, with output power from 400 milli watts to 2 watts in the a.f. spectrum.

Position of gain control
In a transistor amplifier, the gain control must be
connected
so that minimum disturbance is caused to any impedance match

between the emitter and base, varying the input impedance of
the transistor. In Fig. 409-d the potentiometer settings destroy
the match between the collector and the primary of the output
transformer.

Negative feedback
Feedback may be introduced into transistor amplifier circuits
by methods similar to those employed in tube circuits and comparable advantages may be obtained. Negative feedback is obtainable only in those circuits in which the phase of the transmitted
signal is reversed properly. This is an important point when

anticipating the application of degeneration since, as was explained earlier, not all transistor circuits reverse the signal phase.
Over-all feedback is secured in the 3 -stage transistor amplifier
shown in Fig. 405 through capacitor C. and resistor Re. Indi-

vidual -stage feedback is obtained through the medium of the
emitter series resistors, R. and Rb.
A condition to be considered when applying over-all (output to -input) feedback in transistor amplifiers is the low -impedance

input circuit. This is quite different from the condition of
extremely high grid -input impedance in vacuum -tube circuits.
The low input impedance of the transistor causes some loss of
feedback voltage by voltage -divider action or impedance mismatch. The feedback voltage must be taken from a point of
sufficiently high potential to compensate for this unavoidable
voltage division.
Collector output characteristics
409.

Positions of the gain control in amplifier circuits.

in the circuit. Some of the conventional positions of gain -control
potentiometers in tube circuits therefore would not be satisfactory
in transistor circuits.
Fig. 409 shows several possible positions of the gain control.
The schemes in Fig. 409-a and Fig. 409-b are satisfactory. The
input impedance of the transistor is not altered by settings of the
potentiometer in Fig. 409-a nor the output impedance by the control in Fig. 409-b. This is not true of the other two illustrations.
In Fig. 409-c, the control setting inserts more or less resistance
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For graphic manipulations, the static collector d.c. characteristics, as displayed by a family of collector voltage vs. collector current curves, may be handled in much the same manner as vacuum tube EA, curves.
Fig. 410 shows a family of ve-i, transistor curves corresponding
to 11 base -current values. These curves are tentative data for the
CBS-Hytron type 2N37 P -N -P junction transistor. We have drawn
in a 1,000 -ohm load line and a collector d.c. dissipation line corre-

sponding to the 50-milliwatt maximum value specified by the
manufacturer. Class -A operation is restricted to that portion of
the graph where the curve separations are equal (linear operation). Note that all values for the 1,000 -ohm load are well inside
the 50 -mw dissipation range.
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The slope of the load line expresses its resistance. Slope =

dve/die = (vi-v2) / (i1-i2) where v, is in volts and is in amperes. In
Fig. 410, this equals 8-0/0.008-0 = 1,000 ohms. At any point
SM.? DISSIPATION
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directly connected to the second one, the problem of interstage
impedance matching is removed. The P -N -P unit receives its
negative collector voltage from the N -P -N emitter battery, V2,
through the emitter -base path of the N -P -N unit.
By making use of the complementary symmetrical characteristics of the separate types of junction transistors, the batteries all
have the proper polarities for correct operation of this direct coupled arrangement. This would not be possible with transistors all of the same type, when high -gain grounded -emitter circuits
are employed in the stages.

Fig. 412 shows a direct -coupled amplifier which allows use
of identical transistors in each stage. The arrangement is a
grounded -emitter followed by a grounded -base. P -N -P junctions
are assumed. Battery VI has correct polarity for supplying the

100

two emitters, and V2 for the two collectors. This system has

LOAD LINE Ka

-2

-4

-6

-8

-10

COLECTORTOBASEVOMOW-V

Fig. 410.

Family of transistor curves corresponding to
11 base -current values.

along the dissipation line, the product \Pei, = 50 mw. (VCb)-V at
the bottom of the graph, Fig. 410, simply means that the abscissae

are in minus volts, and that this is particularly collector -to -base

Fig. 412. Direct -coupled amplifier
using identical types.

volts (Veb).

lower overall gain than the one shown in Fig. 411 because of the
reduced gain of the grounded -base stage.

Direct -coupled amplifier

Transistors in r.f. amplifiers

Numerous methods are available for direct coupling between
cascaded transistor amplifier stages. Fig. 411 shows one system,

fiers.

Fig. 411. Direct -coupled amplifier
using separate types.

originated by G. C. Sziklai of RCA Laboratories, using a P -N -P
transistor followed by an N -P -N unit.
Amplified collector output current of the P -N -P transistor flows
through tie base -emitter circuit of the N -P -N unit, constituting
the signal -input current of the latter. This current then is amplified further by the N -P -N transistor. The first transistor being
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The foregoing discussions have concerned mainly a.f. ampliTransistor amplifiers may be operated also at radio frequencies, provided the transistors themselves will reach the frequencies of interest.
The amplifier -type point -contact transistor is the best radio frequency amplifier. Alpha cutoff for contemporary point -contact units of this type varies from 2 to 5 megacycles, depending
upon model and manufacture. Cutoff is the point at which alpha
drops 3 db below its 1,000 -cycle or 100-kc value, whichever reference point is specified. Voltage -gain cutoff (corresponding to the
same 3 db specification) occurs at a lower frequency, often at onethird the frequency of alpha cutoff.
Only sparse data are available on the operating frequency range
of junction transistors. Tests indicate that the practical upper

frequency limit is between 50 and 100 kc, although occasional
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units will provide acceptable amplification up to 500 and 1,000 kc.
Many factors limit transistor frequency range. One is the diffusion time of electrons and holes in the semiconductor. Reactive effects are evident at high frequencies. Collector resistance,
emitter resistance, emitter and collector capacitances, a, and rn,
show pronounced frequency dependence beyond the audio
spectrum. Circuits and operating points also influence frequency

range. The upper frequency increases for, example, with collector voltage. In general, the grounded -collector circuit gives the
highest frequency response, the grounded -base the lowest, and
grounded -emitter an intermediate response. Grounded -emitter
bandwidth in junction transistors is improved somewhat when the
generator and load resistances are reduced, but this is at the

contact transistors are processed for low internal base resistance
(rb), this parameter usually being held low enough to prevent
positive feedback.
Fig. 413 shows a rudimentary type of single -stage transformer -

coupled r.f. amplifier. Here, parallel -tuned input and output
transformers, T1 and T2, tuned by Cl and C4, have been added
to the transistor in the same manner as in a vacuum -tube amplifier. Separate emitter and collector bias supplies (Ve and Ve) are

shown, but a single supply can be used and the two voltages
derived from a voltage divider, as in Fig. 414.
C3

C2

TI

1.

IN

Transistor r.f. amplifiers may be operated single -stage, single ended, push-pull, and in cascade similar to audio amplifiers. Interstage coupling can be capacitive, inductive, transformer -type,
and in some cases direct.

R2

TI

T2

OUT

11

expense of power gain.

CI

T2

RFC

414.

Fig.

,

R3

Transformer -coupled

amplifier

with shunt feed.

coupled r.f. amplifier.

In Fig. 413 the emitter is tapped down the secondary of T1 for
impedance matching. The collector also might be tapped down
the primary of T2 for the same reason, but usually can be operated as shown. The turns ratios of the two transformers must he
correct for matching source and load impedances to the amplifier.
Capacitors C2 and C3 can be of the order of 0.01 to 0.1 tif for

At radio frequencies, as at d.c. and low frequencies, the
input
impedance of the transistor is lower than the output impedance

intermediate and broadcast -band frequencies, and 0.0001 to 0.005
for frequencies between 1.6 and 5 mc. Resistor R keeps the
emitter current constant.

-Ve

Fig. 413. Single -stage transformer.

(except in the case of the junction-type transistor used in a

grounded collector circuit). The same requirement for a stepdown interstage impedance ratio thus holds at radio
frequencies.
Highest r.f. power gain is obtained through transformer coupling
between stages and with transformers at the input and output of
a multistage amplifier.
Since point -contact transistors are the best r.f. amplifiers at
present and since they operate best in the grounded -base connection, the point -contact grounded -base amplifier circuit is the
most widely applied at radio frequencies. Instability is a major
factor, however, in the grounded -base operation of point -contact
units. But stable operation usually can be obtained when no
external resistance is connected to the base. Amplifier -type point 60

IN

CI

Fig. 415.

C4

OUT

Impedance -coupled r.f.
amplifier.

Fig. 414 is another version of the transformer -coupled amplifier,

shunt d.c. feed being used in this circuit. Here, R1 is the constant -current emitter resistor. R2 and R3 represent a grounded
center -tapped bleeder across the battery or power supply, a simple

method for getting positive and negative voltages from a single
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Collector current is fed
through a radio -frequency choke, RFC, the inductance of which
can be a stock value between 1 and 85 millihenries, the lower
values being used for the higher radio frequencies and the higher
ones for the broadcast and i.f. ranges.
Impedance (choke coil) coupling is employed in untuned and
wide -band amplifiers with somewhat better success than straight
r -c coupling. An example is shown in Fig. 415. The coupling
inductor L is connected in the collector only and can be a high -Q
r.f. choke or a specially -designed coil. An inductor also might
source. C5 and C6 are filter capacitors.

CI

C3

1-0

IN

R4 WI

Fig. 416.

Series -resonant interstage
coupling.

be connected in series with current -stabilizing resistor R and the
junction of Cl and the emitter.
Parallel resonant tuned circuits, such as indicated in Fig. 413
and Fig. 414, occasionally encourage instability if the transistor
tends toward high a and rb. The reason for this is that the impedance of the parallel resonant combination drops to low values
at frequencies removed from resonance. This might encourage
oscillation if the transistor is short-circuit unstable, although the
c,

An extension of this idea is the double -tuned amplifier of Fig.
417 which has tunable series resonant circuits in both emitter and
collector of cascaded stages. The collector circuit of the first stage
is tuned by L1 -C2, and the emitter circuit of the second stage by
L2 -C4. Capacitor C3 is for interstage coupling. Coils LI and L2
are shielded or isolated from each other so as to minimize magnetic coupling. Bias is shunt -fed to emitter and collector through

resistors RI and R2. The blocking capacitors, Cl and C5, are

large with respect to tuning capacitors C2 and C4.
The double -tuned amplifier is suited particularly to i.f. amplifiers and similar channels of a fixed -tuned nature. In such cases,
capacitors C2, C3, and C4 are screwdriver -adjusted trimmers.
This circuit usually is not applied to continuously -tuned r.f. amplifiers because of the prohibitive number of tuning -capacitor
gangs required for a multistage arrangement.
Each of the amplifiers shown in Fig. 413 to Fig. 417 may be
cascaded with others of the same type, or of the other types shown,
for increased gain and, except in the case of Fig. 415, for increased
selectivity.

Amplifier characteristics

Current, voltage, and power amplification all are afforded by
transistor circuits. Complex formulae for power amplification
and for transistor resistances may be found in Chapter 3.
Table 3-APPROXIMATE TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIER FORMULAS
vacuum
Current Voltage
Transistor
Tube
Output Amplifi- AmplifiPower Gain
Input
Amplifier

Connection Impedance Impedance cation

Analogy

cation

CS

RI

Grounded- re-1-rb (I-a)
Emitter
1-a

-a
re (1-a)

1-a

a2 RL

-a RL

re -Fr, (1-a) [re+rb (1-a)] (I-a)

Corresponds

to cathode
grounded
amplifier

-=vc

GroundedFig.

417.

Double -tuned
amplifier.

series -type

tuned -circuit impedance is high at its resonant frequency. This
difficulty is minimized in the circuit shown in Fig. 416 by the use
of a series resonant coupling circuit. The tuned coupling circuit,
L -C2, passes maximum current at resonance and works directly
into the current -actuated emitter of the second transistor. The

r -c coupled output of the second stage may be supplanted by
another series LC arrangement for coupling to a third stage.
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Base

re-fr, (1-a)

re

aRL

a2 R L

re+rb (1-a)

re+rb (1-a)

a

Corresponds

to grounded
grid amp.
Corresponds

GroundedCollector

rb+RL
1-a

1

RG (1-a)

1- a

1
1

I-a

to grounded
plate amp.
(cathode
follower)

Table, Courtesy Texas Instruments. Inc.

Where a =

rm

Ie

re

I.

ve

=
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Table 3 gives simplified formulae for calculating current, volt-

age, and power amplification, as well as input and output impedances of transistor amplifiers of all three configurations. The
symbols in these formulae are the same as those defined in pre-

ceding chapters.
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I\ 4 OST transistors oscillate readily. We learned in Chapter 2
that precautions often are necessary to prevent them from oscillating. Their small size, light weight, and low power requirements suit transistors to many oscillator applications in which
their relatively low power output is satisfactory.
Any transistor amplifier can be made to oscillate by feeding
a portion of its output energy back to the input circuit in proper
phase. In the grounded -base circuit, where there is no phase
reversal through the transistor, this often can be done by means
of a capacitor connected between the output and input. In the
grounded -emitter circuit, inductive feedback coupling may be
employed with the transformer windings poled for positive feedback. In the grounded -emitter circuit using a junction transistor, frequency -selective feedback may be obtained through a
phase -shifting r -c network.

The negative resistance characteristics of point -contact transistors also may be utilized for oscillation and pulse generation in
simple r -c circuits. With the high -alpha point -contact transistor,
positive feedback can be developed across a tuned circuit connected in the base -to -ground lead.

This chapter is devoted to practical circuit arrangements for
a.f. and r.f oscillators. The circuit constants correspond to those

used in amplifier operation of the same transistor. Iron -cored
coils and transformers are employed for audio operation of these
circuits, and air -wound units for r.f. operation. It is important
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to note here that most transistors will oscillate at frequencies
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higher than alpha cutoff. High -frequency oscillation is aided by
high collector voltages, as long as the maximum rated collector
dissipation of the transistor is not exceeded.
In each of the circuits in this chapter, except Fig. 506-b, the bias
supply polarities and transistor symbols are for either P -N -P junctions or point -contact units. Opposite polarities for both Ve and
V, apply to the N -P -N junction transistor.

Separate bias supplies are shown, but the two voltages can be
obtained from a center -grounded voltage divider in parallel with
a single supply.

Base -tuned circuit

nected between output and input to feed back a portion of the
output -signal energy to the input circuit, the windings being

Fig. 501 shows an oscillator in which the frequency -determining

tuned circuit, LC I, is connected between ground and the base
of the transistor. Since this circuit depends
upon high alpha and
to some extent upon emitter negative resistance
for its operation,
it is satisfactory only for use with point -contact transistors.

Oscillators with tickler feedback
Inductively -coupled feedback in a transistor circuit resembles
the tickler or single -circuit regenerative scheme found in tube circuits. Fig. 502 illustrates this system. Transformer T is conpoled for positive feedback.
Fig. 502-a shows a grounded -base arrangement, while Fig. 502-b
is a grounded -emitter version of the circuit. The latter is recommended for junction -type transistors only. The grounded -base
may be used with any type. Because of the higher gain of the
C2

{-----0
OUT

Fig. 501.

Base -tuned oscillator.

The collector supply voltage (Ve) and collector load resistance

(Re) have the values which ordinarily would be used for
grounded -base amplifier operation of the transistor selected.
Values of the emitter supply (ye) and the emitter current -limiting

resistor (Re) must be chosen for rated emitter current, and Re
must be adjusted carefully for sine -wave output.
Capacitance -coupled collector output is shown. For maximum
signal, the impedance of the load device should be at least 10
times the transistor output impedance. Output also may be
obtained by inductive coupling to the coil, L. For this
purpose,
L might be one winding of a transformer and the output
coil a
second winding. Inductive coupling will allow maximum
power
output. Where only signal voltage, with negligible power, is required, the collector output connection should be used. This
connection has the least detuning effect.
Where practicable, some improvement in operation can be
had by tapping the base connection down on coil L for a closer
base impedance match. At high frequencies, it will be
necessary

to bypass both V. and Ve.
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4

Figs. 502-a, -b.

Grounded -base and grounded -emitter tick er-type oscillators.

grounded -emitter circuit, the arrangement in Fig. 502-b will oscil-

late the more readily of the two circuits when low -alpha units
must be used.
The transformer T should have a step-down ratio from collector to input for correct impedance matching. The collector wind-

ing is shown tuned to the desired oscillation frequency by the
capacitor, C1 in Fig. 502-a and C2 in Fig. 502-b. However, in
some cases, it may be desirable to tune the other winding. In
Fig. 502-b, the emitter coupling capacitor, C 1 , must be large
enough in capacitance to prevent tuning the base winding of the
transformer.

The two bias supplies, Ve and V, in Fig. 502-a may be supplanted with a single supply. Emitter and collector voltages then
would be derived from taps on a center -grounded voltage divider
shunting the supply.
Capacitance -coupled, high -impedance output is shown for both
circuits. Output also can be taken from a third winding on
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transformer T and this winding can be proportioned for
proper
impedance match to the load service.
If the d.c. resistance of the transformer
windings is high, the
voltages V. and V, of the two bias supplies must he increased
proportionately to obtain rated transistor electrode voltages. Emitter current must be adjusted closely by variation of a series resistor to obtain sine -wave signal output.
resistor R may be adjusted for this same In Fig. 502-h, the base
When Ve or
R is too low, peak clipping will take placepurpose.
and in extreme cases
the circuit will behave like a blocking oscillator.
Series -resonant feedback

There is some objection to the conventional inductive
feedback

arrangements shown in Fig. 502, although these circuits will
work with most transistors. The reason for this is the
debatable

the
have strong influence. The values of V., V., Re, and Re are
with
the
chosen
transame as required for amplifier operation
of R.. V..,
sistor. Emitter current must be adjusted, by variation
or both, for sine -wave output.

Two d.c. bias sources are shown, but a single source may be
employed and the emitter and collector voltages taken from taps
The
properly spaced on the center -grounded voltage divider.
emitter supply, Ve, may be omitted entirely. However, when
this is done, peak clipping and resulting high distortion of the
when fixed bias
output signal occurs at lower output levels than
is provided.
Capacitively -coupled high -impedance output is shown and is
the most practical for this type of oscillator. Light loading will

have negligible detuning and distorting effect.

Inductively -coupled series -resonant feedback

The circuits in Fig. 504 allow some of the advantages of both
inductive output -input coupling and series -resonant tuning to be
Fig. 505.

Series -resonant feedback oscillator.

practice of shunting the high -impedance voltage -supplying parallel resonant circuit with the low -impedance collector or emitter.
A more logical approach would appear to be use of a low impedance current -supplying series resonant circuit in the feedback path. Fig. 503 shows an oscillator employing this type of
feedback. At resonance, the tuned feedback loop, LC1, has its
lowest impedance, hence highest feedback current is supplied to
the emitter. This type of feedback can be used only in the
grounded -base circuit when applied in the manner shown in
Fig. 503. Point -contact and junction transistors both are satisfactory.

The phase of the transmitted signal is rotated 180 degrees
by the single -stage grounded -emitter circu it, so two cascaded
grounded -emitter stages would be needed to obtain feedback
voltage of the correct phase for oscillation. In most instances,

the added expense and complication fail to justify the extra
transistor stage.

The oscillation frequency is determined principally

by the
values of L and Cl, although emitter and collector currents
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Figs. 504-a, -b. Transformer feedback in grounded-base and grounded emitter circuits with series -tuned secondary.

Transformer T provides inductive coupling from the
collector output. The secondary winding of this transformer
forms a series -resonant circuit with the capacitor Cl connected
back to the input. The oscillation frequency is determined prinThe
cipally by the secondary inductance and the Cl capacitance.
from
collector
to
input,
transformer must have a step-down ratio,
for impedance matching in the chosen transistor.
The grounded -base circuit (Fig. 504-a) is suitable for either
point -contact or junction transistors, but the grounded -emitter
circuit (Fig. 504-b) is for junction types only. Capacitive high impedance output coupling is shown, and with high -impedance external loads will have the least detuning effect. Output
also may be taken from a third winding on the transformer and
this winding can be proportioned for exact match to the external
secured.
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load impedance. This latter connection permits maximum
power
to be drawn from the oscillator but has the greatest detuning
effect.
Low -distortion sine -wave output may be obtained

ment of Re, Ve, or both (Fig. 504-a) and by adjustmentbyofadjustRb in
Fig. 504-b.

R -C type oscillators

its output waveto prevent detuning the oscillator or degrading
form.

The circuit shown in Fig. 505-b is a simple grounded -base

Positive feedback is
amplifier with external base resistance, Rb.
developed across Rb. Capacitor Cl also provides capacitive feedback coupling between collector and emitter. In some instances,
Ft,

C2

OUT

I

The simplicity and compactness of resistance -capacitance
type
circuits is as attractive in transistor oscillators as in similar tube
circuits. However, not every tube -type r -c oscillator can be transistorized readily.

Fig. 505 shows three practical r -c type transistor oscillator

circuits. The arrangements in Fig. 505-a and Fig. 505-b
are for
point -contact transistors only, while the one in Fig. 505-c is for

junction units only.
The circuit in Fig. 505-a is used frequently as a pulse generator
or multivibrator. Switch -type point-contact transistors
are especially suited to this circuit. With a high -alpha unit,
appreciable
positive feedback voltage is developed across the external base
resistance, Rb. The oscillation frequency is determined by capacitor Cl, resistance Re, and the input resistance of the transistor.
Emitter and collector currents and the value of Rb also influence
the frequency at any fixed setting of Cl and Re.
As the value of Re is varied, the oscillation
frequency will jump
abruptly from one discrete value to another, in the familiar manner of a multivibrator. With large values of feedback, the
output
waveform consists of steep unilateral pulses. At low feedback
levels, the output waveform becomes more rounded and bilateral,
nearly sinusoidal at very low values.
The external collector resistance, Re, has the same value it
would have in an amplifier or switching circuit employing the
same transistor. The base resistor, Rb, will be between 100 and
2,000 ohms, depending upon the model and manufacturer of the
transistor.
The oscillator may be synchronized readily with a signal which
is capacitance -coupled between emitter and ground, or base and
ground.
Capacitance -coupled high -impedance output is shown. Output may be taken also at lower impedance capacitively from across
base resistor Rb. A very high impedance load device is
necessary
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Fig. 505. R -C type oscillators. (a) negative resistance, (b) capacitive feedback, (c) phase -shift.

Rb may be omitted-the base being grounded directly. Like the
circuit shown in Fig. 505-a, this arrangement is satisfactory only
for use with point -contact transistors.

The oscillation frequency is determined principally by the

values of Cl, Re, and the input resistance of the transistor,

although it is sensitive also to emitter and collector current levels
and to the value of Rb. For any given setting of the resistances
and currents, the frequency is inversely proportional to the value
of Cl.

The external collector resistance, Re, is the same value that
would be used in a grounded -base amplifier or switching circuit
employing the same transistor. Emitter current may be set, by
means of adjustments of Re or Ve, fOr shaping of the output wave.

The output waveform will vary from steep unilateral pulses for
heavy feedback to nearly sinusoidal for light feedback.
Capacitively -coupled high -impedance output is shown, but
lower -impedance output can be obtained capacitively across the

base resistor, Rb. High -impedance load devices must be employed
to prevent detuning and waveform deformation.
A phase -shift oscillator circuit is shown in Fig. 505-c. Here, a
grounded -emitter arrangement is used with a junction transistor.
The grounded emitter resistor, Rb, provides stabilization through
degeneration.
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The feedback network is composed of three
cascaded sections
degrees of total
phase shift between the collector output and base input. Each
section provides 60 degrees shift. The problem of
a phase -shift
network for a transistor is somewhat more
complicated
than one
for a vacuum tube, chiefly because of the low
input
impedance
the transistor. The last resistance in the r -c combination is of
not
simply R3, but the transistor input resistance in
parallel
with
R3.
In terms of the resistance of each
leg, the capacitance required in
that leg may be found from the
relationship: C = 0.578/6.28R.
Resistor Rb should be kept as low as possible, since it
reduces
the gain of the transistor. A high
output
signal
voltage
is
needed
at the collector in order to obtain enough
signal
at
the
base
of
the transistor, after successive divisions in
the
phase
-shift
network,
to sustain oscillation. For this
reason, high amplification is
required.
The output is high -impedance, and
a high -impedance load
device must be used for minimum
loading,
detuning, and waveform deformation. Stability and positive action
of the oscillator
may be improved by using 3 cascaded grounded -emitter amplifier
stages in place of the single stage shown. This will
provide higher
amplification before feedback. The odd number of
stages is required for proper phasing.
Under proper operating conditions of base
and collector currents, good output waveform can be obtained. Resistance Rb
may
be adjusted for the best compromise between
quick starting, good
waveform, and output signal amplitude.
(CI -R1, C2 -R2, and C3 -R3) which provide 180

type of coupling will allow the most power to be drawn from the

circuit.
Fig. 506-b shows a crystal -controlled 100-kc standard frequency

oscillator developed at the National Bureau of Standards. This
unit, employing an N -P -N junction transistor, operates with such
economy that it can be left running continuously. This is a

Fig. 506-a.

tinuous operation eliminates frequency drift and lost time due
to warmup periods after switching on. The oscillator draws 100
microamperes d.c. from the single 1.35 -volt mercury cell and is
estimated to run continuously for 5 or more years before the battery must be replaced.

Tests at the Bureau of Standards show this oscillator to have
a long-term drift of only 3 parts in 109 per day at 100 kc. Its
short-term stability is 3 parts in 1010. The frequency varies approximately I part in 108 per degree Centigrade temperature

change, and 1 part in 108 per 0.10 -volt supply -voltage variation.
The N -P -N transistor is used in the grounded -emitter connection. A capacitive voltage divider (C3 and C4 in series) reduces
CI

-1

Eberhard and Richard 0. Endres and
assigned
to Radio Corporation of America.
Emitter bias is adjusted by means of
RI. The
parallel resonant circuit, L -C1, is tuned potentiometer
to the crystal frequency.
The external collector resistance,
is adjusted for normal collector current with the
221/2 -volt bias source, V,.

Capacitively -coupled high -impedance output is shown.

Out-

put also may be obtained by inductive coupling to coil L.
This
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Crystat at emitter -input.

decided advantage with standard frequency oscillators since con-

Crystal oscillators

Quartz crystals may be connected into transistor oscillators in
a variety of ways. Fig. 506-a shows one method
in which the crystal is connected between emitter and
base of a point -contact transistor, and the tuned circuit, L -C1,
operated between base and
ground. This circuit is covered by U.S. Patent
No. 2,570,436
issued to Everett
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Standard frequency oscillator.
Nat'l. Bureau of Standards).

(Courtesy,

the r.f. signal voltage from the tuned circuit (L -C6) before it is
applied to the crystal. An output of 0.8 volt is provided by the
oicillator.
High -frequency oscillator

The upper frequency limit of an oscillator using a conventional
transistor follows somewhat the frequency characteristics of the
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transistor as an amplifier. However, it is well known that transistors will oscillate at frequencies beyond alpha cutoff, especially
if higher collector voltages are used without exceeding maximum
allowable collector dissipation.
Conventional point -contact transistors have been made to oscillate up to 2 to 10 mc. Junction transistors will reach 200 to 500
kc with individual units oscillating occasionally at 1 to 1.8 mc.
Laboratory transistors of both types have oscillated at still higher
frequencies.
The RCA type 2N33 point -contact transistor is a high -frequency oscillator available commercially. This unit oscillates at
frequencies up to 50 megacycles. Fig 507 shows the circuit of a

and C3) must be varied simultaneously, or all three network
resistors (RI, R2, and R3) simultaneously, in order to change
frequency.
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50-mc oscillator using the 2N33. R.f. output may be taken from

the circuit by coupling inductively to the tank coil, LI.
An oscillator of this type was used at amateur station K2AH
to establish the first recorded amateur 2-way contact using a transistor -type transmitter.

Oscillator tuning
The frequency of a transistor oscillator, like that of a vacuum -

tube circuit of the same kind, can be varied continuously or in
steps by varying or switching one or more of the frequency determining circuit constants. Thus, in Figs. 501, 502, 503, and
504, the frequency -determining capacitor may be switched in value
in audio oscillators, or a variable capacitor can be used at radio frequencies. The associated coil or transformer winding may be
switched in value to change ranges when the capacitor is variable.
It will be more convenient in Fig. 505-a and Fig. 505-b to vary

or change the value of resistor Re to change frequency, and to
change or switch capacitor Cl to change range. In the phase shift oscillator (Fig. 505-c, all three network capacitors (C1, C2,
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Table 4 lists several common components. properties, and
circuits with their duals. The table may be read across in both
directions. Thus, line 8 is read either "node is the dual of loop,"
or "loop is the dual of node."
On the basis of current and voltage behavior, many duals in
electronic circuitry will suggest themselves to the reader: A

Chapter

Table 4-COMMON COMPONENTS, PROPERTIES, AND CIRCUITS WITH

6

THEIR DUALS

Duality in Transistor Circuit Design

1. Resistance (R)

Conductance (G)

2. Inductance (L)

Capacitance (C)
Admittance (Y)
Current (I)

3. Impedance (Z)

IN electrical engineering, one component or circuit is said to
be the dual of another component or circuit when current in one
behaves like voltage in the other. Thus, inductance is the dual
0-14---f 0 0 0 \-0
SERIES RESONANT
PARALLEL RESONANT

4. Voltage (E, V)

5. Tube
6. Plate current (Is)
7. Plate voltage (En)

Transistor

8. Node

Loop
Parallel

9. Series

10. Step-up transformer
11. Parallel capacitance
STEP-UP TRANS

STEP -GOWN TRANS

12. Inductive "T"
13. Voltage supply

PI -FILTER SECTION

T -FILTER SECTION
LP -M

L, M

i1"1
DEAL TRANS

PRACTICAL TRANS

CAPACITIVE PI

ERANCTIYE T 1

Fig. 601.

Circuit elements with duals.

of capacitance, current of voltage, parallel of series, impedance of
admittance, open circuit of short circuit, etc. The reverse also
is true. For example, if resistance is the dual of conductance.

then conductance is the dual of resistance. Very important to
the present study, the transistor is considered to be the dual of
the vacuum tube.
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Lulu

Item

Collector voltage (v.)
Collector current (Id

Step-down transformer
Series inductance

Capacitive "pi"
Current supply

series -resonant circuit is the dual of a parallel -resonant circuit, a
shunt bypass capacitor is the dual of a series choke coil, and the
dual of a current through a capacitor is a voltage across a roil.
Fig. 601-a and -b shows some simple circuit elements and circuits with their duals. The dual of a voltage step-up transformer
is a current step-down transformer. In Fig. 601-c note that each
series capacitor in the T -section is replaced by a shunt inductor
in the pi -section dual, and the shunt inductor in the T -section by
a series capacitor in the pi -section. Coupled coils in a circuit with
mutual inductance presents an interesting case illustrated by the
transformer in Fig. 601-d. The transformer is represented by an
inductive T -network when its mutual inductance, M, is less than
either the primary inductance (Lp) or the secondary inductance
(L8).

The dual of this inductive T is the capacitive pi.

(See

item 11 in Table 4).
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Applications to transistor circuit design

for current -operated elements, and vice versa, will give a pictorial

Duality is a useful tool for converting well-known vacuum tube circuits into transistor circuits. Briefly, the technique is to
put circuit elements with current characteristics in place of the

view of the new circuit configuration. The quantitative work in
determining circuit -component values and exact configurations is
not so simple, however. The procedure is to write first a complete set of Kirchhoff's equations expressing completely the current and voltage relations in the tube circuit which is to be transformed. Next, voltages are replaced with currents, and currents
with voltages in every part of the equations. Also, each symbol
must be superseded by the symbol of the dual quantity. Finally,
the circuit is redrawn from the transformed equations, and is the
configuration for use with the transistor. The transistor circuit
itself becomes the dual of the tube circuit and should perform
more efficiently than when the transistor simply is substituted for
a tube in a conventional tube circuit.
A convenient device for use in duality calculations between
a given tube circuit and a desired transistor circuit is transformation resistance (r). The quantity r consists of two parts, r1 and
r2, so related that r1r2 = rpr where rp is the tube plate resistance
and re the transistor collector resistance. Both r1 and r2 may be
chosen at will. As an illustration of the use of the transformation
resistance, a series inductor (L) in the tube circuit is replaced in
the transistor circuit by a shunt capacitor (C) with a value of
Wr1r2. Table 5 shows several tube -circuit constants with corresponding transistor -circuit duals and the relationship of the
latter to the former in terms of transformation resistance.

tube -circuit elements which have corresponding voltage character-

istics.

While not every situation can be handled completely by

Table 5-DUALS IN TERMS OF TRANSFORMATION RESISTANCE
Tube -Circuit

TransistorCircuit Dual

Value of

Quantity
R

G

R/rir2

i

e

e

i

eir,

L

C

L/rir2

Z

Y

Z/rir2

eP

-ie

epir1

i,

.

-e,

Dual

ir2

i

pr 2

eg

-ie

eeiri

i

g

-ee

isr2

rp

re

ririlrp

A

a

Gm

rm

A

Gmrlr2

'For grounded -base connection

duality, this process is applicable to a number of transformations
from tube circuits to transistor circuits.
In Fig. 213, Chapter 2, the duality between transistor and tube
characteristics may be seen. The families of transistor collector
voltage vs. collector current correspond to several constant emitter or base current values, while the dual plate current vs. plate
voltage family of curves corresponds to several constant grid volt-

age values.
A simple re -drawing of a tube circuit with transistor in place of
tube and with substitutions of voltage -operated circuit elements
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Examples of dual circuits

Fig. 602 shows three simple examples of common tube circuits
and the corresponding transistor dual circuits. In Fig. 602-a, a
double -tuned vacuum -tube amplifier (of the type commonly
found in receiver i.f. stages) has the plate of the first tube tuned
by parallel -resonant circuit LI-CI, and the grid of the second
tube tuned by a similar parallel -resonant circuit, L2 -C2. The
two coils are inductively coupled by mutual inductance M. In
the dual transistor circuit, the plate parallel -resonant circuit of
the tube amplifier becomes the series -resonant circuit, L3 -C3.
Likewise, the grid parallel -resonant circuit in the tube amplifier

becomes the series -resonant circuit L4-05 in the transistor amplifier.

Mutual inductance M is replaced by the capacitive cou-

pling C4.

A plate detector is shown in Fig. 602-b. It is customary to

operate a low-pass pi-section filter, such as L1 -C2 -C3, in the plate
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output circuit of such a detector. The series capacitor, Cl, in the
tube circuit becomes the shunt inductor, L2, in the transistor
circuit. Shunt capacitors C2 and C3 become the series
inductors,
L3 and L4, and the series inductor, LI, becomes the shunt
capacitor, C4. In the tube circuit,
grid voltage E. is applied to the tube
through a series resistor, RI. This voltage source is across the
grid -input circuit of the tube. In the corresponding transistor
circuit, the voltage supply -in -series -with -a -resistor is
replaced with
a current supply, I., shunted by a conductance, G. The curved
arrow is the standard symbol for a current supply. Note that the
transistor current supply, unlike the tube voltage supply, is in
series with the input. In performing the transformation to dual
circuits, all voltage supplies in the tube circuit are
replaced by
current supplies in the corresponding transistor circuit.
Fig. 602-c shows a single -tuned impedance -coupled amplifier.
This type of connection is found in the stages of some i.f. strips
and in the exciter and r.f. amplifier stages of radio transmitters.
In the corresponding transistor circuit, L1 -C1, the
parallel -reso-

This cannot be true of modern tubes,
alpha of the transistor.

since the alphas in contemporary transistors available commer-

cially average 2 to 3.
Specific functions of some components in the tube circuit must

be considered before attempting to dualize these components in
the transistor circuit. For example, a series capacitor might have
been included between stages in a tube circuit solely for the
IA

-Thtr-Teid_., L3
C3

CS

CA

TRANSISTOR DUAL CKT

DOUBLE TUNED Re AUPL

Ii

nant circuit of the tube amplifier, is replaced by the series -

L4

TRANSISTOR DUAL WITH T -TYPE OUT FILTER

PLATE PET WITH PI -TYPE OUT FILTER

resonant circuit, L2 -C3. Series capacitor C2 becomes the shunt
inductor, L3. Shunt resistor RI becomes the series conductance,

L2

C3

R2

TI

R2. T is an ideal phase -reversing transformer inserted here

because the grounded -base transistor does not reverse phase. Its
purpose is to provide the same phase shift introduced by the tube
in the original circuit. It may be omitted when
signal phase is
of no consequence. In each example
except the tube circuit in
Fig. 602-b all d.c. supplies have been omitted for the sake of simplicity in the diagrams.
Practical Limitations

Application of the principle of duality will, in many instances,
yield a transistor circuit which will perform the functions of a
tube circuit more efficiently than if the transistor and its bias
supplies simply were substituted for the tube and its supplies in the
original circuit. However, there are some cases where the best
type of circuit will not be obtained by dualizing a known tube
circuit, but only by designing a specific transistor circuit from
the start.

IMPEDANCE COUPLED ASIPL

C

TRANSISTOR DUAL CRT

duals.
Fig. 602. Representative tube circuits with transistor

If this component were dualized as a
shunt inductor in the transistor circuit, the emitter of one stage
might be subjected to the high collector voltage of a preceding
would
stage. It would appear that the inductor appropriately
the
tranbecome the secondary of a current transformer coupling
purpose of d.c. blocking.

sistor stages.
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equals
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Chapter 7
Triggers and Switches
TRIGGER and switching circuits differ from amplifiers in that
the output of these circuits is not a continuous reproduction of
an input signal, as it would be in a good amplifier. As the term
switch implies, the circuit is either on or off-that is; output is
either present or absent, low or high. Action is comparable to
that of a relay or a mechanical switch.
The control signal, called the trigger or pulse, snaps the circuit into full -output condition or back to low -or zero -output condition without stopping at any intermediate point. The control signal amplitude being smaller than the output amplitude, the
switching circuit has power sensitivity. Electronic switching circuits, of which the vacuum -tube flip-flop is a familiar example,
are highly desirable because they can switch back and forth at
speeds greatly exceeding those possible with the fastest electromechanical devices like relays. In high-speed computers, for
example, electronic switching circuits often operate at a 1 -mega-

much experience has been gained.
Telephone Laboratories, and
from
this research and development
Practical circuits resulting
the negative take many forms, but most of them depend upon The broad
resistance characteristic of point -contact transistors.
so many ramifications
subject of transistor switching circuits hasthe
scope of this book.
that its full, detailed coverage is beyond
circuits.
This chapter describes the basic action of these switching
Switching action through transistor negative resistance
In continuation of the discussion introduced under Negative
Resistance in Chapter 2, Fig. 701 shows an N -type point -contact
transistor connected in a grounded -base circuit to display emit -

A

HIGH ALPHA POINT CONTACT TRANSISTOR
OUT

TRIGGER IN

Fig. 701. Basic switching circuit using emitter
negative resistance.

ter negative -resistance characteristics. The current amplification
hence the

factor, alpha, of this transistor must be higher than 1,
restriction to the point -contact type.
External resistors, Re, Rb, and IL are connected to the emitter,
base, and collector electrodes, respectively. When emitter current, ie, is varied continuously, emitter voltage ve, describes a plot
+it

EMITTER CURRENT

cycle rate (switching time of 1 microsecond).

The transistor offers considerable attraction as a switching
device, particularly in complicated machines like counters and
computers where many such circuits are needed, because of its
small size, low power requirements, cool operation, and long life.
As in other areas of transistor application, however, numerous
problems such as uniformity of characteristics, drift, temperature
dependence, transit time, etc., are to be solved before large-scale
use will be practicable. The transistor switching circuit, like its
vacuum -tube counterpart, offers noteworthy improvements over
electromechanical switching devices.
A considerable amount of work on transistor switching circuits

already has been done in many laboratories, especially at Bell
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EMITTER VOLTAGE

Fig.

702.

Emitter

negative -resistance

curve.

such as shown in Fig. 702. The region AB, when emitter current
is negative, shows a small current excursion for a rather large
voltage change and for obvious reasons is termed cutoff. This is
not a true cutoff condition in the sense that we are accustomed
to use the term in vacuum -tube practice, but one representing a
current flow small enough to justify the term. Region AB rep 88

resents a positive resistance. The voltage
change in region BC is
reversed with respect to the direction of emitter
-current change,
hence denotes negative resistance.
The third

region, CD, in
which the emitter voltage change is
slight for a rather large
increase in emitter current, is termed saturation
and
represents

a positive resistance.

Thus, there are three discrete regions,
AB, BC, and CD, in the
ve versus ie characteristic, with
an upper turning point (B), lower
turning point (C), and two positive -resistance
regions separated
+,
-;,

+1,

low at this

Collector current flow is
along the cutoff region.
This is the OFF condition of the switching circuit. If
point.
value of ve then is decreased (for example, by the

the negative
of a positive pulse to the emitter) so as to move the
application
turning point, B,
operating point from a to and over the upper saturation region

the operating point will flip quickly into the to point a. The
CD and will fall back to c when -ye returns
is unstable
operating point does not pause at b, since operation
in the BC negative -resistance region.
c which
The circuit now will operate indefinitely at point

tits3
B

Fig. 703.

Emitter negative -resistance
characteristic with single
operating
points.

Fig. 704.

by a negative -resistance region. Although the entire
characteristic is nonlinear, each of its
three
regions
conveniently
may
be considered separately as linear for
purposes of analysis.

The transistor will be unstable when
values of Re and ve
are such that the operating point is withinthe
the negative -resistance
region, BC. But it will be stable when the
operating point is in
either the AB or CD region.
Basic bistable switching circuit

With the proper bias voltages, the value of
external emitter
resistance, Re, may be chosen to place the
of the three regions of the characteristic operating point in any
curve. The requirement
that the load resistance be higher in value
than the negative
resistance must be satisfied to achieve
single operating points,
as shown in Fig. 703.
When the value of Re is less than the
resistance, as
illustrated by the dashed line in Fig. 704, negative
and
the
bias voltages
are adjusted

properly, the load line can be made to intersect each
region once, and to give the
multiple operating points a, b, and c.
The circuit may be adjusted
for operation in the manner described by Fig. 704 and emitter -biased to the operating
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point a

Emitter negative -resistance

characteristic with multiple operating
points.

This is the ON conrepresents a high collector -current level.
of positive
dition of the switching circuit. Further application
switching
effect.
Note
pulses to the emitter will have no further
in
which
all
that this action resembles that of a Thyratron tube

grid control is lost once the tube has been fired by the grid pulse.
the

With the circuit operating in a stable manner at point c,
amplitude to
application of a negative trigger pulse of suitable
and
around the
the emitter will shift the operating point down
to region
lower turning point C. The operating point then flips
region,
BC.
AB, since it cannot stop in the negative -resistance
of
base.
A
base
pulse
be applied also to the
Actually, pulses may
direction.
the same polarity will switch the circuit in the opposite
is
From the foregoing description, it is seen that operation
emitter
pulse,
and
flipped siddenly from a to c by a positiveThe operating point
back again from c to a by a negative pulse.
polarity
remains wherever it is until the next pulse of isproper
said to be OFF
is
low
and
the
switch
arrives. Collector output
collector output
when the operating point is at a. Conversely,
the
operating point
is
said
to
be
ON
when
is high and the switch
is at c.
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This arrangement is a rudimentary, bistable transistor switch
or flip-flop. The speed at which the operating point moves between the ON and OFF conditions is
governed by operating parameters and by the internal
properties of the transistor itself. Com-

mercial switching -type transistors are available with rise times
as fast as 0.10 microsecond (10 megacycles). In general, fall times
are somewhat slower than rise times.

Monostable circuit-single shot
A single -shot or one-shot circuit by successive ON -OFF action
gives one complete output pulse for each input trigger pulse.
HIGH ALPHA POINT CONTACT TRANSISTOR
.
ldi

OUT

N

instantaneously
b. However, capacitor C cannot charge
point, it resists a voltage change) and it effectively short-circuits
(in fact,
changes. The operating point

the emitter to immediate voltage
down to d, but
accordingly does not move in the normal fashion
which
ie can have at
to the second current value
flips quicklyThis point is c in the saturation region. But c in
voltage b.
the
this case is not completely stable. Capacitor discharge brings
slowly from c down to the lower turning point,
operating point
stable, so the operating
d. This is another point only apparently value at this voltage,
to
the
second
current
point flips quickly
also only
which is point e in the cutoff region. From this point,
then returns slowly to its
apparently stable, the operating point

Va

Fig. 705. Single -shot (monostable) circuit.

Note, however, that this is a true switching action and not
merely
amplification of the control pulse.
The simple transistor switching circuit already described can
be adapted for single -shot operation by the addition of a capacitor
C between emitter and ground, as shown in Fig. 705.
0

+I

-I.
4 EMITTER t V5 i CHARACTERISTIC

e
TRIGGER PULSE HERE

6 EMITTER -CURRENT WAVEFORM

Fig. 706. Monostable circuit characteristics.

For an illustration of the monostable circuit characteristic,
refer to Fig. 706-a. The values of emitter external resistance Re
and of negative emitter bias V. are chosen such that Re has a
value less than the negative -resistance slope, bd, and the load
line intersects the characteristic at one point, a, in the cutoff

region.

When the emitter voltage ve is reduced, such as by application
of a positive pulse to the emitter electrode, the operating point
is moved up the cutoff region and around the
upper turning
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Fig.

707.

transistor
counter.

Basic

binary

original location, a. This finishes the complete cycle resulting
from application of the trigger pulse.
emitter current
Fig. 706-b shows the shape of the resultinglettered to correswaveform. Points on this illustration have been
and appond to those mentioned in the preceding explanationand
slow
706-a. The quick
pearing along the curve in Fig.
706-b.
changes may be detected easily in Fig.
when
Re
is
higher
than the negative resistThe circuit oscillates
at one point in the
ance, and the load line intersects the curve
Oscillations are of the relaxation type,

negative resistance region.
gaseous -tube sawtooth
similar to those produced by corresponding
through
resistance Re at
C charges
generator circuits. Capacitor
the r -c combination.
a rate determined by the time constant of
the transistor, and the cycle is repeated.

It then is discharged by

Two -transistor binary counter

The basic circuit of a 2 -transistor binary counter is shown in
the two transistors have
Fig. 707. Operation is enhanced when
features of this
identical electrical characteristics. Distinguishing circuit, are the
circuit, which resembles the Eccles -Jordan tube
common emitter resistor (Re) and the cross -coupling resistors
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(R1 and R2). In some applications, Re is returned to a bias

voltage.

With matched transistors; Re = Re', R1 = R2, and
Rb = Rb'
Output can be taken from one or both collectors.
Input
pulses may be applied to either base electrode at a time.trigger
When the bias voltage is switched on,
one transistor will conduct with high collector current and is stable in the
saturation
region of the negative -resistance characteristic. At the
same
time,
the other transistor will be stable at the
same
voltage
point
the cutoff region of the characteristic and will conduct with in
considerably less collector current. Thus, one transistor
may be
said to be ON and the other OFF. This condition is secured
through the cross -coupling resistors. Both emitters receive the
same value of emitter bias voltage from the common resistor,
Re.
Application of a pulse to the OFF base will switch this transistor

Chapter 8
Practical Transistor Circuits
THE illustration, Fig. 801, shows four single -stage audio ampli-

on while simultaneously switching the other one off.
Application
of a pulse of the same polarity to the opposite base
then will
reverse the states. If alternate
pulses of opposite polarity are
applied to one base, conduction will be switched alternately back
and forth between transistors VI and V2.
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vided bias polarities are reversed.
0(716
I

AC OUT
5V RMS MAX

+ AC OUT

V0.44

*SEE TEXT

c

Fig. 801.

Resistance -coupled, single -stage a.f. amplifiers.

Fig. 801-a is a grounded -base circuit with a point -contact transis-

tor. The voltage gain of this stage is 50, as measured, but will
voltage before peak clipping is 0.1 volt. Maximum output to a
high -impedance load (100,000 ohms or higher) is 5 volts r.m.s.
Frequency response is flat within ± 1 db from 20 cycles to 20 kc.
Fig. 801-b shows a grounded-base stage with a junction transistor. Voltage gain is 44, but will vary with individual transistors.
Frequency response is flat within -.±11/2 db from 20 cycles to
10 kc. A high -impedance load (100,000 ohms minimum) must
be used.
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The grounded -emitter junction transistor
stage, Fig. 801-c, has
a voltage gain of 50 when the single bias
battery,
Vc, is 11/2 volts
and is 100 when V, is 3 volts. The
impedance
of the external
load device must be 200,000 ohms
or higher to realize the full
voltage gain. Both resistors, RI and
must be selected in
value for individual transistors. ResistorR2,
R1 must be chosen for
the best compromise between voltage
gain, low noise, and minimum distortion.
Fig. 801-d shows a grounded -collector, junction
transistor stage
which is comparable to a cathode -follower
tube stage. Input impedance at 1,000 cycles was measured as 1.3
ohm output. The input impedance will megohms with 10,000 vary widely with individual transistors and

drops off in varying amounts as the signal
frequency is increased beyond 5 kc.
Single -stage transformer -coupled a.f. amplifiers
Fig. 802-a shows a single -stage, grounded -base

audio amplifier
designed for operation between 400-ohm input and 500 -ohm output. At 1,000 cycles, power gain is 20 db, and
power output 50
,500n./
CK716

00"

+10
TI

II
TI

4

i500"

CK 722

1.5-120

_

40-1000

T2. j_

'

6

Fig. 802. Transformer -coupled single
-stage a.f. amplifiers.

contact (power gain, 20 db; power output, 50 mw), (b) (a) grounded -base point grounded emitter, junction
(power gain, 30-35 db).

milliwatts. The frequency response is
characteristics of the input and output dependent upon response
The exact size of the emitter bias transformers, T1 and T2.
supply will be governed by
the d.c. resistance of the
secondary
winding
of transformer T1.
The same is true of the resistance R
which
is
included for constant -current purposes. The exact size of the collector
bias supply
likewise will be governed by the d.c. resistance
of the primary
winding of output transformer T2. Both the emitter and collector
bias voltages must be chosen to
give rated emitter -to -base and
collector -to -base voltages with the transformers
in the circuit.
This same circuit may be employed for
operation between input and output impedances other than 500 ohms. The emitter
impedance of the transistor is taken as
the collector impedance as 15,000 ohms.approximately 500 ohms,
The transformer turns
ratios
may be chosen for operation between
any desired source and load impedances. these impedances and
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-coupled stage
Fig. 802-b is the circuit of a similar transformer
between a 500 -ohm source and 500 -ohm load, but

for operation
The power gain is
employing a grounded -emitter connection.
milliwatts
or less but may
30 to 35 db. Power output will be 2
0.500n

1-10

0-1(
AC IN

0

-sv

Fig. 802-c. Single -stage a.f. amplifier. (input impedance, 0.3-

0.5 megohm at 1 kc; power gain,
10-12 db).

be increased by raising the bias voltage if the maximum permissible collector dissipation is not exceeded.
The value of 100,000 ohms given for the base resistor is typical.
the indiviHowever, this resistance must be chosen carefully for
collector
curdual transistor used. It should limit the no -signal
rent to a maximum of 150 microamperes d.c. Final adjustment
and with
of the base resistor should be made with an input signal
the aid of an output a.c. vacuum-tube voltmeter, oscilloscope,
amplifier with headand listening device (high -impedance-input
should
give the best comphones). The final value of resistance
distortion.
low
noise,
and
low
promise between high output,
grounded Fig. 802-c is the circuit of a transformer -coupled,
-tube
which
is
similar
to
a
vacuum
collector stage. This circuit,
of
0.3
to
cathode follower, has a measured 1-kc input impedance
As
shown,
0.5 megohm and a power gain of approximately 12 db.
DYNAMIC MIKE
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Fig. 803. Subminiature amplifier for inclusion in mobile dynamic microphone.

but a
the output transformer operates into a 500 -ohm load,
im20,000 -ohm transformer having any other desired secondary
pedance may be substituted.
Microphone -case preamplifier

shown in Fig.
The single -stage r -c coupled amplifier circuit
in
size
to
fit
into
the case of a
803 can be made small enough
of the same
The
circuit
is
seen
to
be
small dynamic microphone.
801-c.
in Fig.
general design as the one shown this
preamplifier allows a good The voltage gain provided by
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quality dynamic microphone to be used in a mobile transmitter.
Space and power requirements usually limit such transmitters
to poorer -grade carbon microphones, since the latter have higher voltage output and therefore require less speech amplification.
Multistage r -c coupled a.f.
amplifier
Fig. 804 is the circuit of a 4 -stage r -c coupled audio
amplifier
using type CK721 P -N -P junction transistors in the grounded
emitter connection. Overall power gain is 100 db. Power
output
Cl<721(4)

C2

C3

amplifier having an over-all power gain of 90 db and power
output of approximately 2 milliwatts. Type CK722 junction
transistors are used. Frequency response is governed by the response characteristics of the transformers. The frequency range
will be improved by using high capacitances (10 to 20 µf) for
Cl, C3, and C4.
Input impedance of the input transformer Ti must be selected
to operate between the source impedance and 1,000 ohms transPT2A(2)

OUT TUNS

C4

IMP 10 MATCH VOICE COIL

T2
RI

R2

R3

RI

Cl, C2, C3, C4 =
RI = 100K,
1p,f,
all other resistors

-

AI
L5 -3V SW
Fig. 804. Cascaded, resistance -coupled a.f.

00 ohms.
amplifier.47

to a matched load will be approximately 21/2 milliwatts. The
resistors shown are good compromise values and can be adjusted
to lower or higher values for optimum operation of individual
transistors.

The input impedance will be of the order of 1,000 ohms for
a battery voltage of I IA volts and approximately 800 ohms for
3 volts. A volume control may be added to the circuit, if desired,
in the manner described in Chapter 4. The
transformer
T may be chosen to match the load deviceoutput
used. Its primary
impedance should be 1,000 to 2,000 ohms.

Multistage transformer-coupled a.f. amplifiers
Transformer coupling between transistor
amplifier stages provides impedance matching and allows the use
of less stages for
cuzzu)

AC IN

T4
AC OUT

1,3-3V

esw

+72

Fig. 805.

CI, C3, C4 = 1
to 20
C2 =
20 to 40 Af, RI,
R3, R4 = 100K
R2 = 500 to 1,000
ohms.

Cascaded, transformer -coupled a.f. amplifier.

the same overall gain than in r -c interstage
coupling. Over-all
voltage amplification, as well as power amplification, is improved.
The transformer -coupled amplifier is not as compact as the r -c
coupled version, however, even when subsubminiature transformers are used.
Fig. 805 is the circuit of a 3 -stage transformer -coupled audio
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300n

R

3 -10V

Fig. 806. Push-pull a.f. amplifier for speaker operation
(signal driving power, 2 mw; power output, 100 mw).

istor input. The secondary impedance of the output transformer
T4 must match the load device.
Resistors R1, R3, and R4 are shown as 100,000 ohms each, but
their values must be adjusted for the individual transistors used,
to give the best compromise between high gain, low noise, and
low distortion. Resistor R2 and capacitor C2 form a decoupling

filter for the elimination of motorboating. A volume control
may be added, if desired, in the manner explained in Chapter 4.

Boosting audio power output

Power output of the amplifiers shown in Figs. 802. 804, and
805 can be boosted by increasing the collector voltage and current
to the maximum permissible values for the transistor used, pro vided the allowable maximum collector dissipation is not
exceeded. Maximum permissible collector dissipation of the type
CK721 and CK722 is 30 milliwatts. When battery bias supply
is used, power -drain economy makes advisable the operation of
the boosted output stage from a separate battery.
Push-pull amplifier for speaker operation
The push-pull point -contact amplifier shown in Fig. 806 has
driving
a power output of aproximately 100 milliwatts (signal
of
fair
loudpower of 2 milliwatts) and accordingly is capable
This
amplifier
may
be
used
conveniently
as
speaker operation.
transistor
amplifiers,
receivers,
interthe output stage of other
coms, etc. Matched type PT -2A transistors are employed. Similar
point -contact transistors will give comparable power output.
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The primary impedance of the input transformer T1 must
match the input signal -source impedance. The secondary of T1
matches 300 ohms each side of center tap. The exact value of the

emitter bias supply voltage, Ve, (3 to 10 volts) and of the current stabilizing resistor R will be governed by the d.c. resistance of
the T1 secondary. The voltage must develop, through the transformer, a no -signal emitter current of 1 ma d.c. The collector
bias supply voltage, Vc, must develop, through the d.c. resistance

of the output transformer secondary, a no -signal collector-to base voltage and collector current such that for each transistor

the product veie is 100 milliwatts. The secondary impedance of
transformer T2 matches the impedance of the loudspeaker voice
coil.

Transistor hearing aid
Fig. 807 gives the circuit of a simple transistor -type hearing aid
that can be built from relatively inexpensive parts.
CK722(3)

T2

C2

R4

rW

+1015V

TI-UTC SSO6

1A141,--.

72,13 -UTC SSO2

Fig. 807. Simple transistor -type hearing aid. All coupling capacitors can have

the same value.

A crystal -type hearing -aid microphone (Brush BB
-I42-2), crystal -type hearing -aid earpiece (Brush EB), and subsubminiature
U.T.C. transformers are employed. The volume control
(R5) is
a Centralab B16-218 "dime -sized" potentiometer with attached
switch S. Three CK722 junction transistors are used in the
grounded -emitter connection. The single battery is a Burgess
U10 15 -volt miniature unit. Total current drain is only 1.4 ma
and may be even less with some transistors.
The base resistors (R1 and R2) must be selected for individual

transistors but are apt to have values close to the 100,000 ohms
specified in Fig. 807. Their final values must be chosen for the
best compromise between high gain, low noise, and low distortion.
This instrument gives a good strong signal and is economical
of batteries.
Simplified single -stage hearing aid
For use by the not -too -hard of hearing, the very simple circuit
of Fig. 808 offers interesting possibilities as an inexpensive
hearing
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aid. This instrument may be employed to some extent also as a
stethoscope, detectaphone, and sound -pickup device where the
high gain of the hearing aid shown in Fig. 807 is not required.
Aside from lower gain, this circuit also has the disadvantage of
SHURE RIO
CI

C2

CK722

I

I

XTAL PHONE

Fig. 808. Single -stage experimental hear-

ing aid.

higher noise level as the result of hiss generated by the carbon microphone.

A single CK722 transistor is used in the grounded -base r -c
coupled connection. The emitter bias battery, Ve, also supplies

current to the carbon microphone. The microphone load resistor,
RI, is adjusted for best compromise between high gain and low
noise level. The value of the collector load resistor, R3, will vary
somewhat with individual transistors and should be chosen for
highest output signal.
Basic audio oscillator

Fig. 809 shows the circuit of a simple transformer -feedback
audio oscillator using a CK716 point -contact transistor in the
UTC 502

OUT CONT
SEC
I

PRII

AOT

300
MAX OUT L35011145

Fig. 809.

+

Audio oscillator -modulator.

grounded -base connection. A subminiature U.T.C. type SO2 transformer (3 -to -1 primary -to -secondary turns ratio) was used in the

laboratory model, but any larger -sized unit with comparable
characteristics can be used.
The operating frequency is determined chiefly by the values
of the capacitor Cl and the primary inductance of the transformer.
The transformer windings must be poled correctly for oscillation. If oscillation is not obtained readily, reversing the connections of one winding will correct the phasing. The oscillator will
develop over 1 volt r.m.s. across high values of load impedance,
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and may be used directly as a signal source or as a modulator

in an r.f. test oscillator.

oscillators of this type have been operated also from the direct
current obtained from thermocouples, charged capacitors, and

Low -drain code -practice oscillator

similar sources.

The ability of the junction transistor to operate with low
values of d.c. input power is utilized in the code -practice oscillator shown in Fig. 810. A hearing -aid transformer will convert

Fig. 810.

Audio signal injector

A signal injector is convenient for introducing a test signal at
various points in an audio amplifier during trouble -shooting. A
battery -operated, pocket -sized instrument gives the convenience
of portability when a full-sized oscillator could not be handled
at the test location. A transistor -type injector allows the compactness and economy of single -cell power supply.

Code -practice oscillator.

the instrument into a vest-pocket model. This oscillator operates
on 14 microamperes supplied by a single 11/2 -volt penlight cell.

The current will vary one way or the other with individual

transistors. With the circuit constants shown, the signal frequency
is approximately 700 cycles. The frequency may be increased
by decreasing the value of C, and vice versa.
Light -powered audio oscillator

Another interesting oscillator application of the low d.c. requirement of the junction transistor is illustrated in Fig. 811.
Here, a miniature transformer -feedback audio oscillator is operSELF GEN PHOTOCELL (INT.RECT.CORP)DP-5

4-4--

HI IMP

1.1C+IT RAYS

MAGNETIC PHONES

Fig. 811.

Light -powered audio oscillator.

ated on the direct current supplied by a self -generating photocell under illumination.
In subdued room light, a 0.02 millivolt r.m.s. audio signal
was developed across 2,000 -ohm magnetic headphones. A 100 watt lamp, 1 foot from the cell, gave 0.5 millivolt. Between 1
and 2 millivolts were obtained in direct sunlight. The frequency
was 900 cycles, but can be lowered by connecting a suitable capacitance in parallel with either the primary or secondary of the
transformer. The transformer windings must be poled correctly
for oscillation. In lieu of headphones, the oscillator output, developed across a 2,000 -ohm resistor, may be presented to an audio
amplifier for measurement or control purposes. Low -power -drain
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Fig. 812.

Audio signal injector for
amplifier servicing.

The signal injector circuit shown in Fig. 812 employs a CK722
transistor as a grounded -emitter transformer -feedback oscillator.
The transformer is a U.T.C. type SSO2 subsubminiature hearing -

aid unit. A single 11,4 -volt penlight cell supplies power. The
entire instrument can be assembled into the shell of a test probe.
The transformer windings must be poled correctly for oscillation. The 100,000 -ohm resistor will be correct in most cases but
may be increased or decreased to match individual transistors.
It should be adjusted for a collector current lower than 0.5 ma
d.c. The signal frequency can be adjusted in steps by means of
fixed capacitors in parallel with either the primary or secondary
of the transformer.
Single -transistor multivibrator
Fig. 813 shows a multivibrator circuit which utilizes the emitter
negative -resistance characteristic of a CK716 point -contact trans-

istor. This circuit will not operate with junction transistors.
The signal frequency will jump abruptly from one value to
another as rheostat RI is adjusted. The waveform and amplitude

of the output signal, as well as the ability of the unit to start
quickly when switched on, are controlled by the setting of the
base rheostat, R2. At any value of collector voltage and setting
of R2, the signal frequency is governed chiefly by the value of
97

Cl and the settings of Rl. Values between 25 and 100 kc may IN.
obtained with the circuit constants shown in Fig. 813. A synchro-

CI

.01

R

OUT

9-22.5V

56

kilocycles apart.

The series -resonant feedback circuit comprises the 21/2 -millihenry r.f choke (RFC) and capacitors Cl and C2. Careful adjustment of C2 allows the oscillator to be set to zero beat with the

CK716
.01

secondary frequency standard. This oscillator is used in the conventional manner, and its harmonics supply spot frequencies 100

CI

pf CERAMIC
RFC

813.

Fig.

2.5MH

Multivibrator with single transistor.

nizing voltage may be applied through an isolating capacitor between emitter and ground, or between base and ground.

The frequency of an r -c type transistor oscillator may be
changed readily by varying the capacitance in the r -c frequency -

determining part of the circuit. When capacitors of different
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Fig. 814.

100-kc

Self-excited

frequency standard.

2.5- or 5-mc carrier of Station WWV. Output waveform, as well
as readiness of oscillation, may be controlled by adjustment of
rheostat R 1 . For best stability, the oscillator should be built

solidly in a metal box with thick walls, the latter serving as a
temperature baffle as well as r.f. shielding. Only high -impedance

loads should be connected to the output terminals. In most applications, no direct connection need be made, a short piece of
wire or a rod antenna providing sufficient radiated signal.

Oscillator type musical toy.

values are arranged for successive switching into the circuit, the
frequency may be changed in steps.

This technique is employed in the point -contact transistor

oscillator in Fig. 814 to obtain a desired number of separate tones.
The capacitor switches (S1 to S4) may be operated by piano -type

keys. The capacitors (C1 to C4) serve to determine the tones.
Actually any number can be used for the various notes desired.

Rheostat R2 is adjusted for quick starting of the oscillator. This
rheostat also can be set so that the oscillator has no output unless
a capacitor is switched into the tone circuit. For close tuning of
the frequencies, a single capacitor may be used, and various values
of RI switched into the circuit. The tone resistors can be rheostats

for close tuning to the desired notes. The output of the simple
step -type oscillator may be fed into an amplifier -loudspeaker system to yield a simple organ -like instrument.
Self-excited 100-kc frequency standard

Fig. 815 shows a 100-kc self-excited oscillator employing a
grounded -base point -contact transistor and intended for use as a
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815.

Fig.

Musical toy

Crystal -type frequency standard
Good stability can be obtained with the crystal oscillator shown
in Fig. 816. This circuit resembles the Pierce -type vacuum-tube

crystal oscillator in its freedom from tuned circuits. The crystal
may be ground for a fundamental frequency of 100, 200, or 500 kc.
XTAL
RI

.002

5K

5K

CK716

1.50

Fig.

z5M _la,

816.

OUT

22.5V

Crystal -type

standard.

frequency

Adjustment of the 5,000 -ohm rheostat, R1, controls the output
waveform, amplitude, and readiness of oscillation. It is not necessary to adjust for sine -wave output, since a standard -frequency
oscillator should supply abundant harmonics for spot -frequency

checking. Any load device connected to the output terminals
should have high impedance, to prevent excessive loading. In
many applications, particularly those involving use of a sensitive
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radio receiver or monitor, a rod antenna or a short piece of wire
connected to the high output terminal will supply sufficient radiated signal.
Another crystal-type 100-kc transistorized standard -frequency
oscillator is described in Chapter 5 and is illustrated by Fig. 506-b.
Broadcast -band r.f. amplifier

10

CX722 C2)

The circuit of a single -stage r.f. amplifier, suitable for use as
a broadcast -band preamplifier or booster, or as a building block
in the construction of a transistorized broadcast receiver, is shown
L2
,-- 365Hif EA 7L L3
0

LI

single power supply for this receiver is a 11/2. or 3 -volt battery.
The audio amplifier is transformer -coupled for best interstage
impedance match and for highest audio gain. Grounded -emitter
stages are used, and the amplifier section is similar to the cascaded
amplifier shown in Fig. 805. The 100,000 -ohm base resistors R1
and R2 must be adjusted for individual transistors. The proper

PT2A

L4

IN

OUT

22.5V
4.5V

Fig. 817. Broadcast -band r.f. amplifier.

in Fig. 817. A point -contact amplifier -type transistor is used for
good frequency response.
The input and output circuits are gang -tuned by the dual 365-

Ilvf variable capacitor. The two sections of this unit must be

insulated from each other. Each of the coil combinations (L1 -L2
and L3 -L4) is a standard broadcast, single -layer -type, antenna input coil. L2 and L3 are the normal secondaries. The emitter is
tapped 2/3 of the way down L2. The collector is tapped 1/2 of
the way down L3. In most cases, it will be necessary to remove the
regular primary from the output -coil combination and to wind
on L4, a new coil having the proper turns ratio with respect to L3
to provide a satisfactory impedance match to the next stage following the r.f. amplifier.
The input and output coils must be mounted at right angles
or else well -shielded to prevent feedback coupling. If this is not
done, oscillation may result. The constant -current emitter resistor
R must be adjusted for a no -signal emitter current of 1 ma and
will have a final value in the vicinity of 5,000 ohms. Operating
into a matched impedance, a power gain of 70 to 80 times may be

1N34
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Fig. 818. Diode -type broadcast receiver with transistor of. amplifier.

value will limit the no -signal collector current to approximately
100 microamperes d.c.
The input coupler (L1 -L2) is a standard broadcast -type antenna -

input coil, such as Miller type 20-A. Tuning is accomplished
entirely by means of the 365-14 variable capacitor. The audio
output into 2,000 -ohm magnetic headphones is approximately 2
milliwatts, depending upon the strength of the received radio
signal. This output may be increased by boosting the battery

voltage, provided the maximum collector dissipation of 30 milli watts is not exceeded. The loudspeaker -operating audio output
amplifier stage (see Fig. 806) may be added in place of the headphones. For greater sensitivity, and selectivity, the r.f. amplifier
(see Fig. 817) may be operated ahead of the diode detector stage.
This receiver requires a good outside antenna and a solid ground
connection for best performance.
Regenerative broadcast receiver

The increased sensitivity afforded by regeneration in a broadcast detector can be obtained in a point -contact transistor circuit
such as is shown in Fig. 819.

The r.f. signal is coupled into the base circuit through the

input transformer, Ll-L2. This latter is a standard broadcast -type
antenna -input coil, such as Miller type 20-A. Tuning is accomplished by means of the single 365 -Rif variable capacitor. Improved

expected in the broadcast band.

operation, resulting from a better impedance match, may be
obtained with some transistors by tapping the base down the

Diode broadcast receiver with transistor amplifier
Fig. 818 shows the circuit of a simple diode (crystal) broadcast

coil L2.

tuner followed by a 2 -stage junction transistor amplifier. The

The strength of regeneration is controlled by means of the

5,000 -ohm rheostat R. The latter is set for maximum reinforce 101

ment of the signal, just short of the point of spill -over oscillation.

In lieu of direct headphones, the audio amplifier section shown
in Fig. 805 may be transformer -coupled to the regenerative detector output for louder signals.
REGEN

PTZA

frequency of the transmitter. A short rod antenna, or length of
in
insulated wire, usually will provide enough pickup anywhere
Resistor
R
will
have
a
value
and around the transmitter building.
for a no of approximately 100,000 ohms but must be adjusted
signal collector current of not more than 100 microamperes.
Sensitive field -strength meter

Another popular use of the diode detector at radio transmitting
stations has been as a simple field -strength meter. This instrument, built around a pickup antenna, germanium diode. and d.c.

MAGNETIr

65Npf

ZERO ADJ

ROD ANT
1N56

Fig.

819.

Regenerative broadcast receiver.

A feature of this simple, sensitive receiver is its adaptability
to pocket-size construction. The antenna may be a flexible wire
stitched inside the user's coat. In strong field -strength areas, the
regenerative detector gives good account of itself.
Phone monitor

The simple diode detector with headphones has been used
as a monitor of radio signals since the inception of the germanium

diode. With this inexpensive device, aural monitoring of signal

2K

IAAGNETk.

-24.51(a

I 111-2.,
3V

Fig. 820.

.105w

Monitor for radiophone transmission.

quality is accomplished easily. Diode monitors are found in commercial as well as amateur stations.

A disadvantage of the diode -type monitor has been its low
audio output except when operated dangerously close to the
radio transmitter. While small -sized audio amplifiers have been
added on occasion, there is general objection to these additions
on the grounds that a.c. amplifiers destroy the desirable isolation
feature of the instrument and battery -operated amplifiers have
not been economical.
The low power requirements of the junction transistor adapt
it to use as a single -stage audio headphone amplifier in the diode type monitor. A circuit is shown in Fig. 820. Here, a grounded emitter CK722 is transformer -coupled to the monitor -diode out-

put. Coil L and capacitor C are chosen to tune to the carrier
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CK722
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Fig.

821. Sensitive field -strength
meter.

milliammeter, is invaluable for carrier monitoring and for making
comparative intensity measurements in transmitter and antenna
adjustments. The sensitivity of the diode -type field -strength meter
is increased by the use of a low -range d.c. microammeter in place
of the usual milliammeter. But the microammeter is expensive and
often less rugged mechanically.
Fig. 821 shows how a grounded -emitter junction transistor may

be used as a d.c. amplifier between the diode output and a
0-1 d.c. milliammeter. A CK722 transistor will provide a base -to collector current amplification (beta) of 10 to 12; a CK721, 30 to

40. Thus, the amplifier circuit converts the 0-1 milliammeter
into a 0-100 d.c. microammeter with a CK722, and into a 0-25
microammeter with a CK721.

The d.c. output of the 1N56 diode rectifier passes through

the base -emitter input path of the transistor. The diode is poled
so that negative voltage is applied to the base of the transistor.
Capacitor C2 is for radio -frequency bypassing. The values of coil

L and variable capacitor Cl are chosen for resonance at the
transmitter carrier frequency. With no r.f. signal input, the meter
is set initially to zero by adjusting the zero -set rheostat Rl.
Amplifier -type d.c. microammeter

The d.c. amplifier and indicating meter circuit of the field

strength meter has been separated in Fig. 822 for use as a sensitive
d.c. microammeter. Using a single CK721 or CK722 grounded 103

emitter transistor, the 0-1 d.c. milliammeter will read 0-25 d.c.
microamperes with a CK721, or 0-100 microamperes with a
CK722. A 0-100 d.c. microammeter at M will read 0-2.5 !la with
a CK721, or 0-10 pa with a CK722.
With no input signal voltage, the meter is set initially to zero,

as CK721. The latter provides a base -to -collector amplification of

30 to 40. Current amplification with the CK722 can reach a maximum of 12.
CK721 OR C.1(722

a

as in a vacuum -tube voltmeter, by adjustment of the zero -set
rheostat R2. The d.c. input terminals can be open or shorted

.ilk
SWL5-60

°+

for this adjustment. After zero -setting, the circuit is standardized

Fig. 823.

CK721 OR CK722
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Amplifier -type sensitive
d.c. relay.

Heterodyne frequency meter
The tube -type heterodyne frequency meter is a familiar instruL50

Fig. 822.

Amplifier -type d.c. micro -

ammeter.

initially by applying an accurately -known d.c. input current corresponding to full-scale deflection of the meter, and adjusting the
calibration control rheostat RI for full-scale deflection. When a 0-1
milliammeter is used, this input current should be 25 !La for the
CK721 or 100 µa for the CK722. With a 0-100 microammeter, a
2.5 Ra calibration current is used with the CK721 and 10 pLa with
the CK722.

Linearity of the instrument is very good. However, an individual calibration should be made when best accuracy is desired.
Total drain from the single 11/2 -volt cell is 1.5 ma at full-scale
deflection of the 0-1 milliammeter.
Sensitive d.c. relay

The grounded -emitter junction transistor d.c. amplifier is
applicable also for building up small direct currents to levels
sufficient to operate a milliampere type d.c. relay. Thus microampere response may be obtained with a more rugged milliampere relay. Fig. 823 shows the simple circuit which can be used
for this purpose.
Best results are obtained with relays having low coil resistance.
The collector voltage is chosen such that the steady collector
current flowing through the relay coil is somewhat less than required to pick up the relay. A few microamperes applied to the
input terminals of the circuit then will actuate the relay. Highest
sensitivity is afforded by the high -alpha junction transistors, such
104

ment in laboratories and radio stations for the measurement of
radio frequencies by the zero -beat method. The conventional
instrument consists of (1) a single -band, unmodulated, tuned r.f.
oscillator; (2) aperiodic detector or mixer; and (3) audio "beat note" amplifier.
The signal of unknown frequency is applied to the detector.
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Transistorized heterodyne frequency meter.

The oscillator frequency then is adjusted to zero - beat with
the signal or one of its harmonics. An oscillator harmonic also

may zero -beat the signal. At zero beat, the frequency is read from

the oscillator dial, and the unknown determined from this reading

and the proper harmonic number.
The advantages of a transistorized heterodyne frequency meter
are (1) complete isolation, (2) small size and portability, (3)
economy of operation not possible with battery -type vacuum
tubes, and (4) absence of heating.
Fig. 824 shows the circuit of a transistorized heterodyne frequency meter. The local oscillator employs a CK722 transistor in
a grounded -emitter, tickler -feedback circuit. This oscillator tunes
from 500 to 1,000 kc and allows identification of signals from 50
kc to 30 mc. Coil L2 consists of 113 turns of no. 32 enameled wire
close -wound on a 1-inch-diatheter form. LI is 40 turns of no. 26

105

enameled wire close -wound on top of L2 and insulated from the

latter. The output coupling coil L3 consists of 15 turns of insulated hookup wire jumble -wound and cemented inside of the form
on which L2 is wound. Resistor R1 may need adjustment to an
individual transistor to insure continuous oscillation throughout
the 500-1,000 kc band. The 365-µpf variable capacitor C3 is the
main tuning control. Capacitor C2 is a calibration trimmer, which
PT 25

Higher switching frequencies are possible with reduced output
amplitude and somewhat degraded waveform. The trigger pulse
required for switching is 3 volts d.c. or peak a.c. The ON trigger
current is 0.8 ma; OFF trigger current is 0.4 ma. An a.c. trigger
base through a 0.1
pulse may be coupled into the emitter or
capacitor.
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Fig. 825. Single -transistor switch-

ing circuit.

is set for zero -beat when C3 is tuned to a harmonic of a 100-kc frequency standard. The 100-kc standard is coupled into the detector

by direct connection to the signal input terminal.
The detector -mixer is a 1N34 diode. The test signal is applied
through capacitor Cl to the diode simultaneously with the local
oscillator signal. The detector is transformer -coupled to a grounded -emitter audio amplifier employing a CK722 transistor. In this
latter circuit, the base resistor R2 will be approximately 100,000
ohms but must be adjusted with an individual transistor to limit
the no -signal collector current to a maximum of 100 microamperes d.c. Total current drain from a 15 -volt hearing -aid -type
battery is less than 1 milliampere d.c.
Switching circuit
Fig. 825 shows a single -transistor switching circuit which oper-

ates through the use of the emitter negative -resistance characteristic of a PT -2S point -contact unit.
A positive trigger pulse applied to the emitter (input 1) turns
the switch on, causing collector current to flow steadily until a
turn-off pulse subsequently is applied. A negative pulse applied
to the base (input 2) has the same effect. A negative pulse then
applied to the emitter (input 1) will turn the switch off, reducing
the collector current to a low steady value. A positive pulse applied to the base (input 2) will accomplish the same result.
In the ON condition, collector current is 1.7 ma. In the OFF
condition, it is 200 microamperes. Switching frequencies up to
350 kc can be employed with good rectangular -wave output.
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collector, and base electrodes are fundamental in determining
transistor operating characteristics. Equipment required for these
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ing arrangements be worked out for transferring a single pair
of instruments between parts of the test circuit.
In testing transistors, a given current is passed into the electrode
of interest. The resulting voltage then is measured between that
electrode and the reference electrode (usually, base or emitter).
This test is always made at some specified constant value of current in the third electrode. For example: a current of 2 ma d.c.
from one bias supply is passed through the emitter -to -base circuit

of a transistor, while holding constant at 10 ma d.c. the current
(furnished by a second supply) through the collector -to -base circuit. The corresponding collector -to -base voltage then is measured.
The collector polarity is negative and emitter positive in point -

contact transistors made with N -type germanium, and in P -N -P
junction transistors. The collector polarity is positive and emitter
negative in N -P -N junction units. Throughout this chapter, polarities shown in the drawings are correct for N -type point -contact
and P -N -P junction units. When checking N -P -N junction and
P -type point -contact units, reverse all bias polarities shown.
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Transistors normally are tested in the grounded -base or grounded -emitter circuit. In the grounded -base circuit, the emitter
is
the input electrode, the collector the output electrode, and emitter
and collector voltages are referred to the base. In the grounded emitter circuit, the base is the input electrode, and base and collector voltages are referred to the emitter. In the grounded -base
test circuit, emitter and collector currents are measured, while in
the grounded -emitter circuit, base and collector currents are
measured.
It is insufficient to specify current and voltage only for a transistor electrode. In order for the information to be complete, one
must state also at what value of current in the opposite electrode
the measurements apply. This must be done even when the reference current is zero. Thus, it is meaningless to say only that collector current is 1.5 ma and collector -to -base voltage is 10 volts
in a grounded -base test circuit. We must indicate that these values

are obtained when the emitter current is 0.1 ma.

--/NA"-ADJUSTABLE DC PWR SUPPLY

HI RES

- BATT

TO TRANSISTOR

POT

RI

T

a

Fig. 901-a. Adjustable d.c. power

supply with current -regulating resistor.

HIRES

VV
R2

TO TRANSISTOR

s

Fig. 901-b.

Battery with potentiometer and current-regulating resistor.

Constant -current d.c. supplies

resistance into which the current is introduced). This means that
the source voltage also must be high. As an example, a 100 -volt
supply in series with 25,000 ohms can be used to supply constant
emitter currents up to 2 ma. The voltage at the emitter would be
of the order of 0.2 volt.
Regarding constant -current supplies, a word of caution is in

order. When the transistor is disconnected, the entire supply
voltage appears at the current terminals. This can constitute a
shock hazard, especially when supply voltages of several hundred
EMITTER DC MA

COLLECTOR DL Nn

COLLECTOR SN

DC VTV

CCS 1

CC5 1

CC5 2

2- CONSTANT CURRENT SUPPLY

Test circuit for measurement of nput

Fig. 902-a.

characteristics.

volts are employed. The operator must be careful that the power

is switched off before removing the transistor or current leads
from the test circuit.
Two constant -current d.c. bias supplies are required in transistor testing-one for the collector and the other for the emitter
or base.
Measurements for characteristic curves

Figs. 902 to 905 show test -circuit setups for taking current and

The constant -current type of d.c. bias supply is essential in
transistor testing, especially for furnishing bias to the emitter
or base input electrode. If a specially-designed supply unit of this

type is not available, constant current may be obtained from a

d.c. voltage supply or battery in the manner shown in Fig. 901.
In each example, the voltage of the source is considerably
higher
than that required at the transistor electrode, and a high resistance

is connected in series with one of the output terminals. This
resistance, instead of the transistor parameters, consequently determines the magnitude of current.
In Fig. 901-a, an adjustable -output d.c. power supply is used.
The output current is varied in magnitude by adjusting the output voltage of the supply. In Fig. 901-b a battery and potentiometer (R1) are used as the adjustable -voltage source, and a high
resistance (R2) is connected in series with one output lead

for current regulation. The series resistance in each circuit should
be as high as practicable in value (100 to 1,000 times the transistor
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6

Fig.

EMITTER CURRENT (MA)

902-b.

Input characteristic

curves.

voltage points for transistor characteristic curves. The test procedures are described separately in the following paragraphs.
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Input characteristic
This is a plot of emitter current vs. emitter
voltage for a constant value of collector
current. The test circuit is
shown in Fig. 902-a.
Select several values of collector
current (ie) at which

measurements will be made. Take points for the first
curve
at
zero
collector current by opening switch S
temporarily.
Vary
the
emitter
current (ie) between the desired
steps by adjusting the output
of constant -current supply 1, and record
the corresponding emitter voltage (ve)

points. A curve similar to the top one
(ie.-.=0) in Fig.
EMITTER SW

+

EMITTER DC MA
COLLECTOR DC MA

CC5

DC VIVI,*

CCS2

Select several values of emitter current (ie) for the measurements. Take points for the first curve at zero emitter current by
opening S temporarily, varying the collector current (ie) by adjustment of constant -current supply 2, and recording corresponding collector voltage (ye) points. A curve similar to the lowest one
(4=0) in Fig. 903-b will be obtained. Close switch S, and set the
emitter current to value 41 by adjusting the output of constant current supply 1. Vary the collector current in steps, as before,
and record corresponding collector voltage points while holding
the emitter current constant. Repeat this procedure for constant
emitter -current values 1.32, ie3, etc. A family of curves similar to
Fig. 903-b will be obtained.
EMITTER $W

CCS - CONSTANT CURRENT SUPPLY

a

Test circuit for measurement of ouput char-

Fig. 903-a.

acteristics.

902-b will be obtained. Close switch S, and
set the collector current to value iel by adjusting the
output of constant -current supply 2. Vary the emitter current in steps, as before,
and record
corresponding emitter voltage points while holding the collector
current constant. Repeat this procedure for
constant collector current values ice, ics, etc. A family of curves similar to
Fig. 902-b
will be obtained.
4- COLLECTOR CURRENT CM4)

EMITTER DC MA

CCS I

MY- CONSTANT CURRENT SUPPLY

Fig. 904-a.

Test circuit for measurement of feedback
characteristics.

This is a plot of collector current vs. emitter voltage for a constant value of emitter current. The test circuit is shown in Fig. 904-a.
Select several values of emitter current (ie) at which measurements will be made. Take points for the first curve at zero emitter
Feedback characteristic

SLOPE:R12

SLOPE. R22

6

Fig.

903-b.

Output characteristic
curves.

Output characteristic

This is a plot of collector current vs. collector voltage for a constant value of emitter
current. The test
circuit is shown in Fig. 903-a.
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COLLECTOR CURRENT (MA)

Fig. 904-b. Feedback characteristic
curves.

current by opening switch S temporarily, varying the collector
current (4) by adjustment of constant -current supply 2, and recording the corresponding collector voltage (vs) points. A curve
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similar to the lowest one in Fig. 904-b (i0=0) will be obtained.
Close switch S, and set the emitter current to value 41 by adjusting the output of constant -current supply 1. Vary the collector
current in steps, as before, and record corresponding collector
voltage points while holding the emitter current constant. Repeat
this procedure for constant emitter -current values of ie2, 1e3, etc.
A family of curves similar to Fig. 904-b will be obtained.
Forward characteristic This is a plot of emitter current vs. col-

Output characteristic of grounded -emitter

This is a plot of collector current vs. collector voltage for a
constant value of base current. The test circuit is shown in Fig.
906-a.
COLLECTOR DC MA

RASE DC yA
BASE SW

DC VTVIA

CCS I

EMITTER DC MA

CCS 2

CGS- CONSTANT CURRENT SUPPLY

a

Fig. 906-a.
CCS 2

cCs I

a

CCS- CONSTANT CURRENT SUPPLY

Fig. 905-a.

Test circuit for measurement of forward characteristics.

lector voltage for a constant value of collector current. The test
circuit is shown in Fig. 905-a.
Select several values of collector current (ie) at which measurements will be made using constant current supply 2. Take points

Test circuit for measurement of grounded emitter output characteristic.

Select several values of base current (4) at which measurements will be made. Take points for the first curve at zero base
current by opening switch S temporarily, varying the collector
current (4) in steps by adjustment of constant -current supply 2,
and recording the corresponding collector voltage (va) points.

EMITTER CURRENT (MA

COLLECTOR VOLTAGE

b

Fig. 906-b.
SLOPE

A

A curve similar to the lowest one in Fig. 906-b (ib=0) will be ob-

6

Fig. 905-b. Forward characteristic
curves.

for the first curve at the constant collector current value of iel,
varying the emitter current (ie) by adjustment of the output of
constant -current supply 1, and recording the corresponding collector voltage (v0) points while holding the collector current con-

stant. A curve similar to the top one in Fig. 905-b (41) will be
obtained. Repeat this procedure for constant -collector current
values- i-a, ic3, etc. A family of curves similar to Fig. 905-b will
be obtained.
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Output characteristic

curves of grounded -emitter.

R21

tained. Close switch S, and set the base current to value im by
adjustment of constant -current supply 1. Vary the collector current in steps, as before, and record the corresponding collector
voltage points while holding the base current constant. Repeat
this procedure for constant base current values iv, in, etc. A
family of curves similar to Fig. 906-b will be obtained.
Input, feedback, and forward characteristics also can be checked
for the grounded -emitter junction transistor. Use the procedures
outlined earlier, except substitute the base for the emitter in each
instance, and observe the current -supply polarities shown in Fig.
906-a.
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Determination of transistor resistances

The input, output, and transfer resistances of a transistor may
he determined from d.c. characteristic curves plotted in the manner described in the preceding section.
The values of input resistance R11 may be found by measuring
the slopes of the curves in Fig. 902-b, output resistance R22 from

It should be explained that the high input resistance of the
d.c. vacuum -tube voltmeter allows the emitter circuit in Fig.
907-c and the collector circuit in Fig. 907-d to appear open. However, the high collector -to -base terminal resistance of some junction transistors may be significant with respect to the voltmeter
resistance and might limit the accuracy of measurement in Fig.
907-d.

COLLECTOR DC MA

Direct measurement of current gain

6

Input resistance measure-

Fig. 907-a.

ment.

(R,,=-7- collector circuit open)

Output resistance measurement.

Fig. 907-b.

(R,3=

vo
z

'0

emitter circuit open)

the slopes of the curves in Figs. 903-b and 906-b, feedback resistance (base resistance) R12 from the slopes of the curves in Fig.
904-b and forward transfer resistance R21 from the slopes of the
curves in Fig. 905-b. From these resistance values, emitter resistance (re), collector resistance (re), mutual resistance (rm), and
current amplification factor (alpha) can be calculated. For example: re = R11 - R12, re = R22 - R12, and re, = R21 - R12. Alpha = R21/R22.
The slopes of the curves of the d.c. characteristics give dynamic
values of the transistor resistances and are to be preferred. How -

Current amplification in transistors can be checked by comparing the output -current change with the small input -current
change which produces it. The transistor output -electrode voltage is held constant. Both the emitter -to -collector amplification
(alpha) and the base -to -collector amplification (beta) can be
checked in this manner.
Alpha measurement

The test circuit is shown in Fig. 908-a. The collector supply
voltage (V) and emitter current (ie) levels at which the test will
be made are chosen from the transistor characteristics sheet. In
EMITTER DC MA

BASE DC pA

CCS - CONSTANT CURRENT SUPPLY

Feedback resistance measurement.

Fig. 907-d. Forward resistance measurement.

vo

(R=., -_---emitter circuit open)
to

(R. =-7-collector circuit open)

ever, the resistances also can be checked statically by means of
single -point current and voltage measurements with zero current
in the reference electrode (input or output circuit open). For
some purposes, resistance values obtained by this method will be
sufficient.

The test circuits for static measurements are shown in Fig. 907.

The formula for the computation of the applicable resistance

appears opposite each circuit.
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Vcc- CONSTANT

Vcc --.RTTAGIEn

FOR

COLLECTOR

COLLECTOR

Test circuit for current
amplification, alpha.

Fig. 908-a.

VOLTAGE

FOR

CONSTANT CURRENT SUPPLY

EMITTER DC MA

Fig. 907-c.

COLLECTOR DC MA

COLLECTOR DC MA

CONSTANT CURRENT SUPPLY

Fig. 908-b.

Test circuit for cur-

rent amplification, beta.

the test, ie will be varied a small amount above and below the
selected operating value, and the corresponding is change noted.
By adjustment of the output of the constant -current supply,
set ie to a value 0.1 ma lower than the selected emitter -current
Record this setting as Tel, and the corresponding collector
current as i,1. Next, set the emitter current to a point 0.1 ma
higher than the selected value, ie. Record this new value as ie2,
and the corresponding collector current as ie.. Alpha then is devalue.

termined from the ratio of the collector and emitter current
changes. Thus: a = 002 -io1)(ie2 - jei).

Alpha measurements may be made at a variety of ie and Vea
values to obtain complete data showing the variation of current
amplification with these parameters.
Beta measurement

The test circuit for this measurement is shown in Fig. 908-b.
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The collector supply voltage (Vec) and base current (ib) levels at
which the test will be made are chosen from the transistor characteristics sheet. In the test, ib will be varied a small amount above
and below the selected value, and the corresponding change in
is noted.
By adjustment of the output of the constant -current supply, set
ib to a value 20 microamperes below the selected ib value. Record
this setting as ibl, and the corresponding collector current as
Next, set the base current to a point 20 ita higher than the selected
value, ib. Record this new setting as ib2, and the corresponding
collector current as ice. Beta then is determined from the ratio
of the collector and base current changes. Thus: /3 = (i.2 - ic1) /
(Ib2
fbi) Beta measurements can be made at a variety of ib and
\Tee values to obtain complete data showing the variation of current amplification with these parameters.

Voltage gain
Voltage gain, or voltage amplification may be checked with one
of the setups shown in Fig. 909. The grounded -base circuit (Fig.
909-a) may be used with point -contact and junction transistors.
The grounded -emitter (Fig. 909-b) and grounded -collector (Fig.
909-c) are for junction types.
In each circuit, the transistor d.c. biases are furnished by constant -current supplies. The sine -wave a.c. test signal is supplied

through the input transformer T. The impedance ratio of this

component is not important, since only a small input signal voltage is required at the transistor and considerable mismatch loss
can be tolerated. The input signal, applied to the transformer
primary, is furnished by an oscillator or signal generator. A test
frequency of 1,000 cycles is usual for lower -frequency measure-

read the signal output voltage. Record this value as E2.
termine the voltage gain from E2/EiEMITTER DC IAA

(6) De-

COLLECTOR DC MA

GNDED BASE

Fig. 909-a. Setup for testing voltage amplification of grounded base circuit.

The test may be repeated at any desired combination of transistor direct -current levels and at various values of RL. An oscillo-

scope should be operated across the load resistor, RL to monitor
BASE DC µA

COLLECTOR DC MA

GNDED EMITTER

Fig. 909-b. Setup for testing voltage amplification of grounded -

emitter circuit.

the output waveform. When severe distortion, such as peak clipping, is evidenced, the input -signal amplitude should be reduced.
EMITTER DC MA

ments.

The test procedure is the same for each circuit: (1) Select a
value for the load resistance, RL. (2) Adjust the transistor direct
currents to their proper operating values according to the characteristics sheet for the type under test. The settings must be
made with the a.c. signal absent. (3) Switch the a.c. vacuum tube voltmeter to the transistor input by throwing switch S to
position 1.

(4) By means of the output control in the signal generator, set the a.c. signal voltage to a convenient low value (1 to
10 millivolts r.m.s.), as indicated by the vacuum -tube voltmeter.
Record this value as El. (5) Switch the vacuum -tube voltmeter
to the transistor output, by throwing switch S to position 2, and
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IN

ACSIG

C

I

GNDED COLLECTOR

GCS - CONSTANT CURRENT SUPPLY

Fig. 909-c. Setup for testing vo tage amplification of grounded -

collector circuit.

Input impedance

The input impedance of a transistor amplifier or a.c. control

circuit may be measured with the test setup shown in Fig. 910.
The test signal is supplied by a suitable source, such as an oscil119

lator or signal generator, having low -impedance output and con-

tinuously variable output control. A calibrated, non -inductive,
variable resistor (rheostat or decade box) is connected in series
with the generator and transistor input. An a.c. vacuum -tube
voltmeter-millivoltmeter is arranged with a switch, S, so that it
can be switched across the resistor (position 1) or the transistor
input (position 2). The signal at the transistor input always must
be low enough to forestall overloading the amplifier. The amplifier is terminated with its normal load, RL. Direct currents are
supplied to the transistor circuit in the normal manner and the
amplifier is assumed to be in operation.
The test procedure is to adjust R while switching the voltmeter

The variable resistor R must be noninductive. It may be a
laboratory resistance decade box, although a composition -type
rheostat can be used. The test procedure is to measure the output

voltage with no external load (switch S open), then to connect the
load R (switch S closed) and adjust R for a voltage reading equal
to one-half the no-load voltage. At this point, the resistance setting of R equals the output impedance of the amplifier or oscillator. If the resistor is not calibrated to read ohms directly, its
setting may be checked with a resistance bridge or accurate ohmmeter.
The d.c. output -electrode current of the transistor must not be
permitted to flow through the test circuit, otherwise the settings of

resistor R will shift the operating point of the transistor. The

CALIBRATED, NUN -INDUCTIVE
SISTORAMPL

TPANSISTOR AMPL
I

ri"VILO IMP OUT

IN

)5

AC VT

OUT

-17

CALIBRATENNON-INDUCTNE

Fig. 910.

Circuit for measurement of input im-

Fig. 911.

Circuit for measurement of output

pedance.

impedance.

successively between switch positions 1 and 2. In the first position, the meter will read the voltage drop across the resistor (R);

output impedance should be measured at various values of transistor d.c. electrode currents and, in the case of an amplifier, at
various values of generator impedance.

in the second position, the drop across the transistor input impedance (Z). At first, there will be an appreciable difference
between these two voltages. But as adjustment of the rheostat

proceeds, the difference will decrease. Finally, no voltage change
will occur as switch S is thrown between 1 and 2. At this point,
Z = R, and the impedance value may be read from the dial of the
variable resistor. If the resistor is not calibrated for direct readings in ohms, it may be removed from the circuit and its resistance
setting checked with a bridge or accurate ohmmeter.
For complete data, input impedance should be checked at several values of RL unless the latter has been established at a known
fixed value. It should be checked also at various transistor bias
levels.

Output impedance

The output impedance of a transistor amplifier or oscillator

may be checked by means of an external resistor and a.c. vacuum tube voltmeter. An amplifier must be driven by a signal source,
as shown in Fig. 911, but an oscillator will supply its own output
voltage for the test. In the case of an amplifier, the output must
be monitored with an oscilloscope to forestall overdriving.
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Frequency response

Important transistor characteristics which vary with frequency
are current amplification, voltage amplification, input impedance,
and output impedance. Some other characteristics, such as elecand other resistances also
trode capacitances and inductances,
show frequency dependence, but usually the first-mentioned characteristics are the ones checked in routine appraisals of transistor
performance. Current amplification and voltage amplification are
of particular interest, since the cutoff frequencies of these characteristics determine to a great extent the highest frequencies at
which transistor amplifiers and oscillators can be operated.
Alpha vs. frequency
The d.c. measurement of alpha was discussed earlier. Current
amplification may be expressed also as the ratio of an output al-

ternating current change to the small change in the input alternating current which produces it. The test -signal frequency may
be varied over a suitable range to show variation of current ampli121

fication with frequency. Fig. 912-a shows a test circuit for check-

ing alpha in this manner.
The transistor is biased in the normal manner. The constant current d.c. supply furnishes emitter bias, read with milliammeter

When making a run of alpha vs. frequency, voltage El must be
maintained at a constant value. The output waveform should be
monitored with an oscilloscope, to guard against overloading of
the transistor.
Beta vs. frequency
Fig. 912-b shows a test circuit for checking base -to -collector cur-

rent amplification (beta) against frequency. This circuit is seen

to be similar to the alpha tester of Fig. 912-a except for the
grounded -emitter connection of the transistor, reversal of polarity
a

Fig. 912-a.

-le

EMITTER DC MA

ALPHA VS FREQ

0

tie

Test circuit for checking alpha.

MI, and the constant -voltage d.c. supply furnishes collector bias
read with milliammeter M4. The large capacitors, Cl and C2, bypass these supplies for a.c.

W_TTAVT

NSTANT CURRENT
SUPPLY

+

SUPPLY

+ DC VT VM

a

The a.c. test signal is supplied through the secondary of transformer T. The test -signal amplitude should be between 0.1 and
0.5 volt r.m.s. across the secondary. A single transformer will not
handle both audio and radio frequencies, and care must be taken
when interchanging transformers and signal generators to keep

Fig. 9I3 -a, -h.

Circuit for testing emitter negative -resistance
characteristics.

of the constant -current d.c. supply and of capacitor Cl, and sub-

stitution of a d.c. microammeter MI. The test procedure is the
same as described for alpha vs. frequency.

El AC VTVM®E2
MA
COLLECTOR DC MA

LO RES

MI

AC SIG IN

Voltage gain vs. frequency

The test circuits shown in Fig. 909 can be employed to check
voltage gain as a function of frequency. The frequency of the

input signal is varied throughout the desired test band while
maintaining constant the signal -voltage amplitude.
BETA VS FREQ

Fig. 912-b.

US -CONSTANT CURRENT SUPPLY

Test circuit for checking base -to -collector current
amplification.

the secondary impedance and d.c. resistance as nearly constant as

A single transformer, T, cannot handle both audio and radio
frequencies. When interchanging transformers and signal generators, however, care must be taken to keep the impedance and
d.c. resistance of the transformer secondaries as nearly constant
as possible. R2 is changed to rated RL value.

possible.

Impedance vs. frequency

small series resistor RI. This drop is read as El with the first a.c.
vacuum -tube voltmeter-millivoltmeter M2. Similarly, the a.c. collector current develops a voltage drop, E2, across R2, and this voltage is read with the second such meter, M3. Greatest convenience
will be supplied by two separate meters. In cases of economy,
however, a switching arrangement may be used to switch a single
meter between emitter and collector circuits. Alpha is the ratio

be checked with the circuits given in Figs. 910 and 911 by varying
the test -signal frequency over the desired range. The test signal voltage and generator output impedance should be held constant.

The a.c. emitter current develops a voltage drop across the

of E2 to El.
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Input and output impedance, as a function of frequency, can

At each test frequency, the impedance should be checked in the
manner described earlier.
Switching characteristics

The emitter and collector negative -resistance characteristics
which suit point -contact transistors to switching -type circuits may
123

be checked with the test circuits shown in Figs. 913 and 914, respectively. The values of Rb Re, and Re, \Tee, and Vee must be
selected for the particular type of transistor under test.

In the cutoff -time test circuit (Fig. 915-b), the rectangular input
pulse has a period t of 10 microseconds. The cutoff (fall time) of

Emitter negative resistance
In the test setup shown in Fig. 913-a, follow this procedure: (1)

V

-G

0

5

TRIGGER IN

Reverse the polarities of the constant -current emitter d.c. supply
COLLECTOR DC MA

3.311

O

PAST SCOPE

COLLECTOR CURRENT Lie)
0

4

RISE TIME

COLLECTOR

VOLTS (re
VOLTS

CONSTANT
CURRENT
SUPPLY

tI5Y

TINE
IN

a

Fig. 914 -a, -b.

S

Circuit for testing collector negative -resistance characteristics.

CUTOFF TIME

Test circuits for measurement of
rise and fall time of a switching transistor.

Fig. 915-a, -b.

and of the milliammeter temporarily. (2) Increase the emitter current in selected steps by adjusting the output of the constant -current supply. (3) Plot the corresponding values of negative emitter voltage to obtain the AB portion of the characteristic curve
(Fig. 913-b). (4) Open the emitter connection temporarily to
obtain the voltage reading at zero current. (5) Restore the connection and also the original polarity of the constant -current
supply and milliammeter. (6) Increase the emitter current in steps
and plot the corresponding emitter voltage points to obtain the
remainder of the curve between B and C.

the output pulse is equal to t3 - t2 measured between V, and 0.1
Vi,. There are many schemes for checking rise and fall times.
In general, however, the final criterion will be the switching performance of the transistor in the actual circuit in which it is to be

Collector negative resistance

Geoffrey Knight Jr., Richard A. Johnson, and Roland B. Holt.

Using the test circuit shown in Fig. 914-a, vary the collector
current in selected steps by adjustment of the output of the constant -current supply. Plot the corresponding collector
voltage
points to obtain the characteristic curve OABC, as shown in Fig.
914-b.

Switching time

Fig. 915 shows test circuits for measurement of rise time and
fall (cutoff) time of a switching transistor. A pulse generator and
fast (wide -band, high -frequency -swept) oscilloscope are required
for these tests. The output pulse of the monostable rise -time test
circuit (Fig. 915-a) is initiated by the input trigger pulse but is
independent of the waveform of the latter. The buildup of the
output pulse thus indicates the transistor rise time.
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collector current
ie emitter current
inv. ve emitter peak inverse voltage
ie

times 1000
ma d.c. milliamperes
k

megacycles

IBC

Chapter 10
Characteristics of
Commercial Transistors

mw milliwatts
µsec
N -P -N

microseconds
junction type N -P -N

NF noise factor or noise figure
P -C

point -contact

Pe maximum collector dissipation

PG power gain
THE data presented in this chapter have been taken from
manufacturers' published ratings, with their permission. All of

P -N -P

PO power output
input resistance or impedance
RL load resistance or impedance
Ro output resistance or impedance
temp temperature

these characteristics are tentative, since improvements
steadily
are being made in commercial transistors. Where blanks
appear
in the Tables, the data in question could not be obtained.
The
entire field has been solicited. Any manufacturer not appearing
in this listing and who was offering transistors at the time of this
writing, was omitted by that manufacturer's specific request.
In order to list in the most useful manner the numerous ratings,
three sets of Tables have been prepared and appear in the following order: Absolute Maximum Ratings, All Types; Typical Amplifier Operation, Junction and Point -Contact; and Typical Operation, Point -Contact Switches.

Ri

In each table, listings are made alphabetically by the names
of manufacturers.

c.

Abbreviations Used in the Tables
a

alpha. (current amplification factor)
CURR. AMP. Current amplification factor.

db
Fe

decibels

cutoff frequency

G -B Grounded -base
G -C
G -E
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grounded -collector
grounded -emitter

junction type P -N -P

v
ve

ve

volts

collector voltage
emitter voltage
FOOTNOTES FOR TABLES ON FOLLOWING PAGES

At 25°C. ambient
At 30°C. ambient
Alpha loss = 3db from 1 kc value
d. Junction temperature 30°C., f =1 kc., source imp. 100 ohms
e. Design center
f. Junction temperature 75°C., f =1 kc., source imp. 100 ohms
g. Junction temperature 30°C., f = 1 kc., source imp. 600 ohms
h. Junction temperature 75°C., f=1 kc., source imp. 600 ohms
1.
Junction temperature 30°C., f =1 kc., source imp. 30K ohms
Junction temperature 30°C., f =1 kc., source imp. 7,500 ohms
j.
k. Alpha loss =3 db from 270 -cycle value
1.
Junction temperature 30°C., f =1 kc., source imp. 15K ohms
m. Frequency at which alpha =1
n. At 1,000 cycles
o. Generator impedance 50 ohms
p. Generator impedance 60 ohms, f =1 kc.
q. Generator impedance 600 ohms, f =1 kc.
r. Load impedance 5K ohms. High source impedance
s. Generator impedance 0.22 megohm, f =1 kc.
t. At ie= 0.5 ma, ve = - 16 v.
a.
b.

u.

At le = 2 ma, Arc =- 16 v.

v.

At ie = 0.5 ma, v. = -7 v.
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00

-30

-25
-25
-25
-20
-40

-3.0

-50
-50
-30
-30

-20
-20
-20
-20
-50
-35

-30
-30
-45
-45
-45

-90
-10
-20
-20
-20

P -C
P -C

N -P -N
N -P -N

2N32
2N34
102
103

200

Sylvania

Texas Instruments

2A
2B
2C
2D
2E
2F
2G
X-22
X-23

WX-3347
WX-4813

Transistor
Products

Westinghouse

-5
-5
-5
-5
-5
-5
-5

-20
-20

-10
-10
-10

-8
-8
-8
-7
-7

-10
-10

120
120

50
50
30

50

50'
50'
50'

120'
120'

-100
40
40

-50
-50
-50
-50
-50
-100

30

30

-40

-40

5
5

-40
-40

-8
-8
-8
-8
-8

5

5

-15
-15

50
50

-8
-8
-40
-25

8

25

50

50
50
50

100
100
100
100
100
100

100
100

40
40
100

50

55
50
50

55

(°C.)

temp.

60

50
50
50
50
50
50
50
49
49

50
50
50
50

60

-50
-50
-50

-50
-50
-50
-50

-40
-40

40
50

40
40
50
50

50
50

temp.

(°C.)

100

15
15

-40

inv. ve
(volts)

200

120
120
100
100
100
120
120
50
50

50°

50°

75'
75'

-8

8

0.8

3

5

30'
30°
50
30
50
50

ie

(ma)
10
5

-8
-7
-8

ve

(volts)

1.0

100

-40
-8.5
-25

Pe
(mw)

-4
-5
-5

N -P -N
N -P -N
P -C
P -N -P

ie

(ma)

5
5

5

-50
-50

-50
-50

-10
-40

inv. ve
(volts)

8,9
8,9
8,9

7
7

6
7

6

5

5

5

5
5

5

4
4

4

3
3

2
2

2

1

1

Out
line

18
19

17

17

16
16
16
16
16
16
16

15

15

15
15

14

14

12
13
13

12

11
11

10

line

Out -

See switching data under Typical Operation

5

15
15

10
10

150'
150'

5

10

150`

50
50
50
50
60
60

3

5

3

-10
-10
-10
-10
-30
-30

ie

(ma)

100

1

ye

(volts)

100

100
100
50
50
50

Pe
(mw)

-40
-20
-20

PC
PC
PC

P -C
P -C
P -C
P -C

P -C
P -N -P

P -C
P -C
P -N -P
N -P -N

2N32
2N33
2N34
2N35

RCA

P -C
P -N -P
P -N -P

CK716
CK721
CK722

ve

(volts)
Class

No.

201

ie

(ma)

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS, ALL TYPES

P -N -P
P -N -P
P -N -P
P -N -P
P -C
P -C
P -C

P -C
P -C
P -N -P
P -N -P
P -N -P

P -C
P -C
P -C
P -C
P -C
P -C

ve

(volts)

Type

R1698
R1734
R1729

RR34

RR21

RR14
RR20

T18B
2N39
2N40
2N42

TI8A

S-2

S -I

A-2
A-3

A -O
A-1

P -C
P -C
P -N -P
P -N -P
P -N -P

P -C
P -C
P -N -P
P -N -P
P -N -P

Class

Raytheon

MANUFACTURER

Radio Receptor

National Union

Hydro -Aire

Gil

General Electric
GI1A
2N43
2N44
2N45

PT -2A
PT -2S
2N36
2N37
2N38

No.

Type

CBS-Hytron

MANUFACTURER

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS, ALL TYPES

tao

czt.*

No.

P -N -P

P -N -P

2N44

2N45

No.

TURER

G -B
G -B

N -P -N
N -P -N
P -C
P -N -P

G -B

G -B
G -E

G -B

G -B

P -C

G -B

2E
X-22
X-23

N -P -N

201

G -B
G -E
G -B
G -E
G -C

P -C

N -P -N

200

Texas
Instruments

G -B

2D

P -N -P

2N34

Sylvania

G -B
G -B

Special

G -B

G -C
G -B
G -E
G -E

ie

2.5

-0.5
-0.5
-3.0
-0.5

-1

-I

-1

-3

-2
-2
-2
-2

(ma)

10

jo

1.0

1.0

1.0
1.0

0.75
1.0

0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3

1.0

5

1.0

1.0
5

I.0

5

5
1.0

70

150-450

190

300
500
500
500

550
550
400
400

300
75
7.5k

10

160
15k
50

700

10

300
30k
55

lk

10

5
1.0

300

475
60

5
1.0

1.0
2

R1

(ohms)

0.5
1.0

1.0

(ma)

10k -40k
100k

30k
30k
5k
30k
6k

30k
30k
30k

15k

16k
16k

20k
20k

600

4k

20k
50k
4k
30k
4k
600
50k
4k
30k
4k
600
50k
4k
30k

20k

Re or RL
(ohms)

Curr.

0.975

1.5

2.5

>0.94
>0.90
>0.85

2.0
2.0
2.0

3.0

2.2
0.98e
0.98e
0.98e
0.98e
0.98e
0.955e
0.955e
0.955e
0.955e
0.955e
0.92e
0.92e
0.92e
0.928
0.92e

1.5

Amp.

-6

-22.5

-4.5
-4.5

-2

-15

-2

-15

1

1

to 3
to 2

-4

-5.5
-2
-1
-4
-1

400
400

35
1

0.3-0.8

35
1

3

0

3

0

1

3

0

1

3

-5.5

-2
-2

0

-2

1

1

1

1

-4
-3
-40
-4
-3

60
500
60
500
220k

30k

10k
10k

100k
500k

20k
20k

100k
20k
100k

30k

30k
1

1

0.90

0.975
0.975
0.90

Curr.
amp.

2

0.90
0.95

0.95

0.90

0.98
0.98

special oscillator up to 50 mc
See Figure 507, chapter 5.

20k
20k
100k
20k
20k

-1

0.3

325

2.0

650
300k
50

lk

20k

lk

1250

Ro or RL
(ohms)

R
(ohms)
0.5
2
2
2
2
0.5

5
5
5
5

ie

(ma)

5

-6

-10

-3.3
6

2

ie

(ma)

-6
-8
-6

- 1.5

-6

-6

-3
-6

- 1.5

cult
G -E
G -E

ve

(volts)

P -C

P -N -P
N -P -N

2N34
2N35

WX-3347
WX-4813

-6

-15

-30

- 1.5

-15.0

- 1.5
- 1.5

-15
-4.5
-4.5
-4.5

Cir-

2B

P -C

2N33

Westinghouse

G -B
G -B

G -E
G -E
G -E
G -E
G- B

G -B
G -E
G -E
G -E

G -B
G -B
G -B
G -B

-5
-8
-8
-8
-8

-20

G -Eh

G-Ci

-5

G-Eg

P -C

P -N -P

CR722

Transistor
Products

-20

G-Bd
G -Br

G -C1

-5
-5

-20

-5

-20

G -Br
G -Es
G -Eh

-20

-5

-20

-5

-25

-30

- 55

2A

P -N -P

RCA

ve

(volts)

G-Ct
G-Bd

G -Es
G -Eh

G-Bd

G -B

G -B

cuit

Cir-

29

30

36
40

>52

X36

20

>38

11

36

28

12

38

28

15

39

28

17

19

PG
(db)

30

18

20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

12e

29P
344
30P
404

40

40
40

1.0

30
34

29°

12

38

36

PG
(db)

TYPICAL AMPLIFIER OPERATION JUNCTION AND POINT -CONTACT
Class

P -C
P -N -P

P -N- P
P -N- P
P -N -P
P -N -P
P -C

P -C
P -N -P
P -N -P
P -N- P

CR721

kaytheon

Type

CK716
CK721

RR21
RR34
R1729

R R20

RRI4

2N39
2N40
2N42

T I 8A

A-2
A-3

A-1

P -C
P -C
P -C
P -C

P -N -P

21443

A-0

P -C

P -C

Class

G11

MANUFAC-

Raytheon

Radio
Receptor

National
Union

Hydro -Aire

General
Electric

CBS-Hystron PT -2A

Type

MANUFAC-

TURER

TYPICAL AMPLIFIER OPERATION JUNCTION AND POINT -CONTACT
PO

2.3e

2.8

(mw)

PO

20

40

40

40

40

40

40

(mw)

22

22

22
22

NF
(db)

65a
22

22°
22°

25°
25°
25°

50

57

57

NF
(db)
Fe

2

2e
2e

le
le
le

Fe
(mc)

0.1

5

50

0.5m

4.5m
3m

1k

1t

20

2e

(me)

Transistor Products

Texas Instruments

Radio Receptor

National Union

Hydro -Aire

General Electric

CAS-Hytron

' MANUFACTURER

c>.o

ie=-5 ma.)

2G

2F

2C

103

102

R1734

R1698

T18B

.1.

1/4,

-I

(ie=0, ve=-15v.)

0 to 0.7
(ie=0, ve=-15v.)
0 to 0.7

0 to -1 ma.
(1e=0, ve=-15v.)

-1.5
(1e=0, ve=-30v.)
-1.5
(ie=0, ve=-30v.)

(1e=0, e -=-40v.)
-0.7
(1e=0, ve=-7v.)
ma.)

(1e=3 ma.,

ie=-4 ma.)

O to -1.2

ie=-4 ma.)

to -1.2

(ie=3 ma.,

O

0 to -2
(ie=3 ma., ie=-4 ma.)

(i=1 ma., ie=-2 ma.)

-1.8

(i.e=1 ma., ie=-2 ma.)

-1.8

ie=3 ma.,

-1.2

-4
(ie=3 ma., ie=- 5.5ma.)

(i.=1 ma., ie=-2 ma.)

(1e=0.1 ma., ve=-35%.)
-2.2

-2

-1

- 0.2

<1

S-2

-2
tie=3 ma., ie=-4 ma.)

(ie=3 ma.,

<0.5

v,= -15v.)

-0.8

(fe=0 ma., ve=-30v.)

-4

-1.5

(Rsec.)

c,

OlJ

Rise Time

S -I

Im

GI IA

PT -2S

On

Collector Voltage
(volts)

No.

(ma)

Off

Collector Current

Type

0.10u

0.15u

0.2u

>2

<2

1

<6

<2

({fsec.)

Turnoff
Time

TYPICAL OPERATION, POINT -CONTACT SWITCHES

2

2

2

1.7 on
0.15 off

(ie,=.05 ma., ve=-15v.)

2.5

(1e=0.05 ma., ve=-30v.)

2

a

Curr. Amp.
Fe

10v

5v

20

10

1.5

3t

me

f1:1

0

it

3/8

.255

7/32

7/16

.650

13/32

CK7I6

5/32
I -I/2

048
.05
I

)1(

192

11.15

2

465)1 )1(

p.085

kGLASS

1-1/2

METAL
SEAL

3

PINS .017 DIA

-5-

-9-

-6-

11/32

-10-

.29

(PLA51IC CASE)

7/16

445

.215

I -I/2
.048

ff

11

I,

9

PINS .017 DIA

.3

00

144

ft.

7/32

1:--

.32

J45

165

I

*UNT1NNED AREA

-7134

-8-

-12--

135

(PLASTIC CASE)

1/4

13/32

.39

00

.670
(METAL CASE)

1/4

T
9/32
flflF.05

1

11.1.

1-1/4
E

.05

B

C

215
B

E

.048

tl

C

)14

IT0
C0

.144

1.4

,Y"
IDENTIFYING
DOT

3/32

a)
,

1145 1.165

.3
I

7/ 6

144

(

J

.32

/ - - - - 0'0

0

_
,______,

*IATINNED AREA

-13-

I/8
GLASS BASE

)

.185

205

-17-

1-1/4

1

-14--

II

-18-

.415

5/16
DOT

450

3/16

I-1/4

0

I -V2

11
.144

-Rif
+.048
PINS .017 DIA

.235

-15-

--19---
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1.

CARE AND HANDLING OF TRANSISTORS
Do not operate close to hot tubes and components.

2.

Do not subject to large transients which momentarily may

exceed transistor ratings. A circuit which is satisfactory in all
other respects should be examined for switching transients.

It is best to switch -off power before inserting or removing
a transistor. However, when this is not feasible, the base connection should be made first and broken last.
4. When soldering or welding to transistor leads, provide a
satisfactory heat sink on the transistor side of the joint. A simple
method is to hold the lead with flat -nose pliers.
5. When checking new transistor circuits, advance the elec3.

trode voltages slowly to their final values. Switching them on
suddenly may introduce harmful switching transients.
6. Check carefully the polarities of transistor d. c. bias
supplies.
7.

Do not operate transistors at ambient or internal tem-

peratures in excess of the maximum temperature rating specified

by the manufacturer
8. In all operation and tests, be careful not to exceed the
maximum collector and emitter dissipation values specified by
the transistor manufacturer.
9. Do not operate or store in a damp atmosphere unless
the transistor is of the hermetically -sealed or evacuated type.

Use constant -current supplies to furnish the d. c. biases
to a transistor.
11. Before installing a transistor for the first time, check its
current amplification factor and icc, (collector current at zero
emitter current). Check ieo drift not due to ambient temperature
10.

changes.

12. While transistors have excellent shock and vibration characteristics, they should not be subjected needlessly to mechanical

abuse.

Do not operate in strong magnetic or electrostatic fields
without first making suitable tests to determine the effect of such
fields upon behavior and life of the transistor.
14. Before installing, check class of the transistor: that is,
13.

whether point -contact N -type, point -contact P -type, N -P -N junction, or P -N -P junction.

Before potting with other components, ascertain from the
transistor manufacturer whether the potting temperature will be
injurious.
16. Transistors in transparent or translucent capsules are apt
to be light-sensitive. Shield them from strong illumination.
15.
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Acceptor

8

8
Acceptor Impurity
42
Active Mutual Characteristic
41
Active Resistance Network
Adjustable -Output D. C. Power
110
Supply
A. F. Amplifiers, Transformer 90
Coupled
Alpha .... 25, 27, 28, 32, 34, 42, 83, 117
Alpha Cutoff
38, 39, 59, 74
121
Alpha vs. Frequency

Aluminum
Ambient
Amorphous Solids
Amplification:
Base -To -Collector

7

39
5

32, 33
45
63, 117
52

Bilateral
Current
D. C.
Factor, Current
Power
Reverse Power

Voltage
Amplifier:
Characteristics

25, 42, 83

44
45

63, 118
63, 130, 131

D. C.
Formulas
Frequency Response, Audio

58
63
90

43. 47
Grounded -Base
Grounded -Coll ecter
44, 47
Grounded -Emitter
43, 47
Impedance -Coupled, Single -Tuned 80
61
Shunt -Fed

Stages, Shielding in

Type D. C. Microammeter
Amplifiers:
Audio
Multistage

100
104

89, 90

Push -Pull for Speaker Operation

R. F.

64
93
69

9
Atom, Donor -Impurity
Audio Amplifier :
90
Frequency Response
Grounded -Base
89, 90
Grounded -Collector
89. 90
Grounded -Emitter
89. 90
Power Gain
90, 92
Resistance -Coupled
91, 92
90. 92
Transformer -Coupled
95
Audio Oscillator
Audio Oscillator, Basic
95
Audio Oscillator, Light -Powered .. 9G
93
Audio Power Output, Boosting

Audio Signal Injector

97

Backward Power Gain
Bandwidth, Grounded -Emitter

Barrier Layer
Barrier, Potential

45
60
23
14

Base:
Current
29, 34
50
Floating
30, 50
Resistance
91
Resistor, Adjustment of
-To-Collector Amplification ..32, 33
tiff
-Tuned Circuit
34
Voltage
95
Basic Audio Oscillator
Beta
32, 33, 117, 118
117
Beta Measurement
123
Beta vs. Frequency
Bias:
Collector
25, 26
Emitter
25, 26
27
Polarity
49, 110
Supplies
Supplies, Constant -Current
51, 110
49
Supply, Dual
49
Supply, Single
45
Bilateral Amplification
87
Binary Counter
34
Bistable Characteristic ...
84
Bletable Switching Circuit
6
Bonds, Valence
93
Boosting Audio Power Output
Boron
7, 21
Broadcast -Band R. F. Amplifier....100
101
Broadcast Receivers
Burnout Point
15
6
Cadmium Sulphide
64
Capacitance -Coupled Output
61
Capacitive Coupling
Capacitively -Coupled, High 72
Impedance Output
64
Capacitors, Coupling
6
Carborundurn
138
Care of Transistors
24
Carrier Injection
Carriers
10, 14, 15
53
Cascading
Catwh Laker

Characteristics:
Active Mutual
Amplifier
Bistable

Collector Output
Conduction
Curves

13, 19
42

63, 130, 131

34
57
8

36, 31, 111

139

Curves, Measurements tor
111
Feedback
32, 113
Forward
114
112
Input
54
Matching
Of Commercial Transistors
126
112
Output
Point -Contact Switches
132
Static Collector D.0
57
124
Switching
Transfer
32
Choke -Coil Coupling
62
Circuits, Dual
77
41
Circuits, Equivalent
Class -A Efficiency
37
Class -B Efficiency
37
Class -B Operation
55
Class -B, Push -Pull
55
Code -Practice Oscillator
96
10
Coefficient, Negative Temperature
Collector
18
Collector:
Bias
25, 26
Current
29, 30, 31, 32, 51
91
Current, No -Signal
39
Current Ratings
Current vs. Collector Voltage
36
36
Dissipation

Negative Resistance
Output Characteristics

Resistance
Voltage
Voltage vs. Collector Current
Voltage Ratings
Commercial Transistors,
Characteristics of
Complementary Symmetry
Components, Resistive
Conduction Characteristics
Configurations, Transistor
Constant -Current D. C.
Supplies
Constant -Current Parameter
Constant -Current Requirements
Control, Gain

Control Pulse
Control,

Regeneration
Control Signal
Control, Volume
Copper Oxide
Copper Sulphide
Counter, Binary
Coupling:
Capacitive
Capacitors
Choke Coil
Direct
Impedance
Inductive
Input -Output
Transformer
Crystal:
Controlled Standard
Diode Tuner
Faces
Oscillator

124
57
79

29, 51
.

36
39

126

55, 59
30
8

28, 29
51, 110
31
50
66
82

102
82
56
6
6

87
51
54
62
51
62

69, 72

51
61
73

101
5

72

99
-Type Frequency Standard
Crystals
5
12
Crystals, Germanium
72
Crystals, Quartz
Current:
Amplification
63, 117
Amplification Factor
25, 42, 83
.

Base
Collector
Diode Forward
Electrode

Emitter

140

.....

29, 34

29, 30, 31, 32, 51

15
51

30, 34

Forward
15
Gain, Direct Measurement of ... 117
39
Ratings, Collector
39
Ratings, Emitter
Reverse
15
62
Stabilizing Resistor
33
vs. Voltage Relationships
Curves, Characteristic
30, 31, 111
Curves Measurements for
Characteristic
111
Cutoff
Cutoff :
Alpha

33, 59, 83

Frequency
Time Test Circuit

38, 39, 59, 74
38
125
59

Voltage -Gain

Db Noise Figures
Db Power Gain

37, 38
47

D.C.:
Amplification

52

Bias Supply, Constant -Current 110
Power Supply, Adjustable Output 110
104
Relay
39
Requirements of Transistors
110
Supplies, Constant -Current
76
Design, Duality in
102
Detector, Diode
79
Detector, Plate
Diffused Junction
13
Diffused -Type Transistor
20
Diode:
Detector
102
15
Forward Current
Junction
14
Resistance
15, 24
15
Reverse Current
Tuner
101
Diodes
14
58
Direct -Coupled Amplifier
51
Direct Coupling
.

.

Dissipation :
Collector

Emitter Power
Line, D. C.

Power
Donor

36

36, 37
57, 58
36, 37

-To-Base Voltage
-To-Collector Amplification
Factor
Voltage
Equivalent Circuits
Equivalent Noise Circuit
External Resistances, Electrode
Feedback
Feedback:
Characteristics
Inductive
Inductively -Coupled,
Series -Resonant

29
32

29, 34
41
46
45

65, 67, 68, 69
32, 113
67

69
68
57
72
57
57
50
68
67
67
70
103
84
10
63
114
15
42
92

Loop
Negative
Network
Over -All

Output -to -Input
Positive
Series -Resonant
Tickler
Voltage

Voltage, Positive
Field -Strength Meter
Flip -Flop
Floating -Base Input
Formulas, Amplifier
Forward Characteristics
Forward Current
Forward Transfer Resistance
Four Stage R -C Audio Amplifier
Frequency:
Cutoff
38
Limits
38
73
Limits, Oscillator
105
Meter, Heterodyne
..
of Oscillation
68, 69, 70, 74
Range of Junction Transistor 59, 60
38, 121
Response
90
Response, Audio Amplifier
99
Standard, Crystal -Type
99
Standards
121
vs. Alpha
vs. Beta
123
123
vs. Impedance
vs. Voltage Gain
123

Donor Impurity

Donor -Impurity Atom
Double -Tuned Amplifier
Drift, Electron
Drift, Hole

Dual Bias Supply
Dual Circuits
Dual, Value of
Duality
Duals

Efficiency
Efficiency, Class -A
Efficiency, Class -B

Electrode Current
Electrode External Resistances
Electrode, Reference
Electron Drift
Electron Movement
Electron Orbit
Electrons and Holes
Electrons, Injection of
Electrons, Valence
Emitter
Emitter :
Bias
Current
Current Ratings
Negative Resistance
Power Dissipation

9

62, 63
10
10
49
77, 79
78
76
78

37
37
37
51
45

109
10
8
7
6

15
6

18

25, 26
30, 34
39

124

36, 37

Gain:
Audio Amplifier Power
90, 92
Control
56
Control, Position of
66
Current
117
Db Power
47
Power
25, 37, 47, 63
Voltage
25, 118
Reverse Power
45
Gallium
7, 21
Germanium
6, 11
12
Germanium Crystals
Germanium Wafers
12
Grounded -Base Amplifier
43, 47
Grounded -Base Audio Amplifier 89, 90
Grounded -Base Circuit
28, 29
Grounded -Collector Amplifier
44, 47
Grounded -Collector Audio
Amplifier
Grounded -Collector Circuit
Grounded -Emitter Amplifier
Grounded -Emitter Audio
Amplifier
Grounded -Emitter Circuit
Grounded -Emitter, Output

Characteristic of
Grown Junction
Grown -Type Transistor

90

.

28, 29
43, 47

89, 90
28, 29
115
13

20

138
Handling Transistors
94, 95
Hearing Aids
10
Heating
105
Heterodyne Frequency Meter
High -Frequency Oscillation ..66, 73, 74

67, 69

High -Impedance Output
High -Impedance Output,
Capacitively -Coupled
Hole and Electron Injection
Hole Drift
Hole Movement
Hole -Rich Semiconductors
Holes
Holes and Electrons
Holes, Injection of

72
15
7

8, 10
7

6,

7

6

15

Impedance:
Coupled Amplifier, Single -Tuned 80
62
Coupling
Input
50, 60, 63, 90, 119
61, 69, 92
Matching
53
Mismatch
Output
52, 60, 63, 120

Ratio, Interstage
Signal -Source
vs. Frequency
Impurities
Impurity, Acceptor
Impurity, Donor
Indium
Inductive Coupling

60
51
123
8
8
8

13, 21, 23
69, 72

67
Inductive Feedback
Inductively -Coupled Series 69
Resonant Feedback
15
Injection of Electrons
Injection of Holes
15
Input:
112
Characteristics
50
Floating -Base
Impedance
50, 60, 63, 90, 119
51
Output Coupling
Resistance
30, 42, 47, 51, 116
25
Signal
34, 60
Instability
35
Instability, Short Circuit
60
Interstage Impedance Ratio
8
Intrinisic Semiconductors

Junction Diode
Junction -Type Transistors

14
18

Lattice
Lead Sulphide

5, 7
6

Life of Transistor

Light -Powered Audio Oscillator
Load Line
Loading
Loading, Oscillator
Loop, Feedback
Loss, Power
Low -Power Operation

.

.

39
96

57, 58
69

100
68
53

51

54
Matching Characteristics
61, 69
Matching, Impedance
Maximum Ambient
39
Maximum Power Dissipation
36
117
Measurement, Beta
Measurements
109
Measurements for Characteristic
Curves
111
116
Measurements, Static
103
Meter, Field -Strength

141

Meter, Heterodyne -Frequency
105
Microammeter, Amplifier -Type D. C. 104
Microphone -Case Preamplifier
91
Mismatch, Impedance ..
53
Modulation
17
Monitor, Phone
102
Monostable Circuit -Single Shot
86
Multiple Bias Supply
49
64
Multistage Amplifiers
Multivibrator
97
Musical Toy
98
Mw Power Output
47
N -Type

7

National Bureau of Standards

Oscillator
73
Negative:
Feedback
67
Resistance
38, 34, 65, 83, 84
Resistance, Collector
124
Resistance, Emitter
124
Temperature Coefficient
10

Network Parameters
Network, Three -Terminal
Networks
No -Signal Collector Current
Noise
Noise:

Circuit, Equivalent
Figures, Db
Level
Noncrystalline Solids

42

80
80
91

37
46

37, 88

62
5

Sine -Wave

-To-Input Feedback

Over -All Feedback
P -Type

Parameters
Parameters:
Constant -Current
Input

Orbit, Electron
Oscillation, Frequency of
Oscillator :
Audio

Basic Audio

Code -Practice

86
51
7

...68, 69, 7,0
96
95
96

Crystal
72
Drift. Standard Frequency
73
Frequency
68, 74
Frequency Limits
73
High -Frequency
66, 73, 74
Light -Powered Audio
96
Loading
100
National Bureau of Standards
73
Phase -Shift
71, 72
Self -Excited
99
Stability
72
Synchronization
71
Tuning
74
Upper Frequency Limit
73
Oscillators
65
Oscillators, R -C Type
70
Oscillators, Standard -Frequency
73
Outlines
133, 134, 135, 186, 137
Oscillation, High -Frequency
66
Output:
67
Capacitance -Coupled
Characteristic of Grounded Emitter
115
Characteristics
112
High -Impedance
67, 69
High -Impedance, Capacitively Coupled
72
Impedance
52, 60, 63, 120
Mw Power
47
Power
36, 37, 92
Pulse
70
Resistance
30, 42, 47, 116
Signal

142

25

7

29, 31
81
47

Network
42
Output
47
Resistive
29
Parallel -Resonant Tuned Circuits
62
Phase
67, 68
Phase:
Reversal
47
Reversing Transformer
80
Shift
65
Shift Network
72
Shift Oscillator
71, 72
Phasing
72
Phone Monitor
102

Plate Detector

P -N Hook Theory
P -N Junction, Semiconductor Diode
Point -Contact Transistors
Polarity

Polarity, Bias
Position of Gain Control
Positive Feedback
Positive Feedback Voltage
Positive Resistance
Positive Resistance Regions
Potential Barrier
Power

One -Shot Circuit
Operation, Low -Power

70
57
57

Amplification
Amplification, Reverse
Dissipation

79
28
12
18
34

27
56
50
70
84
33
14

44
46

38, 87

Dissipation, Collector
30
Dissipation, Emitter
30, 87
Dissipation, Maximum
36
Gain
25, 37. 47, 63
Gain, Audio Amplifier
90, 92
Gain, Db
47
Gain, Reverse
Gain, R. F.
60
Loss
53
Output
36, 37, 47, 92
Output, Boosting Audio
93
Sensitivity
82
Signal
37
Supply, Adjustable Output D. C. 110
Supply Requirements
50, 51
Practical Transistor Circuits
89
Preamplifier,
Microphone
Case
91
Pulse
Action
Control

Generator
Output
Signal

Push -Pull

Push -Pull Amplifier for Speaker
Operation
Quartz

Quartz Crystals

86
82
70
70
82

54, 55
93

5

72

Range, frequency
60
Ratings of Transistors
128, 129
Resistance -Coupled A. F. Amplifiers. 92
Resistance -Coupled Oscillator
70
Receivers, Broadcast
101
Rectifiers

14

Reference Electrode
109
102
Regeneration Control
104
Relay
Resistance:
Base
30
Collector
79
Coupled A. F. Amplifier
91, 92
Input
30, 42, 47, 51, 116
Negative
33, 34, 65, 83, 84
41
Network, Active
Of Transformer Windings
68
Output
30, 42, 47, 116
Positive
84
33
Regions, Positive
Static
29
Transformation
78, 79
Transistors, Determination of ...116
30
Resistive Components
Resistive Parameters
29
Resistor, Base
60
Response, Frequency
38, 121
Reverse Current
16
Reverse Power Amplification
46
Reverse Power Gain
45
Reverse Transfer Resistance
42
R.F. Amplifier, Broadcast -Band
100
100
R.F. Amplifier, Single -Stage
R.F. Amplifiers
69
R.F. Power Gain
60
Saturation

33, 84

Secondary Frequency Standard .... 99

Selenium

6

Self -Excited Oscillator
99
Semiconductors
6, 8
Semiconductors:
Hole -Rich
7
Intrinsic
8
Theory of
6
Diode Volt -Ampere Characteristic
Curve
15
82
Sensitivity, Power
Series -Resonant Feedback
68
Series -Resonant Feedback,
Inductively Couple di

69

100
Shielding in Amplifier Stages
Shock Hazard
111
Short -Circuit Instability
36
Shunt -Fed Amplifier
61
Signal:
Control
82
Injector, Audio
97
Input
25
Output
25
Power
37
Pulse
82
Source Impedance
51
Trigger
82
Silicon
6, 11
Silicon Carbide
6
Sine -Wave Output
70
Single Bias Supply
49
Single -Shot Circuit
86
Single Stage R. F. Amplifier
100
Single -Stage Transformer -Coupled
A. F. Amplifiers
90
Single -Stage Transformer -Coupled
R. F. Amplifiers
61

Single -Tuned Impedance -Coupled
Amplifier
Solids, Amorphous

Solids, Noncrystalline
Spreading
Stability. Oscillator
Stabilizing Resistor

80

73
Standard Frequency Oscillator
Standard -Frequency Oscillator Drift 73
99
Standards, Frequency
Static Collector D. C.
67
Characteristics
Static Measurements
116
Static Resistance
29
Static Volt -Ampere Characteristic
Curve
16
Surface -Barrier Transistor
22
Switches
82
Switching:
Action
83
Characteristics
124
Circuit
106
84
Circuit, Bistable
Time
124
35
Type Transistors
55, 59
Symmetry, Complementary
71
Synchronization, Oscillator

Temperature Effects
Test -Circuit Setups
Test -Signal Injector
Testing Transistors
Tests
Tetrode Transistor
Three -Stage Transformer- Coupled
A. F. Amplifier
Three -Terminal Network
Tickler Feedback
Time, Switching
Time, Transit
Total Resistance
Toy, Musical

39
111
97

109
109
39
93

30, 43
67

124
38
45
98
32
42

Transfer Characteristics
Transfer Resistance, Forward
42
Transfer Resistance, Reverse
Transformer:
Coupled, A. F. Amplifier,
93
Three -Stage
Coupled, A. F. Amplifiers 90, 92, 93
Coupled, Grounded -Collector,
A. F. Amplifier
91
Coupled, R. F. Amplifier,
Single -Stage
Coupling

Feedback
Phase -Reversing
Turns Ratios
Winding Resistance

Transformation Resistance
Transistor:
Action
Amplifiers

Characteristics
Configurations
Parameters
Types
Transistors, Care of
Transistors, Commercial
Transit Time
Trigger Signal
Triggers
Triode Transistors
Tuned Circuits, Parallel Resonant
Tuned Feedback Loop
Tuner, Diode
Tuning, Oscillator
Turns Ratio, Transformer

61
61
67
80
53
68
79
24
47
17
28
29
17

138
126
38
82
82
17
62
68

101
74
63

5
6

10
72
62

Valence Bonds

Valence Electrons

6
6

143

Volt -Ampere Characteristic Curve,
Semiconductor Diode
Volt -Ampere Characteristic Curve,
Static
Voltage:
Amplification
Base
Collector
Divider

Emitter

144

15

16

63
34
29, 61
49
29, 34

Emitter -to -Base
Feedback
Gain
Gain Cutoff

Gain vs. Frequency
Ratings, Collector
vs. Current Relationships

29
57

25, 118
59
123
39

Volume Control

66

Wafers, Germanium

12
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